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ABSTRACT 

This research identifies a current and future need 

in the realm of information systems development which has 

surfaced as a result of layered architectures and software 

reuse. An analysis methodology based upon two three

dimensional metamodels which correspond to the two principal 

aspects of system architecture, structure and communication, 

is developed. Each metamodel can be viewed as having three 

planes which represent increasing abstractions away from 

actual source code. For example, with regard to the 

structure metamodel, the lowest plane corresponds to actual 

source code structures written in a specific computer 

language, the middle plane represents the general form of 

the structure available in that language, and the top plane 

represents the general form of structures available in any 

language. An object-oriented viewpoint was adopted in order 

to allow the expression of the relationships between 

entities found on a single plane of a metamodel, as well as 

the expression of the relationships between entities found 

on different planes. The metamodels provide a framework and 

methodology for discerning the structure and communication 

mechanisms employed in software source code as well as a 

framework from within which behavioral models can be 

developed. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

section 1.1. The Problem Context 

This dissertation is concerned with developing 

models of characteristics of information systems which can 

be described as layered. The term layered, especially 

within the context of a layered architecture, has been used 

most often in the context of data networks: 

Layering, or layered architecture, is a form of 
functional modularity that is central to data 
network design. The concept of functional 
modularity (although perhaps not the name) is as old 
as engineering. In what follows, the word module is 
used to refer either to a device or to a proces~ 
within some computer system. What is important is 
that the module performs some given function. The 
designers of a module will be intensely aware of the 
internal details and operation of that module. 
Someone who uses that module as a component in a 
larger system, however, will treat the module as a 
"black box." That is, the user will be uninterested 
in the internal workings of the module, and will be 
concerned only with the inputs, the outputs, and, 
most important, the functional relation of outputs 
to inputs. Thus, a black box is a module viewed in 
terms of its input-output descriptions. It can be 
used with other black boxes to construct a more 
complex module, which again will be viewed at higher 
levels as a bigger black box •••• A layered 
architecture can be regarded as a hierarchy of 
nested modules or black boxes, as described above. 
Each given layer in the hierarchy regards the next 
lower layer as one or more black boxes with some 
given functional specification to be used by the 
given higher layer. (Bertsekas and Gallager 1987, 
pages 14 to 16, emphasis in the original) 

To reduce their design complexity, most networks are 
organized as a series of layers or levels, each one 
built'upon its predecessor. Between each pair 
of adjacent layers there is an interface. The 
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interface defines which primitive operations and 
services the lower layer offers to the upper one • 
••• The set of layers and protocols is called the 
network architecture. (Tanenbaum 1981, pages 10 to 
12, emphasis in the original) 

The foremost reason for the predominance of the term 

"layered software" in the context of data communications is 

that a layered architecture is explicitly employed in the 

Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) computer communications 

standard (see Stallings 1987 or one of the references quoted 

above) • 

Information systems, even those based on personal 

computers, are increasingly employing layered architectures. 

Such an architecture allows programmers to take advantage of 

more sophisticated operating system capabilities and/or to 

make use of previously constructed, sophisticated software, 

such as the communications capabilities discussed above as 

well as capabilities for data base, graphics, statistics, 

etc. Source code from layered systems tends to feature 

references (e.g., procedure calls or process signaling 

mechanisms) in place of custom designed code. This tendency 

has complicated the task of program construction in terms of 

proper coding of the interface with the layered software and 

also in terms of proper documentation of the structure of 

the source code. 

At the heart of program construction is modeling. 

Source code is a model of the execution of the program 

constructed from it. The programming process can be viewed 
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as mapping from a model of desired real-world behavior to a 

model of program execution, where the mapping activity is 

essentially modeling as well; a programmer models a desired 

real-world system in terms of computer language statements. 

Essential to the successful accomplishment of the modeling 

activity is an appreciation of the capabilities of the 

statements as well as their semantic interpretation. 

Because each computer language offers a specific set of 

modeling constructs (e.g., statements, structuring 

capabilities, communication methods), we shall say that each 

computer language imposes a world view upon a programmer; 

this world view further imposes limits on his modeling 

activity (e.g., programming) as well as provides him a 

framework from within which the resulting model (e.g., the 

source code) can be interpreted. 

The architecture of an information system shall 

henceforth be taken to be the manner in which it is 

constructed from its components; to model architecture is 

to define the components, describe how the components are 

structured (e.g., combined to form a whole), and specify 

what interactions are possible between components. The 

primary focus of this dissertation will be on the software 

components of information systems; other components (e.g., 

hardware) are assumed to be describable in exactly the same 

manner as software components, particularly with regard to 

the possible interactions. Therefore a model of the 



architecture of an information system can be characterized 

as a model of the structure and interaction of entire 

programs. Each of the programs, in turn, is modeled with 

regard to its structure and interaction of its components. 
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A modeling framework shall be taken to mean a 

mechanism for creating a world view appropriate for a 

modeling task, that is, defining appropriate modeling 

constructs and construct manipulation facilities. We shall 

assert that a fr.amework which can support modeling of a 

single program written in an arbitrary computer language can 

serve as a framework for modeling the structure and 

interactions of an entire information system. This follows 

immediately when one takes programs to be the SUbcomponents 

of a "super program" and their interactions those allowed 

between such components (see, for example, Baker and Scallon 

1986); there is no essential conceptual difference between 

the architecture of an information system and that of a 

program, albeit potentially a very complicated one. (The 

types of action and communication methods employed within, 

for example, operating systems appear within more 

sophisticated languages like Ada (U.S. Department of Defense 

1982) and Modula-2 (Wirth 1985) and are specifically 

addressed within this dissertation.) It is therefore 

possible to consider any information system to be a single 

program and our concern is to model certain aspects of the 

program. Further, because we can conceptually couple 
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distinct, but compatible, languages to form a "super 

language", we shall typically indicate that the program to 

be modeled is constructed using a single computer language. 

As defined above, the act of modeling the 

architecture of an information systems can be broadly 

characterized using general systems modeling concepts as the 

selection of subsystems and the description of how these 

subsystems can interact. The selection process is recursive 

in nature as subsystems are traditionally taken to be 

systems themselves and thus susceptible to being modeled in 

terms of smaller subsystems; the choice of the recursive 

base case is essentially a choice of level of detail (though 

certainly not the only determinant of it). One of the' 

fundamental unresolved issues in general systems modeling is 

the choice of the sUbsystems; there does not appear to be a 

definitive procedure or algorithm for subsystem selection, 

nor indeed a definitive procedure or algorithm for choice of 

appropriate level of detail. The status of this issue 

contributes to the characterization of modeling as art and 

not science. with regard to the modeling of information 

systems, particularly with respect to architecture, the 

issue is not as troublesome as with other systems. What 

distinguishes programs from many other systems is the 

existence of a detailed design document in the form of the 

original source code, which implicitly contains a wealth of 

structural information (although certainly not a complete 
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architectural description); further, the source code is 

already a model for the system of interest. Assuming that 

we have a general ability to model the structuring and 

communication capabilities available within a computer 

language, modeling of the architecture of a specific program 

reduces ~o recognizing the mapping between specific source 

code and language features and then the careful attribution 

of the architectural conclusions about the language feature 

to the specific source code. It is important to realize 

that an architectural description of a program is non

procedural in the sense that it is more important to 

describe what components exist and what kinds of 

interactions are allowed than it is to describe why the 

components exist and why they do what they do. Thus, it is 

not important with regard to architecture that a Pascal 

(Jensen and Wirth 1978) program contains a procedure called 

SumArray which adds up the values contained in an array 

passed to it, rather, it is important to recognize the 

structural implications of the routine being a Pascal 

procedure and the communication implications of performing 

operations on a passed variable. 

The behavior of an information system shall be taken 

to be the manner in which its components interact through 

time, as the program (information system) operates. The 

modeling of architecture is taken to be a prerequisite to 

the modeling of behavior in the sense that the former 
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results in complete specification of the components of 

interest and the specific communication mechanisms 

available. Note that more than just the time-ordered 

sequence of communications is of interest, a behavioral 

description must include detailed descriptions of how 

structures issue, forward, and accept communication. For 

example, consider a program created using the Pascal 

language. We shall see that the structural model of Pascal 

includes the requirements which lead to the well-known stack 

of activation records as a representation for executing 

procedures. The logic concerning how the general equivalent 

of these activation records are maintained must be part of a 

behavioral model of the program. 
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section 1.2. Existing Models Of Information Systems 

In Chapter 2 there will be a lengthy discussion of 

models and systems. However, it is important at this point 

of the dissertation to clearly delineate the problems being 

addressed by the work. 

It is difficult to read an article in the areas of 

management information systems or computer science without 

encountering reference to one or more models. As will be 

indicated in Chapter 2, proper interpretation of a model is 

not possible without consideration of its purpose (Nadler 

1981) and it is with regard to purposes that the following 

discussion will primarily be organized. 

Models have been developed to support the purpose of 

determining what computers are capable of accomplishing 

(e.g., models of computers in terms of the grammars they 

accept, see Hopcroft and Ullman 1979). Models have been 

developed to allow determination of the most efficient 

manner for computers to accomplish specified tasks (e.g., 

algorithms for recognizing grammars, see Aho and Ullman 

1979, or for managing data structures, see Aho, Hopcroft, 

and Ullman 1983). Models have been developed to identify 

which tasks are important for the computer to accomplish, in 

terms of effectively solving a specific type of real-world 

problem (e.g., what are the minimal grammatical components 
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required to allow unlimited query of a database, see Ullman 

1982). 

with regard to the area of management information 

systems particularly, of paramount importance is the 

determination of which real-world problems require solution. 

Models have been developed to describe what information 

real-world entities (e.g., businesses) require and how they 

need to process it (e.g., BSP, BIAIT, BICS, critical success 

factors, see IBM 1975, Carlson 1979, Kerner 1979, and 

Rockart 1979, respectively). Models have been developed to 

describe the organization of information and the mechanisms 

employed in processing (e.g., the metamodels underlying the 

ISDOS, PLEXSYS, and METAVIEW projects, see Teichroew, 

Hershey, and Yamamoto 1979, Kottemann and Konsynski 1984, 

Sorenson, Tremblay, and McAllister 1988, respectively; the 

metamodels underlying the SREM and MSG.84 requirement 

specification methodologies, Alford 1985, and Berzins and 

Gray 1985, respectively; the metamodel of an ISDOS-related 

project, see Demetrovics, Knuth, and Rado 1982; an analysis 

of requirements for metamodels, Kottemann 1984; and the 

general entity-relationship model underlying many of the 

metamodels, Chen 1976). Models have been developed to 

prescribe what steps humans should follow in order to map 

the information requirements of an organization to the 

computer manipulation of information (e.g., life cycles, see 

Couger 1982 and Boehm 1988). Models have been developed to 
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prescribe how some or all of the previously mentioned steps 

should be accomplished (e.g., software development 

strategies like that of Page-Jones, Jackson, Yourdon, 

Warnier and Orr, and Gane and Sarson, see Page-Jones 1988, 

Jackson 1975 or Jackson 1978, Yourdon 1988, warnier 1974, 

and Gane and Sarson 1979, respectively). Models have been 

developed to describe the process by which information 

systems and humans typically do coevolve (e.g., the 

descriptive COCOMO cost model, see Boehm 1981). 

It is within the context of the prescription of the 

manner for information systems development that still 

further models are required to facilitate human and computer 

accomplishment of the process. Adoption of such models is 

often implicit in the adoption of specific tools or 

techniques to accomplish certain steps in the software 

development life cycle. For the sake of the discussion the 

seven-phase system life cycle presented by Couger 1982 will 

be used and is reproduced as Figure 1.1. Of primary 

interest within this dissertation are the first and latter 

phases, namely I. Documenting Existing System, IV. 

construction, V. Test and conversion, VI. operation, and 

VII. Maintenance and Modification. It is during these 

phases that software developers manipulate software written 

in standard computer languages; the "middle" phases of the 

life cycle, extending from the latter portions of phase I. 

up to at least phase IV., entail varying amounts of 
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manipulation of the design information in a wide variety of 

formats, including computerized representations of 

requirements and process descriptions which are not 

equivalent to computer languages (see, for example, 

Kottemann 1984). 

We can characterize the desire to manipulate 

software during the first phase in terms of use and reuse. 

It has long been recognized that there are large economic 

benefits to be obtained by the jUdicious reuse of existing 

software, particularly when the design and analysis 

information associated with the software can be captured as 

well (see, for example, Freeman 1983). However, one of the 

major limitations on this practice has been the 

unavailability of methodologies and tools to support 

complete and accurate extraction of such information. The 

use aspect which is of interest is related to taking 

advantage of the layered software available in a computing 

environment --- one of the generally accepted paradigms in 

programming is to not "reinvent the wheel." Unfortunately, 

such use suffers from the same difficulty in application as 

did reuse, namely capturing the required information. 

During the latter stages of the life cycle one of 

the principal difficulties encountered in practice is the 

maintenance of accurate design documents (e.g., documenting 

the developed code). This is, of course, ameliorated when 

development occurs with the context of an computer assisted 
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software development environment. But other issues arise 

within such an environment. Most computer assisted 

development methodologies currently support the production 

of code in but one language (for instance, PLEXSYS supports 

only Pascal) whereas it is obvious that even within the 

context of business programming other languages may offer 

features better suited to the tasks at hand. There is 

therefore the potential for development of more 

sophisticated code generation capabilities which are capable 

of specifying the language appropriate for a specific task, 

much in the same manner that the overall software design 

and/or hardware configuration has been optimized. Further, 

even within the context of a single language being 

generated, there still needs to be a mechanism for dealing 

with the difficulties inherent in interconnecting distinct 

languages in order to make use of the available layered 

software (see, for example, Microsoft 1987). Research on 

module interconnection languages (Freeman 1983) may lead to 

an amelioration of these difficulties, but no current 

methodology generally solves the problem. 
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Figure 1.1. The Seven-Phase System Life Cycle 

Phase I Documenting Existing System 

Phase II Logical System Design 

Phase III Physical System Design 

Phase IV Construction 

Phase V Test and Conversion 

Phase VI operation 

Phase VII Maintenance and Modification 
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section 1.3. The statement Of The Problem 

It is within the context of the above discussion 

that the problem to be addressed by this dissertation can be 

phrased. The principal purpose for the work is to provide 

metamodels of structure and interaction of information 

systems which, in application, fulfill a number of purposes 

related to the processing of software, including: 

1. documenting the structure and interaction of 
existing software for possible reuse as components 
of an information system under development 

2. documenting the structure and interaction of 
available layered software for possible use by 
information system components under development 

3. documenting the structure and interaction of 
software under development 

4. providing a mechanism for verifying that the correct 
interfaces exist between reused, existing layered, 
and software components under development 

5. providing measures of static structure and 
interaction (e.g., space required for variables may 
be static with some languages and dynamically 
allocated with others) which can be considered in 
the optimization of software 

6. providing a framework within which dynamic structure 
and interaction models (e.g., behavioral or 
performance simulation models) can be developed; 
the entities of interest and their means of 
interaction within such models would be the software 
structures (and hardware devices, see Chapter 2) and 
their means of interaction 

Individual research efforts have focused on subsets 

of these applications, they have not all been simultaneously 

considered in an integrated fashion. A number of models are 

used to represent (or estimate) the behavior of information 
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systems, but typically not the underlying structure of the 

source code. Petri nets (for example, Resig 1985, Peterson 

1981) are a general-purpose modeling tool which have been 

adapted to modeling the operation of information systems, 

particularly the specification and validation of 

communication protocols (see Symons 1987 for a general 

review) as well as operating system/hardware interaction 

(see Garg 1985 for a specific example). They are in general 

applied in order to get analytic (e.g., calculated) results 

concerning possible and average behaviors. The typical 

application with regard to the validation of communication 

protocols carefully models what software does but not how 

the software which accomplishes the communication is 

structured (compare, for example, the Pascal source code for 

a protocol given as Figure 4-5 and the Petri net 

representation given as Figure 4-22 in Tanenbaum 1981). 

Simulation programs, both general-purpose and specific, have 

been applied to the modeling of behavior, particularly with 

respect to performance of hardware and communication 

networks (for example, Shauer and MacNair 1985, Shaw and 

Moore 1987, and Ramakrishnan and Lubachevsky 1985). Both of 

these techniques have typicallY been applied to model the 

general performance of information systems: they do not in 

general provide mechanisms for direct representation of 

software components of different languages nor do they 

guarantee the' type of correspondence between model and 



modeled software that might be of use as a document of 

software structure. 
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Other models more specifically address the 

representation of various aspects of the structure of 

software, typically focusing on a limited range of behavior. 

Yau and Grabow 1981, for example, present a hierarchical 

graph model for representing the structure of programs 

written in so-called structured languages (e.g., Pascal, 

Algol, PL/1). Their approach is similar to that taken in 

Chapter 3 of this dissertation, but because of differences 

in the purposes attributed to their model and that in this 

dissertation, the model "outputs" differ. One of the two 

primary purposes for their model is to represent the control 

flow exhibited by the statements of a program in the form of 

a recursive graph. There are different node types used to 

represent the basic control structures (e.g., if then else, 

for, while, etc.), basic expressions and statements, as well 

as recursively expandable compound statements (e.g., those 

bracketed by begin end). A static view of the flow of 

control through a procedural body is possible via the 

recursive nature of the graphs. The other primary purpose 

for their model is to represent the data flow exhibited by a 

program, that is for each statement within the program, 

which variables are assumed as input, which variables are 

given output values, and which variables may be given output 

values. 
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This dissertation differs from the reviewed research 

in that it provides a framework for developing, using 

standard existing technology, automated tools for 

accomplishing all of the tasks listed above. In addition, 

the developed metamodels facilitate the semantic 

understanding and comparison of the structuring and 

interaction mechanisms found in distinct computer languages. 

An overview of the general application of the 

metamodels is presented as Figure 1.2, and will be 

exemplified throughout Chapter 3. In the figure there are 

four (numbered) major steps in the application of the 

metamodels as well as three (lettered) major tasks for the 

creation of an entirely automated modeling procedure. The 

figure also makes use of the phrases "Metalanguage Plane," 

"Metalanguage and Language Planes," and "All Planes." At 

this point it is SUfficient to note that the metamodels 

defined in this dissertation are three-dimensional and 

feature three planes which represent abstractions away from 

actual source code. 

This dissertation concentrates on accomplishment of 

the majority of subtasks of the most difficult task, task A, 

recognizing, as will be discussed below, that tasks Band C 

can be accomplished using generally available software 

technologies. Task A involves theoretical development of 

the metamodels and determination of the types of information 

which must be· held and processed in conjunction with them. 
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Before completing the discussion of the three tasks, the 

major steps in application of the metamodels are considered. 

step 1 should generally not be required, but is 

included to indicate that the modeling mechanisms being 

developed are intended to be user-extensible; that is, that 

the modeling techniques t~emselves can be updated over time 

according to the desires of the modelers. This philosophy 

has been followed, for example, by Kottemann 1984. 

step 2 must occur for each source code language 

whose statements will be processed in terms of the 

metamodels. It is a non-trivial effort as is demonstrated 

in Chapter 3 and involves production of two types of 

information to be included in the metamodels: that 

pertaining to the static analysis of structure and 

interaction, and that pertaining to the behavioral analysis; 

the former must be accomplished before the latter. 

Information pertaining to the static analysis is completely 

provided for one language and partially provided for two 

other languages (the two other languages were investigated 

to provide contrasts to the reference language as well as to 

show the rigor of the methodology being developed). with 

regard to the information pertaining to behavioral analysis, 

an outline is presented with regard to the reference 

language; further exposition could not take place without 

completion of task C. 
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step 3 can be done manually, or when task B is 

completed, automatically. It involves analyzing source code 

to determine its static structural and interaction 

characteristics. An example of such an analysis, performed 

manually, is provided in Chapter 3. 

step 4 can also be done manually, or when task C is 

completed, automatically. It produces a behavioral model of 

software, e.g., a simulation model suitable for execution 

with a simUlation package. 

Completion of task A involves implementing a 

database capability for the information to be stored, and 

can only be performed in conjunction with tasks Band/or C 

which provide the software tools which must acc~ss and 

update the information. Because of the extensibility 

desired, the approach taken by Kottemann 1984 would appear 

to be one possible means of implementing the storage. Task 

B involves development of what amounts to a "compiler 

compiler" (see, for example, Johnson 1975) which, given the 

equivalent of a grammar produced by the modeler in step 2, 

could automatically generate software capable of performing 

static structure and interaction analysis. Note that 

compilers do indeed perform analysis similar to that labeled 

as being structure and interaction analysis as part of the 

compilation process; compilers, however, simply do not 

provide such information to the compiler user nor do they 



fully develop the information in the manner presented in 

Chapter 3. 
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Task C involves creating software to perform a 

mapping between the structural and interaction analysis 

results and primitive simulation modeling constructs. Given 

an appropriate choice of simulation primitives, like those 

provided in Bagrodia, Chandy, and Misra 1987, and mapping 

scheme, the mapping process for a specific piece of software 

should be completely rote. The development of the mapping 

is the essential problem and can be characterized as the 

simulation modeling of the generic structures and 

communication mechanisms present within a language. For 

example, if a satisfactory (i.e., the details of the model 

depending upon the purposes for the behavioral modeling) 

model of a procedure is created then the simulation 

representation of the generic procedure can be attributed to 

any specific procedure. Such attribution (mapping) is 

similar to that performed by a compiler and will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1.2. General Method of Application of the Metamodels 
of structure and Interaction 

Note that steps Labeled A through C are defined in the 
discussion. 
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section 1.4. organization Of This Dissertation 

This dissertation begins in Chapter 2 with 

background information on modeling and simulation, 

information systems, and the object-oriented paradigm 

employed in computer languages in sections 2.1, 2.2, and 

2.3, respectively. The chapter closes in section 2.4 with 

the introduction of source code which will serve as an 

example throughout Chapter 3. 

Chapter 3 is contains the contribution of this 

dissertation and is divided into a number of principal 

sections. 
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Three-dimensional graphical metamodels are developed 

in section 3.1 which allow for the development of the two 

primary, interrelated descriptors of architecture, namely 

structure and communication. The structure metamodel 

facilitates the description of the different types of 

structures (subcomponents) which might comprise a program 

(information system). The communication metamodel 

facilitates the description of the different types of 

communication mechanisms (interactions between structures) 

which might be possible. The two metamodels are 

interrelated in the sense that structure types are often 

distinguished by the types of communication they allow and 

communication mechanisms are often best characterized with 

some reference to the structures which employ them. If we 
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label the dimensions of the metamodels in the normal fashion 

according to X-, y-, and z-axes, the z-axis of the 

metamodels is characterized by having three planes. The 

three planes correspond to increasing abstraction away from 

actual source code. with regard to structure, on the lowest 

plane, called the structure Source Code Plane, we find 

actual source code structures (i.e., a specific routine, a 

specific variable) described using a specific computer 

language. (It should be noted that these are in effect 

abstractions away from their executing counterparts; for 

example, a single C function may have many executing 

occurrences if it is directly or indirectly recursive.) The 

middle plane, called the structure Language Plane, 

represents an abstraction from numerous specific structures 

to the general structure type; on this plane we find the 

general types of structures which are possible within a 

particular language organized in a hierarchy, as well as 

separate hierarchies corresponding to other languages. The 

top plane, called the structure Metalanguage Plane, 

represents an abstraction from the numerous similar 

structure types possible within distinct languages to a 

still more abstract structure type; on this plane we find 

so-called meta-structures. The three planes follow from the 

definitional work of Kottemann 1984, with changes in 

terminology. An object-oriented viewpoint is employed to 

describe the relationships between entities found on a 
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single plane and the relationships between entities found on 

adjacent planes; the equivalent of rules of language syntax 

and semantics are provided for the description of 

relationships. The primary initial purpose for the 

metamodels is to provide a mechanism for creating a world 

view from within which the architecture of a program 

comprised of specific source code can be modeled. The word 

"creating" is employed in the previous sentence to emphasize 

that the metamodels allow for modeler extension, that is, 

the modeler has the capability to add to or modify the 

mechanisms which define the modeling world view. A modeler 

must always make decisions concerning the level of detail 

desired. This takes not only the form of which 

sUbcomponents will not be broken down further, but also of 

what world view will be used to frame interpretation of 

program execution (e.g., behavior). The notion of world 

view imposed by computer language manifests itself with 

regard to structure and communication as well as behavior. 

Consider, for example, a program constructed using C 

(Kernighan and Ritchie 1978) source code. The modeler might 

wish to model the architecture of the program in terms of 

the world view imposed by C, or indeed might wish to model 

it in terms of the assembly language code implicitly 

generated during compilation. We can characterize the two 

cases just introduced in terms of what are called virtual 

machines. In the first case the virtual machines are taken 
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to be capable of directly executing C source code (as well 

as the logic attributable to modeling of behavior), whereas 

in the latter the source code would be assembly code for a 

specific computer. The three-dimensional metamodels 

facilitate such a choice by providing a context from within 

which the nature of language processors like compilers can 

be expressed. 

section 3.2 introduces the notion of a virtual 

machine which is at the heart of describing structure 

classes for specific languages, e.g., it provides a 

framework from within which semantic meaning can be 

provided. 

section 3.3 examines in detail the composition of 

the structure and Communication Metalanguage Planes. In 

addition, so-called structure and Communication Language 

Plane operators are defined which allow the creation of 

classes on the middle planes. 

section 3.4 details the types of classes which can 

be found on the structure and communication Language Planes 

for arbitrary languages. Languages are contrasted with 

regard to their features and how these features are 

represented on the planes. 

The structure and Communication Language Planes for 

Pascal (the reference language) are then examined in great 

detail in section 3.5, again highlighting differences 

between this and other languages. 
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section 3.6 completes the tour of the metamodels by 

analyzing the example code introduced in section 2.4, i.e., 

by exploring the structure and Communication Source Code 

Plane with reference to the example. 

The chapter concludes with sections 3.7 and 3.8 

which contain discussions of other applications of the 

metamodels, as well as details concerning the modeling of 

behavior. 

This dissertation concludes in Chapter 4 with 

discussion of its contribution, and future avenues of 

research are outlined. 
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Modeling as a generic activity is studied in the 

area of systems modeling where the term system is an 

abstraction mechanism used to place a limit or boundary on 

what aspects of reality are of interest to a modeler in his 

or her task. 

The chapter begins with an examination of systems 

using notions from general systems theory and simulation 

modeling practice. These concepts are then related to the 

modeling of information systems where a number of important 

conclusions are derived. The next section introduces the 

object-oriented approach which is used in subsequent 

sections to arrive at the structural model of an executable 

program. The chapter concludes with the introduction of a 

set of Pascal code which shall serve as an example suitable 

for analysis by the methods developed in Chapter 3. 



section 2.1. Relevant concepts From General 
System Modeling Theory and Simulation Modeling Practice 
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General systems theory provides the notion of a 

system which creates the theoretical foundation for 

modeling. A system can be viewed as a collection of 

entities which collectively accomplish some set of purposes 

(there is typically a teleological assumption made about the 

nature of reality and of systems). The universe is divided 

in two; the system contains the entities of interest and 

everything else is taken to be "out of the system." This 

division is implemented by the notion of a system boundary. 

System boundaries define the scope of the model and serve as 

an abstraction tool. Any thing which crosses the boundary 

from out of the system to in the system is known as an 

input. Any thing which crosses the boundary from within the 

system to out of the system is known as an output. (Some 

authors further classify what have here been called inputs 

and outputs, often making input and output more restrictive; 

for example, Nadler 1981 requires that an input become 

directly part of the output, see also Nadler 1967 and 

Nadler, Johnston, and Bailey 1975.) Although to any system 

there can be ascribed the purpose of producing its outputs 

from its inputs, there are typically other, higher level, 

purposes which the system is taken to attempt to fulfill. 

In the field of system design there is the belief that the 

design of the system should follow from the purposes for the 



system (e.g., "form follows function"). We shall assume 

that this is in general true of the methodologies employed 

in mode1.ing of systems (Nadler 1981, Law and Kelton 1982, 

Pritsker 1984, Russell 1983). 
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A complete system definition features a description 

of the process by which a system's outputs are created from 

its inputs. Because complete description often does not 

serve the purposes leading to the creation of the system 

model representation, and ultimately is impossible, process 

descriptions are often omitted (leading to so-called black 

box representations) or simplified. There is therefore a 

second vehicle for abstraction implicit in the system 

modeling theory. 

Systems are typically taken to be divisible into 

other systems (subsystems). There is no generally accepted 

methodology for uniquely selecting sUbsystems. Therefore, 

subsystems are to an extent arbitrarily chosen by modelers. 

Indeed two modelers might choose different subsystem 

breakdowns and both might be assessed as equally valid for 

the purposes of system model creation. 

The process of creating and employing systems models 

can be summarized (modeled) in terms of a very simple 

graphic, see Figure 2.1 (after Law and Kelton 1982). The 

context from which this graphic was extracted is simulation 

modeling. In this type of modeling a real world system 

(shown as the' top layer) is represented as a simulation 
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logical model (shown as the middle layer) which in turn is 

represented as a simulation program written in some computer 

language (shown as the bottom layer); the computer language 

is typically a special purpose simulation language rather 

than a general purpose language. The process of creating a 

simulation logical model to represent the real world system 

will be referred to as simulation modeling. The process of 

creatin~ a simulation program representation of the 

simulation logical model will be referred to as simulation 

programming. In the field of simulation, the term 

validation is used to represent the process of assessing the 

correspondence between the real world system of interest and 

the simulation logical model whereas the term verification 

is used to represent the process of assessing the 

correspondence between the simulation logical model and the 

simulation program (see Law and Kelton 1982 for more 

detailed definitions). An analyst who is satisfied with the 

results of both verification and validation can conclude 

that for his purposes the simulated behaviors exhibited by 

the executing computer model represent possible behaviors of 

the real world system of interest. 

This model can be generalized to generic modeling as 

shown in Figure 2.2, where a general notion of a completely 

detailed model replaces the computer model representation, 

and this completely detailed model is said to be applied 

rather than executed. For example, an analyst could choose 
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to model a portion of reality in terms of a queueing theory 

model (or a related analytic probability model, see Ross 

1972). The logical model is the generic queueing theory 

model and the completely detailed model is the queueing 

theory model with all generic parameters replaced with 

numbers. The application of the completely detailed model 

involves performing the required mathematical calculations. 

Verification would entail checking the correct statement and 

evaluation of the mathematical equations provided by 

queueing theory, and validation would entail assessment of 

the validity of the choice of queueing theory model. The 

analyst who is satisfied with the results of both 

verification and validation can conclude that for his 

purposes the conclusions gained from the application of the 

completely specified model apply to reality. But note that 

queueing theory models are often employed to determine so

called steady-state results concerning behavior and it is 

implicit in the application of such models that the 

conclusion reached concerning reality be of a steady-state 

nature. In any modeling exercise it is always possible for 

an analyst to improperly infer conclusions about reality. 

The possibility of such a mistake is increased when the true 

nature of the results of applying a completely specified 

model are misunderstood (e.g., one of the major pitfalls of 

applying simUlation models is concluding that a single run 

of a stochastic simUlation model represents the expected 



behavior of a real world system, see, for example, Law and 

McComas 1986). 
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One of the primary tasks in system modeling is the 

selection of the type of model to be used. This choice is 

often not straight-forward because of the existence of 

alternative model types which emphasize different facets of 

reality and allow for different types of conclusions. For 

example, the natures of a simulation model of a system and 

of a queueing theory model of the same system have already 

been contrasted. Practical advice concerning this decision 

process has suggested that the purposes for the modeling 

exercise, the availability of data, and the project time 

frame, among other characteristics, all need to be 

considered. In addition, it is sometimes suggested that 

alternative model types be employed, not just one. This 

could be done because of the increased amount of information 

which can be obtained, some of which could be used for 

consistency checks across the models, and associated with 

assessment of each model's validity. In addition, a 

sequential application of models is often a recommended 

methodology, particularly with regard to specification of 

models with increasing levels of detail. The complete 

specification of a model assists not only in the 

specification of the next model, but also helps determine 

whether the supplemental model is indeed required. 
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Regardless of the model or models employed, for each 

model the analyst must follow a process of representing 

elements of reality in terms of the fundamental constructs 

provided by the model type. In application, an analyst must 

view the world employing just the available constructs and 

thus each model type in effect induces upon the analyst a 

Weltanschauung (world view). For modelers experienced with 

a number of model types, an ability to successfully "put on" 

and "take off" different model world views can be useful in 

selecting model types because each might be roughly judged 

for its parsimony (e.g., the analyst could roughly ascertain 

how easily and completely the perceived essential nature of 

reality can be captured in terms of the fundamental model 

constructs). One unfortunate aspect of employing any model 

type is that it is seldom completely parsimonious, and the 

model constructs might thus be forced to fit reality (in 

programming this is referred to as a kludge) or some 

essential nature of reality might be misrepresented or 

completely omitted. The danger in either approach is not 

knowing, at the time of application, the ultimate impact 

upon the validity of the entire model (see Law and McComas 

1986). 
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Figure 2.1. Three Tier Model Of simulation Modeling 
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Figure 2.2. Three Tier Model Of Generic Modeling 
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section 2.2. A Perspective On 
The Modeling Of Information systems 
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An information system is, for this dissertation, the 

most inclusive system considered. The entities of interest, 

which need to be represented in a system description, are 

executable programs (including layered system software which 

is discussed in detail later), hardware devices, and humans. 

This dissertation concentrates on two purposes for creating 

a system description (model) of an information system: (1) 

to describe its architecture and (2) to describe its 

behavior. To achieve these goals it is necessary to model 

all three entities of interest. 

It is worthwhile to reconsider the three-tier model 

of modeling presented earlier with specific application to 

information systems. The real world system of interest 

corresponds to an actual or proposed information system. 

The logical model of the information system, suitable for 

expressing the information system's architectural and 

behavioral characteristics, will be taken to be a 

description in terms of a set of fundamental modeling 

constructs. The detailed model will be a representation of 

the fundamental modeling constructs in a software form. 

This dissertation is not intended to provide a single set of 

fundamental modeling constructs and software representations 

of each construct. Rather, it is intended to provide a 

framework that allows an analyst to construct a set of 



modeling constructs and software representations of each 

construct that are appropriate for his specific set of 

circumstances. 
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Thus for each entity of interest in the real world, 

there will be a software representation. That a software 

representation can be created for most of the constituent 

parts of information systems is intuitively obvious, because 

the components themselves ~ software representations. 

Software representations of mechanical components (e.g., 

printers, data transmission lines, data storage devices) are 

common in the literature (see, for example, the quotation by 

Bertsekas and Gallager 1987 at the beginning of Chapter 1) 

which is sensible because internal control of their 

behaviors is by and large achieved via firmware or their 

behaviors are predictable (deterministically or 

stochastically). Human beings are the third type of entity 

of interest and will also be represented in a software form. 

The only difficulty in justifying the representation relates 

to representing human behavior. There is no claim that 

humans will necessarily behave in a logical manner, but 

rather it is claimed that their potentially illogical 

behaviors can be logically represented to the extent 

required to support the purposes for creating the overall 

model (e.g., with regard to driving a car it certainly does 

not make sense for a driver to press the accelerator pedal 

when he desires to stop the car, yet this type of behavior 
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certainly should be part of a model of how people do drive 

cars, see Tomerlin 1988). Finally note that simulation 

models of many systems often require at least the modeling 

of how humans carry out tasks, if not how they decide which 

tasks to carry out. 

The three tier model of modeling can be modified 

into a form to represent the process an application 

programmer uses to create an executing program, see Figure 

2.3. The programmer/analyst creates a logical model of 

desired real world actions. This is then is transformed 

into a computer language representation which, when 

executed, produces real world actions. (This view on 

programming exists in a prescriptive form, see, for example, 

Jackson 1978.) Note that in the figure the term 

"validation" has been applied as the check mechanism 

associated with each transformation. In contrast with the 

simulation world where there has been wide-spread acceptance 

of the distinction between the terms verification and 

validation, the software engineering community has not yet 

reached a consensus; for example, Boehm 1981 and 1988 make 

the distinction whereas sommerville 1982 and Boehm 1976 do 

not. In any case, with regard to this discussion, it is 

more important that the check mechanisms exist than what 

they are called. 

It is important to note that just as the process of 

creating a system model to represent reality is impacted by 
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the world view imposed upon the modeler by the chosen 

modeling tool, the process of creating an executing program 

is impacted by the world view imposed upon the programmer by 

the chosen programming language. Further, different 

programming languages can impose quite distinct world views 

upon the programmer. Thus two programmers, using distinct 

languages, often will produce executable programs which from 

a functional point of view are equivalent but will most 

certainly differ either in length or structure of source 

code or in the time-based manner in which the programs 

execute. Regardless of the language chosen, the programmer 

must achieve the desired program features employing the 

language's fundamental constructs. (The previous discussion 

of model parsimony is especially relevant to choice of 

computer language as, in general, programming languages have 

traditionally been less receptive to user extension than 

have been other modeling techniques.) These fundamental 

constructs are language statements and structures which are 

subject to rules of proper expression or notation (syntax) 

and are subject to rules of proper interpretation 

(semantics). (Computer languages do not lack for ambiguous 

semantics, see, for example, Welsh, sneeringer, and Hoare 

1977, Spector 1982, and especially the contribution of 

Thomas R. Clune in Kelly-BootIe 1988 where the concept of 

implementation of syntax but not semantics is discussed.) 

The phenomenon of a programmer having difficulty in making a 
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transition from a language like COBOL (American National 

Standards Institute 1974) to Pascal owes to the difficulty 

in internalizing a new syntax and perhaps more importantly 

to the difficulty in accepting a new world view; the 

foundation for this view can be found in the comments on 

programming languages in Wegner 1979, Weinberg 1971, and 

Soloway 1986. T~e difficulty with syntax can be ameliorated 

by so-called intelligent editors tailored for a specific 

language (Waters 1982) and is perhaps ultimately 

insignificant in that iterative modification and 

recompilation will ultimately result in source code which is 

in the proper form. This iterative process, however, does 

not guarantee that the resulting source code will operate as 

intended because the programmer's semantic interpretation of 

the source code may be incorrect (e.g., A = B represents a 

test of equality in Pascal whereas it represents an 

assignment in c, further, the C assignment is perfectly 

legitimate in a context where a Pascal programmer expects 

to find a relational operation in an IF statement); 

subsequent execution and debugging may be required. The 

difficulty with semantics is evident in a second, more 

qualitative sense. It has been my experience in teaching 

Pascal to programmers who have had only experience with 

COBOL and perhaps BASIC that they initially and sometimes 

always retain a COBOL or BASIC style in writing Pascal. 



This result is also attributable, in my opinion, to the 

difficulty in changing to the Pascal world view. 
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The concept of a world view imputed by a computer 

language is most germane to the discussion in its guise as 

an abstraction mechanism. So-called high level languages 

are called given this attribute because they "abstract away" 

the specific details of how a computer will actually 

accomplish the actions implied by the semantics of a 

statement in the language. Higher levels of abstraction 

(away from the computer hardware) facilitate the creation of 

compilers for a specific language on a variety of computers 

with potentially very different machine architectures and 

capabilities. To facilitate the exposition, it is useful to 

group languages into "generations" which reflect the level 

of abstraction away from computer hardware, see Figure 2.4. 

Note that the generation of an individual language is 

subject to some debate as there is a distinct lack of 

agreement on what constitutes, for example, a fourth 

generation language (see Misra and Jalics 1988 for a recent 

perspective); nonetheless, the term is used extensively. 

The descriptions provided by Figure 2.4 are not in any way 

intended to be seminal, rather, they are provided to 

facilitate the discussion below. 

All software, regardless of the generation of the 

original source language, is eventually translated directly 

(e.g., compiled) or indirectly (e.g., interpreted) into 
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machine language (1st generation) in order to make an 

executable program. We can view the translation by language 

processors (e.g., macro processors, translators, compilers, 

linkers) as being roughly a translation from source code at 

one generation level into source code at the same or a prior 

generation. Because there is an implicit world view 

associated with each source language at each generation 

level, language processors in effect handle the process of 

mapping between world views. The mapping is not always 

immediately obvious in terms of the world view imposed by 

the source language. Further, there can be different 

mappings available for one specific language processor and 

different translators may implement very distinct mappings. 

For example, operations on real (floating point) numbers 

like multiplication and division in a 3rd generation 

language like FORTRAN-77 (American National Standards 

Institute 1978) or C may be mapped to one or more assembly 

language (2nd generation) instructions or they may be mapped 

to one or more assembly language procedure calls. From a 

3rd generation language world view, the operation appears to 

be a basic machine instruction. The mapping to a set of 

assembly language instructions can be said to be consistent 

from the 3rd generation language programmer's world view. 

The mapping to a set of procedure invocations is a drastic 

change and can be said to be inconsistent from the 3rd 

generation language programmer's world view. 
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The language generations listed in Figure 2.4 can 

thus be viewed as a crude implementation hierarchy. We can 

view a 4th generation language statement as being 

implemented in terms of 3rd or lower generation language 

statements, a 3rd generation language statement as being 

implemented in terms of 2nd or lower generation statements, 

and a 2nd generation language statement as being implemented 

in terms of 1st generation statements, all depending upon 

the language processors used. 

Figure 2.5 details a subset of the process typically 

used to create an executable program. An executable program 

can be created by a programmer from a set of object code 

modules and created or supplied libraries: the modules can 

be created from his source code files. Note that there is 

an inverse relationship between the hierarchy of program 

components and language levels as also shown in Figure 2.5: 

i.e., the higher a file in the hierarchy, the lower its 

language generation. 

It is important to note that just as we can view 

statements in, for example, a 3rd generation language as 

being implemented in terms of statements in a 2nd or 1st 

generation language, it is also possible, in general, to 

reverse the mapping. If an analyst is judicious in his 

selection of a language, then he may be able, without loss 

of detail relevant to his purposes, to employ statements 

from a language of a higher generation to model statements 
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from a language of a lower generation (this is often done to 

add semantic documentation to obscure assembly language 

source code). 

Because higher generation languages were created in 

part to allow the programmer to avoid the details implicit 

in programming using lower generation languages, i.e., 

providing greater levels of abstraction away from hardware, 

a modeler of an information system may wish to view an 

object like an executable program in terms of the world view 

imposed by any language of any generation, not just that 

imposed by the language of the constituent source code, in 

order to control the amount and type of detail. (It is 

important to recall that the purposes of a modeling exercise 

should be a primary determinant of a model's level of 

detail, see Law and Kelton 1982, Pritsker 1984, and Russell 

1983). 



Figure 2.3. Four Tier Model Of Executable Program 
Development 
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Figure 2.4. computer Language Generations 

Language 
Generation 

1st 

1st-2nd 

2nd 

2nd-3rd 

3rd 

4th 

Description 
Executable (machine) code. 
absolute to the extent that 
operating system permits. 

All code is 
the loader of the 

High-level language object code libraries 
provided by the compiler. The code libraries 
tend to be self-contained and in need of 
little fix-up by the linker. 

Primitive assembly language source code and 
assembly language or high-level language 
object code. The code needs some amount of 
fix-up, mainly with regard to external 
references. 

Advanced assembly language source code; it 
is at a higher generation level than assembly 
language,source and object code because it 
may make use of any number of preprocessing 
features available with a specific assembler. 
The code produced by the assembler is much 
more absolute than the source. 

standard procedural language (e.g., C, COBOL, 
FORTRAN, Modula-2, Pascal, etc.) source code. 
Many source language statements need 
translation into library calls or multiple 
assembly language level statements. 

"Non-procedural languages." Most, if not 
all, source language statements need 
translation into library calls or multiple 
assembly language level statements. 
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Figure 2.5. Nominal Process To Create An Executable Program 
(Page 1 of 2) 

The FORTRAN-77 language was chosen for this example because 
it allows for separate compilation of components. Languages 
like C, Modula-2, etc., would have served equally well but 
would have required more elaborate figures which would not 
contribute to the purpose of the example. (For example, in 
C header files should be shown, and in Modula-2 two 
compilation steps, for definition and for implementation, 
should be shown.) Assume that A is a source code file 
containing the main program and that B, C, and D are source 
code files containing other FORTRAN code which are grouped 
together to form a library called B. To simplify the 
picture no include files (e.g., similar to header files in 
C) are allowed. However, we shall assume that there are two 
object code libraries required to produce an executable 
program, call these E and F. The steps resemble those used 
with microcomputer software like Microsoft FORTRAN 
(Microsoft Corporation 1981) and with minicomputer and 
mainframe software like IBM VS FORTRAN (IBM 1983). 

A as 
source 

I 

B as 
source 

J 

C as 
source 

I 

D as 
source 

J 

Compiler compiler compiler Compiler 

I 

A as B as 
object object 

I 

I I 

C as D as 
object object 

I I 
I 

Librarian 

I 

B as 
Library 

I 
I 

Linker 

J 
A as 

executable 

Time Sequence 

E as F as 
Library Library 

I I 
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Figure 2.5. Nominal Process To create An Executable Program 
(Page 2 of 2) 

We can consider the program components in this example form 
a component hierarchy: 

Approximate 
Language 

Tl!I;!e Of File Generation Hierarchl! Of ComI;!onents 
Executable 1st A 

~ 
I 

I I 
Library 1st-2nd E F 

I I I 
Object 1st-2nd A B C D 

I I I I 
Source Code 3rd A B C D 

Note that the higher we go in the hierarchy, the lower the 
approximate language generation of the files. 
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section 2.3. The Object-oriented Approach 

concepts central to the object-oriented approach 

will be employed in this dissertation in a manner slightly 

different from that used in so-called object-oriented 

languages like Smalltalk (Goldberg and Robson 1983) and its 

logical predecessor Simula (Birtwistle, Dahl, Myhrhaug, and 

Nygaard 1973). Following the world view imposed by the 

Smalltalk language, a Smalltalk program consists entirely of 

objects which interact solely by sending and receiving 

messages. Objects are much like abstract data types 

(Tenenbaum and Augenstein 1986, Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman 

1983) in that they are a basic unit which contains 

information and mechanisms for manipulating the information: 

In defining an abstract data type as a mathematical 
concept, we are not concerned with space or time 
efficiency. Those are implementation issues. In 
fact, the definition of an ADT is not concerned with 
implementation details at all. • •• An ADT consists 
of two parts: a value definition and an operator 
definition. (Tenenbaum and Augenstein 1986, page 
15; emphasis in the original). 

Messages are a complete specification of information 

required to induce an object to perform a manipulation of 

its information. All objects belong to what are called 

classes: 

A class describes a set of objects called its 
instances. Each instance has a set of instance 
variables. The class provides a set of names that 
are used to refer to these variables. A class also 
provides a set of methods that describe what happens 
when its instances receive messages. A method 
describes a sequence of actions to be taken when a 
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message with a particular selector is received by an 
instance of a particular class. These actions 
consist of sending other messages, assigning 
variables, and returning a value to the original 
message. (Xerox Learning Research Group 1981, page 
39; emphasis in the original) 

In Smalltalk the class concept which originated in simula is 

used to provide an inheritance mechanism by which subclasses 

can selectively inherit exactly or with modification 

properties (methods and variables) of a (single) parent 

class and, further, add new properties. Thus the use of 

classes is an additive process and is perhaps only in this 

operative sense different from the use of hierarchical 

classification schemes common to biological science, where, 

at times, classification has been a process of seeking 

commonalities (superclasses) for stated classes. An 

essential characteristic of Smalltalk and Simula classes is 

the strict hierarchical relationship between classes imposed 

by the limitation of a single superclass for each class. 

This characteristic can either be viewed as a limitation on 

expression or as a strength in terms of the resulting unity 

of structure of the Smalltalk and Simula languages. For the 

purposes of this dissertation, the former appears to hold, 

and as a result the limitation of single superclasses will 

be relaxed. 

What is retained from the Smalltalk/Simula object

oriented viewpoint is the basic notion that we have objects 

with certain capabilities and which interact solely through 

communication. 
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It should be noted that the object-oriented approach 

to programming languages extends far beyond Simula, which 

was originally created as a simulation language, and the 

original Xerox version of Smalltalk. It has influenced the 

design of general purpose programming languages as well as 

languages used for very specific applications, like 

artificial intelligence. 

The widespread use of personal computers has led to 

a sUbstantial market for alternative microcomputer 

languages. This has also led to the porting of languages 

popularized on personal computers to larger machines, for 

example, it can be argued that the increased availability of 

C compilers for large systems is due in part to the 

popularity of C on microcomputers (note the creation of a C 

compiler for IBM mainframes by one of the most well-known 

providers of C for microcomputers, Lattice). Smalltalk is 

available for personal computers (Digitalk and Softsmarts) 

and appears to be gaining the interest of the artificial 

intelligence community (the Digitalk version has an embedded 

Prolog system). An object-oriented version of the C 

programming language called c++ (Stroustrup 1986) was 

introduced for standard UNIX environments (see the standard 

UNIX reference Ritchie and Thompson 1974) and was 

subsequently made available for microcomputers (Guidelines 

Software and Lifeboat Associa"tes, both based on the original 

AT&T implementation). The port to personal computers was 
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relatively easy because c++ is implemented as a C translator 

(e.g., c++ source files are translated into standard C 

rather than being compiled into object code). Translation 

has often been used within UNIX environments (Kernighan and 

Pike 1984 for a general discussion and Kernighan 1975 for 

the specific example of RATFOR) because of the existence of 

standard tools like YACC (Johnson 1975) and LEX (Lesk and 

Schmidt 1975) which facilitate lexical analysis and parsing 

with C. Not all developments with general purpose languages 

involve "old" languages; a completely new language called 

ACTOR (Whitewater Group) is available for microcomputers. 

The object-oriented approach has parallels in 

artificial intelligence (see Barr and Feigenbaum 1981 for an 

overview of artificial intelligence, Hewitt and de Jong 1984 

for the relationship between object-oriented programming 

systems and artificial intelligence). semantic networks 

consist of nodes which can represent objects and arcs which 

can represent binary relations (Keeney and Raiffa 1976 for 

example) between objects. The use of "is_a" type relations 

allows particular instances of object classes to inherit 

properties of the class much like the inheritance of Simula 

and Smalltalk classes. However, because of the diverse 

purposes associated with the historical application of 

semantic networks, there has not developed a standard with 

regard to the semantic interpretation of the networks 
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One primary distinction between classes and 

inheritance in semantic networks and Simula or Smalltalk 

classes is that there is no means for conveniently 

localizing the class information. This has been largely 

achieved with frames. Frames represent classes of objects, 

can be the equivalent of subclasses of other frames, and can 

be instantiated. A frame contains one or more "slots" where 

information can be stored. Slots can have specified default 

values and logic which is invoked whenever the value of a 

slot needs to be examined or replaced. To the extent that 

we can interpret slots which have associated logic as 

comparable to Smalltalk methods and slots which have no 

logic as comparable to Smalltalk variables, frames do 

resemble Smalltalk classes. There is however one very large 

difference between frames as implemented in artificial 

intelligence products like IntelligenceCompiler 

(IntelligenceWare) and in object-oriented classes like those 

in Smalltalk. Because of the use of frames to represent 

knowledge, when frames inherit slots they inherit access to 

the actual slot of an instantiated ancestor (i.e., they have 

access to the current value of the ancestor's slot) rather 

than as in Smalltal.k where each class and its instantiations 

inherit their own versions of each method and variable of an 

ancestor (super) class. (Again, because of their purpose, 
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instances of frames can individually acquire their own 

version of an ancestor's slot when it is required to have an 

exception to the default value that the ancestor provides.) 

When writing Smalltalk class descriptions inheritance can be 

likened to preprocessor inclusion of all appropriate 

previously written descriptions (i.e., those inherited) into 

the current description. A second difference which occurs 

with the specific products Intelligencecompiler and 

Smalltalk is that the former's frames may have multiple 

parent frames, whereas Smalltalk classes may have only one 

superclass. 

The object-oriented approach has received much 

discussion of late. Although some of the discussion can be 

relegated to the category of "fad" concepts, the approach 

does have major advantages in terms of the generality of its 

world view. As a result, attempts have been made to add the 

object-oriented approach to software systems which are not 

inherently object-oriented. c++ provides a model for 

preprocessor-based extension of traditional general purpose 

programming languuges. A distinct type of implementation 

occurs when attempts are made to build the object-oriented 

capabilities with capabilities resident within a software 

system; for example, a primitive frame concept can be 

constructed with just the backward chaining mechanisms 

provided by the artificial intelligence language Prolog 

(Floyd 1988).' Further, because software analysis and design 
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methodologies are now being labeled as being object-oriented 

(Shlaer and Mellor 1988), languages with features supporting 

abstract data types are now being deemed as being 

programmable in an object-oriented manner (Olan 1988). 

stroustrup has recently commented on the development: 

Not all programming languages can be object
oriented. Yet claims have been made that APL, Ada, 
Clu, C++, Loops, and Smalltalk are object-oriented 
languages. I have heard discussions of object
oriented design in C, Pascal, Modula-2, and Chill. 
Could there somewhere be proponents of object
oriented programming in Fortran and Cobol? I think 
there must be. "Object-oriented" has become a high
tech synonym for "good." Articles in the trade 
press contain arguments that appear to boil down to 
syllogisms like: Ada is good; object-oriented is 
good; therefore, Ada is object-oriented. 
(Stroustrup 1988, page 10, emphasis in the original) 
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Explanation of the modeling procedures developed in 

Chapter 3. is expedited by the introduction of a reasonable 

set of example code. The example is written in Pascal, 

which serves as the reference language in this dissertation. 

The code implements a generic AVL (height-balanced) binary 

search tree facility, so-called because of its creators, 

Adelson-Velskii and Landis. This tree structure is commonly 

studied in data structures classes and most references 

present the relevant theory and partial source code (see, 

for example, Tenenbaum and Augenstein 1986, Horowitz an~ 

Sahni 1982, or Knuth 1973). The code presented in this 

section was adopted from an example used by the author in 

data structures classes. 

One of the deficiencies of the (standard) Pascal 

language is the inability to achieve separate compilation 

modules --- the entire set of source code must be presented 

to the compiler at once. There are two common approaches 

for ameliorating the situation. The easiest approach is to 

have a source code include facility introduced into the 

language in the form of an include metacommand which acts 

much like an editor or macro processor command. (The 

compiler upon reaching such a metacommand in a file being 

processed, is directed to compile all of the source code in 

a separate named file as if it were actually present. 
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Alternatively, a macro processor could process the source 

code creating a single file suitable for the compiler.) The 

more difficult approach is to extend the Pascal language in 

a manner similar to that taken by wirth in the Modula (Wirth 

1977) (and Modula-2, see wirth 1985) language by explicitly 

allowing some sort of (separately compiled) module. The 

module has as its purpose the importation and exportation of 

all of the information (principally type and 

procedure/function declarations) required by a compiler to 

accomplish its tasks of processing identifiers. 

All of the Pascal implementations that the author 

has used have featured one or both of these language 

extensions and thus it is no·t unreasonable to assert that 

layered software can, in general, be constructed by 

employing real-world Pascal. 

The example code is presented in three figures. 

Figure 2.6 lists all of the Pascal types required by the AVL 

tree package. One item which deserves discussion is the 

difficulty of achieving a truly generic abstract data type 

in Pascal because of its strong typing. The example code 

makes use of a type called Address which is similar in 

notion to the type of the same name in Modula-2, namely an 

anonymous pointer (e.g., a pointer to some type, but to 

which type is not important). Such a type must by 

necessity be included as an extension to standard Pascal if 

it is to work in this manner. If no such type is available, 
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then the example is still relevant, but only for one 

specific definition of the type Address provided by the code 

which employs the AVL tree code. 

Figure 2.7 presents a Forward declaration of the 

procedures which implement the AVL tree package. Note that 

of the procedures, only those so designated should be 

considered directly available to the code employing the AVL 

tree package; Pascal provides no data (procedure) hiding 

facilities by which the remainder could be deemed "private." 

Figure 2.8 lists all of the source code for the 

procedures declared in Figure 2.7. The implementation was 

developed by the author for use in teaching data structures. 

As such, the primary goal during code writing was the 

conceptual clarity and not the efficiency of implementation. 

The code as presented, however, makes use of many of the 

structural features of Pascal which will be of interest in 

Chapter 3. 



Figure 2.6. AVL Tree Example Type Declarations 

( 

T Y P e 0 e c I a rat Ion s For A V L T r e e Cod e • 

> 
<Type> 

( Result of comparing two AVLEltTypes with regard to their key values. > 
AVLCompareType = ( AVLLess, AVLEqual, AVLGreater ) ; 

( AVL node balances. Note that they are calculated as the height of the > 
( LEFT subtree minus the height of the RIGHT subtree (some authors reverse > 
( the sides and thus change the signs of the balances). > 

2 AVLBalRange = ·1 •• 1 ; 

( AVL node pointers and type. Note that a type Address is asslJIled > 
( available for the Value '" this Intends a generic pointer to a record > 
( type (for example) allocated by user code. This Implies that elements > 
( are not actually "in" an AVL tree, but rather references to elements are > 
( retained. > 

3 AVLNodePtr = 'AVLNodeType ; 
4 AVLNodeType = Record 
5 Bal : AVLBalRange ; ( Node balance. > 
6 Left : AVLNodoPtr ( Left son. > 
7 Value : Address ( Value stored. > 
8 Right: AVLNodePtr ( Right son. > 
9 end ; 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

( Allowed size range and the AVL tree representation. 
AVLSlzeRange = 0 •• Maxlnt ; 
AVLType = Record 

Size : AVLSizeRange ; ( Current size. > 
Root : AVLNodePtr ( Root pointer. > 

end ; 

> 
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Figure 2.7. AVL Tree Example Procedure Forward Declarations 
Page 1 of 2 

15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

.28 
29 

( 

) 
{ 

) 

For war dOe c I a rat Ion s 0 f 
AVL Tree Procedures. 

General notes : 

o The insertion, search, and removal procedures make use of a function 
argument called Compare which is assumed to have a declaration of the 
form : 

Function Compare (First : Address; 
Second : Address ): AVLCompareType ; 

which returns AVLLess, AVLEqual, AVLGreater as the element pointed to 
by First Is less than, equal to, or greater than the element pointed 
to by Second according to rules applicable to the application of 
Interest. Note that Address is used as the generic form of pointer 
and that a more specific type would in practice be employed In the 
declaration of a function of this form. 

o In general only AVLCreate, AVLlnsert, AVLRemove, and AVLSearch should 
be considered available for use by external code; the AVLRotateLeft and 
AVLRotateRight routines should be considered "private" to the 
AVL package. 

Procedure AVLCreate 
Forward ; 

( Var AVL : AVLType 

( 

) 
AVLCreate is used to create an empty AVL tree AVL. 

Procedure AVLlnsert ( Var AVL : AVLType 
: Address 

( 

) 

Forward ; 

NewPtr 
Function Compare 
Var Error 

: AVLCompareType 
: Boolean ) ; 

AVLlnsert is used to attempt to insert an element pointed to by NewPtr 
into an AVL tree called AVL. Error is true when the element Is already 
"in" the tree. 

Procedure AVLRemove ( Var AVL : AVLType 

( 

) 

MatchPtr : Address ; 
Function Compare : AVLC~reType ; 
Var FoundPtr : Address 
Var Error : Boolean ) ; 

Forward ; 

AVLRemove Is used to attempt to remove an element matching the element 
pointed to by MatchPtr from AVL. Error is true when such an element is 
not already "in" the tree. FoundPtr is set to Nil when there I s an error 
and to point to the "removed" element when no error occurs. 

Procedure AVLRotateLeft 
Forward ; 

( Var H : AVLNodePtr 

( 

) 

AVLRotateLeft is used by other AVL routines to perform a left rotation 
around the node pointed to by N. Note that N will be changed as a result 
of the rotation. No balances are changed. 
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Figure 2.7. AVL Tree Example Procedure Forward Declarations 
Page 2 of 2 

30 
31 

32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Procedure AVLRotateRlght (Var N 
Forward ; 

: AVLNodePtr ); 

( 

) 

AVLRotateRlght Is used by other AVL routines to perform a right rotation 
arolJ'ld the node pointed to by N. Note that N will be changed as a result 
of the rotation. No balances are changed. 

Procedure AVLSearch AVL : AVLType 

( 

) 

MatchPtr : Address ; 
Function Compare : AVLCompareType ; 
Var FolJ'ldPtr : Address 
Var FolJ'ld: Boolean ) ; 

Forward ; 

AVLSearch is used to attempt to find an element matching the element 
pointed to by MatchPtr in AVL. Found is true when such an element is 
found "In" the tree. FoundPtr is set to Nil when there is no such 
element and otherwise to point to the found element. 



Figure 2.8. AVL Tree Example Procedure Source Code 
(Page 1 of 14) 

( 

A V L T r e e Pro c e d u res • 

) 

( ) 
38 Procedure AVLCreate ( ( Var AVL : AVLType ) ; ) ; 

( ) 

( AVLCreate is used to create an empty AVL tree. ) 

39 Begin ( AVLCreate ) 

( Set the size to zero and the root to Nil. ) 
40 AVL.Size := 0 ; 
41 AVL.Root := Nil 

42 End ; ( AVLCreate ) 

( ) 
43 Procedure AVLInsert 

( 

44 Var 

AVL : AVLType ( ( Var 
( NewPtr : Address 

Function Compare : AVLCompareType ( 
( Var Error : Boolean 

) 
) 
) 

; ) ; 
) 

45 Grew: Boolean ; ( Whether the tree grew below the current level ) 
( during insertion. ) 

46 WentLeft : Boolean; ( Whether insertion took place to the left at the) 
( level below the current. ) 

( Local Procedures (described below). ) 
47 Procedure Descend ( Var N : AVLNodePtr 
48 Var WentLeft : Boolean 
49 Var Grew : Boolean 
50 Var Found : Boolean ) ; 
51 Forward ; 
52 Procedure AdjustLL ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ) ; 
53 Forward ; 
54 Procedure AdjustLR ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ) ; 
55 Forward ; 
56 Procedure AdjustRL ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ) ; 
57 Forward ; 
58 Procedure AdjustRR ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ) ; 
59 Forward ; 
60 Procedure NewNode ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ) ; 
61 Forward ; 
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(Page 2 of 14) 
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87 
88 

89 
90 

( Within AVLlnsert ••• ) 

( 

( 

Procedure Descend ( ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ; 
: Boolean 

) 
) 
) 

( 

) 

( Var Went Left 
( Var Grew 
( Var Found 

: Boolean 
: Boolean ; ) ; 

Descend is used recursively to insert a new node. Note that local 
variables are avoided to remove the one large penalty of recursion. 
Descend is called with a pointer N to an EXISTING node (because of 
rotations N, which must be Root or some node'S left or right son, 
may change). It will indicate whether insertion went left of N, 
whether the subtree rooted at N grew, and whether there was an error 
due to duplicates. 

Begin ( Descend ) 

Case Compare ( NewPtr, N".Value ) of 

() AVLLess : begin 
( Either make a new left son or descend left. ) 

If N".Left = Nil Then begin 
NewNode ( N".Left ) ; 

( We will have grown only if the original balance is 0 --- ) 
( the only alternative is that it is -1. ) 

Grew := N".Bal = 0 ; 
N".Bal := N".Bal + 1 

end 
Else begin 

Descend ( N".Left, WentLeft, Grew, Found ) 
If Not Found Then begin 
( Check for problems. ) 

If N".Bal = +1 Then begin 
( We have a problem if we grew below" ) 

If Grew Then begin 
( We do. Have either a LR or LL situation. ) 

Case Went Left Of 
() False : AdjustLR ( N ) ; 
() True : AdjustLL ( N ) 
end ; 

( The rotations lead to no growth at N. ) 
Grew := False 

end 
( Else begin ) 
( Grew = False already ) 
( end ) 
end 
Else If Grew Then begin 
( We may have grown, but no problems here. ) 

Grew := N".Bal = 0 ; 
N".Bal := N".Bal + 1 

end 
( Else begin ) 
( Grew = False already ) 
( end ) 
end 

end ; 
( From N we did go left. ) 

WentLeft := True 
end ; ( AVLLess ) 

) 

) 
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Figure 2.8. AVL Tree Example Procedure Source Code 
(Page 3 of 14) 

( Within AVLlnsertls Descend ••• ) 

91 0 AVLEqual : begin 
( This is an error. ) 

92 Found := True 
93 end ; ( AVLEqual ) 

94 0 AVLGreater : begin 
( Either make a new right son or descend right. ) 

95 If N'.Right = Nil Then begin 
96 NewNode ( N'.Right ) ; 

( We will have grown only if the original balance is 0 '" ) 
( the only other alternative is +1. ) 

97 Grew := N',Bal = 0 ; 
98 N' .Bal := N' .Bal ' 1 
99 end 

100 Else begin 
101 Descend ( N'.Right, WentLeft, Grew, Found) ; 
102 If Not Found Then begin 

( Check for problems. ) 
103 If N'.Bal = -1 Then begin 

( We have a problem if we grew below. ) 
104 If Grew Then begin 

( We do. Have either a RR or RL situation. ) 
105 Case Went Left Of 
106 False : AdjustRR ( N ) ; 
107 True : AdjustRL ( N ) 
108 end ; 

( The rotations lead to no growth at N. ) 
109 Grew := False 
110 end 

( Else begin ) 
( Grew = False already ) 
( end ) 

111 end 
112 Else If Grew Then begin 
113 Grew := N'.Bal = 0 ; 
114 N·.Bal := N·.Bal - 1 
115 end 

( Else begin ) 
( Grew = False already ) 
( end ) 

116 end 
117 end ; 

( From N we went right. ) 
118 WentLeft := False 
119 end ( AVLGreater ) 
120 end ( Case Conpare of ) 

121 End ; ( Descend ) 
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122 

{ Ufthin AVLlnsert ••• > 
{ 

{ 
Procedure AdjustLL { ( Var N 

{ 

: AVLNodePtr ); > ; 

AdjustLL is used in the LL situation """ a right rotation is all 
that is required before we fix the balances. 

123 

124 
125 
126 

127 

128 
{ 

{ 

> 
Begin { AdjustLL > 

AVLRotateRight ( N ) 
N" .Bal := 0 ; 
N".Right".Bal := 0 

End ; { AdjustLL > 

Procedure AdjustLR { ( Var N 

{ 

: AVLNodePtr ); > ; 

AdjustLR is used in the LR situation """ a left and then a right 
rotation must be done before we fix the balances. Note that there 
are three final balance cases depending upon where the inserted 
element lies in relation to the new value at N. 

> 
129 Begin { AdJustLR } 

130 AVLRotateLeft (N" • Left ) ; 
131 AVLRotateRight ( N ) ; 
132 N" .Bal := 0 ; 
133 Case Compare ( NewPtr, N".Value ) of 
134 {} AVLLess : begin 
135 N".Left".Bal:= 0; N""Right".Bal:="1 
136 end ; 
137 {} AVLEqual : begin 
138 N".Left".Bal := 0; N".Right".Bal:= 0 
139 end ; 
140 {} AVLGreater : begin 
141 N" .Left" .Bal := +1 N" .Right" .Bal := 0 
142 end 
143 end { Case Compare of } 

144 End ; { AdJustLR } 

} 

} 

} 

} 
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145 

146 

147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
1S7 
158 
159 
160 

161 

162 

( Within AVLlnsert ••• ) 

( 

( 

( 

( 

Procedure AdjustRL ( ( Var N : AVLNodePtr );); 

( 

) 

AdjustRL is used in the RL situation --- a right and then a left 
rotation must be done before we fix the balances. Note that there 
are three final balance cases depending upon where the inserted 
element lies in relation to the new value at N. 

Begin ( AdjustRL ) 

AVLRotateRight ( N".Right ) ; 
AVLRotateLeft (N ) ; 
N" .Bal := 0 ; 
Case Compare ( NewPtr, N".Value ) of 
() AVLLess : begin 

N".Left".Bal := 0; N".Right".Bal := -1 
end ; 

() AVLEqual : begin 
N".Left".Bal := 0; N".Right".Bal:= 0 

end ; 
() AVLGreater : begin 

N".Left".Bal := +1 N".Right".Bal:= 0 
end 

end ( Case Compare of ) 

End ; ( AdjustRL ) 

Procedure AdjustRR ( ( Var N : AVLNodePtr );); 

( 

) 

AdjustRR is used in the RR situation --- a left rotation is all 
that is required before we fix the balances. 

163 Begin ( AdjustRR ) 

164 AVLRotateLeft ( N ) ; 
165 N" .Bal := 0 ; 
166 N" .Left" .Bal := 0 

167 End ; ( AdjustRR ) 

} 

} 

} 

} 
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168 

( Within AVLlnsert ••• ) 

{ 

( 
Procedure NewNode {( Var N 

{ 

: AVLNodePtr ) ; 

NewNode I s used to create a new node. Note that N wi II be the 
Root or some node1s left or right son (initially Nil). We use the 
global value NewPtr. 

) 

169 Begin ( NewNode ) 

170 New ( N ) ; 
171 With N" Do begin 
172 Bal := 0 
173 Left := Nfl ; 
174 Value := NewPtr ; 
175 Right := Nil 
176 end 

1n End ; ( NewNode ) 

178 Begin ( AVLlnsert ) 

179 With AVL Do begin 

) 

) 

( Start out not having found the element pointed to by NewPtr in the ) 
( tree. Note that NewPtr is taken to be global to all local ) 
( procedures. ) 

180 Error := False ; 
181 If Size = 0 Then begin 

( We can just use NewNode to create the root. ) 
182 NewNode ( Root ) 
183 end 
184 Else begin 

( We must go looking for the correct place to insert. Note that ) 
( the variables Went Left and Grew are of no importance to us here ) 
( but are of major concern as Descend is recursively called. ) 

185 Descend ( Root, WentLeft, Grew, Error) 
186 end ; 
187 If Not Error Then begin 

( The size can be incremented. ) 
188 Size := Size + 1 
189 end 
190 end 

191 End ; ( AVLlnsert ) 
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{ > 
192 Procedure AVLRemove { ( Var AVL : AVL Type > 

{ MatchPtr : Address ; > 
{ Function C~re : AVLC~reType ; > 
{Var FoundPtr : Address > 
{Var Error : Boolean ; > ; 

{ > 
193 Var 
194 Found : Boolean : { Used to indicate whether the initial MatchPtr > 

{ element has been found. > 
195 P: AVLNodePtr ; { Used by Descend as a pointer var. > 
196 Shrunk : Boolean { Whether the tree shrunk at the level below > 

197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
?02 
203 
204 
205 

206 

207 

208 

209 
210 
211 

{ 

{ 

{ 

{ because of a lower deletion. > 
Local Procedures. > 
Procedure Descend ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ; 

Var Shrunk : Boolean 
Forward ; 

Procedure AdJustLeft ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ; 
Var Shrunk : Boolean 

Forward ; 
Procedure AdJustRight ( Var N : AVLNodcPtr ; 

Var Shrunk : Boolean 
Forward ; 

Procedure Deacend { ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ; > 

{ 

> 

{ Var Shrunk : Boolean > ; 

Descend is used to descend into the tree looking for the element 
pointed to by MatchPtr (global to Descend). It is given a pointer 
to the node N where we should look ••• it might just be Nil. 
Since we may remove N or do rotations which might otherwise change 
its value (it is either Root or some node's left or right son) it 
must be a Var. Shrunk indicates that the sLbtree rooted at N has 
indeed shrunk due to the deletion. Note that we may change the 
value pointed to by MatchPtr in the case analogous to the BST swap 
logic of putting a new value into N from elsewhere and then 
deleting it lower in the tree. Also recall that we may need to 
make rotations at each level up to the root so our code is 
structured a little differently than in the Descend for insert. 

Begin { Descend > 
If N = Nil Then begin 
{ We did not find such a MatchPtr and could not have shrunk. > 

Error := True ; 
Shrunk := False 

end 

> 

> 
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( Within AVLRemoveis Descend '" > 

212 Else begin 
213 Case Compare ( MatchPtr, N',Value ) of 
214 () AVLLess : begin 

( Go left and use AdjustLeft to adjust as necessary, > 
215 Descend (N',Left, Shrunk) 
216 AdjustLeft (N, Shrunk ) 
217 end ; 
218 () AVLGreater : begin 

( Go right and use AdjustRight to adjust as necessary, > 
219 Descend ( N',Right, Shrunk ) 
220 AdjustRlght ( N, Shrunk ) 
221 end ; 
222 () AVLEqual : begin 

( We have found the desired element, ) 
223 If N',Right = Nil Then begin 

( This handles both the BST prune and left promote cases, ) 
( In either case we do indeed shrink. Set FoundPtr only ) 
( if we have not already found the initial MatchPtr value.) 

224 P := N ; 
225 N := N' .Left ; 
226 If Not Found Then begin 
227 FoundPtr := N'.Value 
228 end ; 
229 Dispose ( P ) 
230 Shrunk := True 
231 end 
232 Else If N'.Left = Nil Then begin 

( This handles the BST right promote case and we shrink. ) 
( Note that Found can not be true since we use an inorder > 
( predecessor swap strategy. ) 

233 P:= N ; 
234 N:= N' .Right ; 
235 FoundPtr := N'.Value ; 
236 Dispose ( P ) 
237 Shrunk := True 
238 end 
239 Else begin 

( This corresponds to the BST swap. First look for the > 
( value to swap in --- the inorder predecessor. ) 

240 P := N'.Left ; 
241 While P'.Right <> Nil Do begin 
242 P := P' .Rlght 
243 end ; 

( Swap MatchPtrls in-order predecessor into N and then > 
( change the problem into deleting the second copy of ) 
( the new MatchPtr element. Note that Found can not be ) 
( true at the moment. > 

244 MatchPtr := p'.Value ; 
245 FoundPtr := N'.Value ; 
246 N'.Value := HatchPtr ; 

( We can use Descend to go left and then can adjust using > 
( AdjustLeft if that is required. > 

247 Descend ( N'.Left, Shrunk) ; 
248 AdjustLeft ( N, Shrunk ) 
249 end ; 

( We can guarantee having found the MatchPtr value (if not > 
( done so previously. > 

250 Found := True 
251 end ( AVLEqual > 
252 end ( Case Compare of ) 
253 end ( Else> 

254 End ; ( Descend > 
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255 

256 
257 
258 
259 
260 

261 

262 
263 

264 

265 
266 

267 

268 
269 

270 

271 

272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
2n 
278 

( 

( 

( 

Within AVLRemove ••• ) 

) 
Procedure AdjustLeft ( ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ; ) 

( 

) 

( Var Shrunk : Boolean ) ; 

Adjustleft is used to perfonn any required rotations and balance 
updates at a node N. Because of rotations N, which is either the 
Root or some node's left or right son, may be changed and thus oust 
be a Var. Shrunk coming in indicates whether the subtree rooted at 
the left son of N shrunk due to deletion and will be updated to 
reflect the situation at N after all of the work is done. Much of 
this code just adjusts balances with many cases. 

) 

Var 
Double: Boolean ; ( Whether double rotations are required. 
LBal : AVLBalRange ; ( New balance for N's left son. 
NBal : AVLBalRange ; ( New balance for N. 
RBal : AVLBalRange ; ( New balance for N's right son. 

Begin ( AdjustLeft ) 

( We do work only if subtree rooted at N's left son did shrink. ) 
If Shrunk Then begin 

Case N".Bal Of 

) 
) 
) 
) 

( At a minimum we must update N's balance, but the case where ) 
( it Is -1 means we must do rotations to restore some sense of ) 
( balance. ) 

o +1 : begin 
( The deletion actually improved the balance. ) 

N".Bal := 0; Shrunk:= True 
end ; ( +1 ) 

o 0: begin 
( We've lost some balance but no rotations are required. ) 

N".Bal := -1; Shrunk:= False 
end; ( O} 

o -1 : begin 
( Initially assume that we only have to do a single rotation ) 
( and that we will shrink. These conclusions may be changed ) 
( below. ) 

Double := False; Shrunk:= True ; 
( Everything depends upon N's right son. ) 

Case N".Right".Bal Of 
o -1 : begin 

NBal := 0; LBal:= 0 
end ; ( -1 ) 

o 0: begin 
NBal := +1 LBal:= -1; Shrunk:= False 

end ; ( O) 
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279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 

293 
294 
295 
296 

< Within AVLRemoveis AdJustLeft ••• ) 

() +1 : begin 
NBal := 0; Doc.ble := True ; 
Case N".Right".Left".Bal Of 
() -1 : begin 

LBal := +1; RBal := 0 
end ; 

() 0: begin 
LBal := 0; RBal:= 0 

end ; 
() +1 : begin 

LBal := 0; Raal:=-1 
end 

end 
end < +1 ) 

end; < Case N".Right".Bal Of ) 

< We may need to do a right rotation around N's right son ) 
< and then nKJSt do a left rotation around N. ) 

If Double Then begin 
AVLRotateRight ( N".Right ) 

end ; 
AVLRotateLeft ( N ) ; 

< Fix the balances. ) 
297 N" .Left" .Bal := LBal ; 
298 N" .Bal := NBal ; 
299 If Double Then begin 
300 N".Right".Bal := RBal 
301 end 

302 end < -1 ) 

303 end < Case N".Bal Of) 

304 end < If Shrunk) 

305 end ; < AdjustLeft ) 
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307 
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310 
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313 
314 

315 

316 
317 

318 

319 
320 

321 

322 

323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 

( Uithin AVLRemove ••• ) 

( 

( 

) 
Procedure AdJustRight { ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ; ) 

) ; 

( 

) 

( Var Shrunk : Boolean 

AdJustRight is used to perform any required rotations and balance 
updates at a node N. Because of rotations N, which is either the 
Root or scme nodels left or right son, may be changed and thus IllJst 
be a Var. Shrunk coming in indicates whether the subtree rooted at 
the right son of N shrunk due to deletion and will be updated to 
reflect the situation at N after all of the work is done. Much of 
this code just adjusts balances with many cases. 

) 

Var 
Double: Boolean ; { Whether double rotations are required. 
LBal : AVLBalRange ; ( New balance for Nls left son. 
NBal : AVLBalRange ; ( New balance for N. 
RBal : AVLBalRange ; { New balance for Nls right son. 

Begin ( AdjustRight ) 

( We do work only if subtree rooted at Nls right son did shrink. ) 
If Shrunk Then begin 

Case N" .Bal Of 

) 
) 
) 
) 

( At a minimum we must update Nls balance, but the case where ) 
C it is +1 means we must do rotations to restore some sense of ) 
( balance. ) 

() -1 : begin 
( The deletion actually improved the balance. ) 

N".Bal := 0; Shrunk:= True 
end ; ( +1 ) 

() 0: begin 
( Uelve lost scme balance but no rotations are required. ) 

N".Bal := +1; Shrunk:= False 
end ; ( 0) 

() +1 : begin 
( Initially assume that we only have to do a single rotation ) 
( and that we will shrink. These conclusions may be changed ) 
( below. ) 

Double := False; Shrunk:= True ; 
( Everything depends upon Nls left son. ) 

Case N".Left".Bal Of 
() +1 : begin 

NBal := 0; RBal:= 0 
end ; 

() 0: begin 
NBal := -1; RBal:= +1; Shrunk:= False 

end ; 
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{ Within AVLRemoveis AdjustRight } 

330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 

345 
346 
347 
348 

{} -1 : begin 
NBal := 0 ; Double := True ; 
Case N".Left".Right"oBal Of 
{} -1 : begin 

LBal := +1 ; RBal := 0 
end ; 

{} 0: begin 
LBal := 0; RBal:= 0 

end ; 
{} +1 : begin 

LBal := 0; RBal := -1 
end 

end {Case N·oLeft·.Right"oBal } 
end { -1 } 

end; { Case N·oLeft·.Bal Of } 

{ We may need to do a left rotation around Nis left son and } 
{ then IIlJSt do a right rotation around N. } 

If Double Then besin 
AVLRotateLeft ( N·.Left 

end ; 
AVLRotateRight ( N ) ; 

( Adjust the balances. ) 
349 If Double Then begin 
350 N·oLeft·.Bal := LBal 
351 end ; 
352 N' oBal := NBal 
353 N'oRight"oBal := RBal 

354 end ( +1 ) 

355 end { Case N'oBal Of} 

356 end { I f Shrunk } 

357 end ; ( AdjustRight ) 

358 Begin ( AVLRemove ) 

359 With AVL Do begin 
{ 

} 

Initially assume no error but initialize FoundPtr to be Nil --- it 
will of course change if we find an element matching HatchPtr. Note 
that a local variable Found is employed to guarantee correct 
handling of the equivalent of the BST swap case where we delete the 
desired element, swapping in its in-order predecessor and then 
restate the problem as deleting the swapped-in value. Note that 
Shrunk has no importance at this level of the algorithm. 

360 Error:= False ; 
361 Found:= False ; 
362 FoundPtr := Nil ; 
363 Descend ( Root, Shrunk ) 
364 If Found Then begin 

{ Update the size of the tree. } 
365 Size := Size - 1 
366 end 
367 end 

368 End ; ( AVLRemove ) 
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( ) 
369 Procedure AVLRotateLeft « Var N : AVLNodePtr ; ) ; 

( ) 

370 Var 
371 S : AVLNodePtr; ( Son of N rotated into Nls position. ) 

372 Begin ( AVLRotateLeft ) 

( Perform a left rotation about N. Do not worry about balances. ) 
373 S := N' .Right ; 
374 N' .Right := S· .Left 
375 S· .Left := N 
376 N := S 

377 End ; ( AVLRotateLeft ) 

( ) 
378 Procedure AVLRotateRight ( ( Var N : AVLNodePtr ) ; 

( ) 

379 Var 
380 S : AVLNodePtr; ( Son of N rotated into Nls position. ) 

381 Begin ( AVLRotateRight ) 

( Perform a right rotation about N. Do not worry about balances. ) 
382 S := N' .Left ; 
383 N' .Left := S· .Right ; 
384 S· .Right := N 
385 N := S 

386 End ; ( AVLRotateRight ) 
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( ) 
387 Procedure AVLSearch ( ( AVL : AVLType ) 

( 

388 
389 

390 

391 

392 

393 
394 
395 
396 
397 

398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 

404 
405 
406 

407 
408 
409 

410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 

417 

( MatchPtr : Address ; ) 
( Function Compare : AVLCompareType ; ) 
( Var FoundPtr : Address ) 
( Var Found : Boolean ) ; ) ; 

) 

Var 
Done : Boolean ( Indicates search done due to not finding the ) 

( desired element lIinll the tree, ) 
Probe : AVLNodePtr; (Used to search in the tree, ) 

Begin ( AVLSearch ) 

With AVL Do begin 
( Perfonn a normal BST search procedure, ) 

Probe := Root ; 
Done := False ; 
Found := False; 
Repeat 

If Probe = Nil Then begin 
( We did not find such a MatchPtr, ) 

Done := True ; 
FoundPtr := Nil 

end 
Else begin 

Case Compare ( MatchPtr, Probe",Value ) of 
() AVLLess : begin 

( Go left, ) 
Probe := Probe",Left 

end ; 
() AVLGreater : begin 

( Go right, ) 
Probe := Probe",Right 

end ; 
() AVLEqual : begin 

( We have found the des I red element, ) 
Found := True ; 
FoundPtr := Probe",Value 

end 
end ( Case Compare Of ) 

end(lf) 
Unti l Found Or Done 

end ( With) 

End ; ( AVLSearch ) 
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CHAPTER 3. METAMODELS OF STRUCTURE AND INTERACTION 

This chapter is concerned with developing a 

framework for describing the architecture of a program. The 

chapter begins with the introduction of two interrelated 

three-dimensional metamodels which provide the foundation 

for modeling the structure and communication abilities of 

programming languages and of specific programs developed 

with such languages. The metamodels introduced are taken to 

have three planes, the top being the most abstract and the 

bottom being the most specific. section 3.1 introduces the 

metamodels. section 3.2 introduces the notion of a virtual 

machine which underlies the semantic interpretation of a 

structure class. section 3.3 defines the top layer of the 

metamodel. Section 3.4 describes what can be found on the 

middle layer of the metamodel and by referencing a number of 

different languages gives insight into how the model can be 

developed for a specific language. section 3.5 provides a 

great amount of detail on what can be found on the middle 

layer for the (standard) Pascal language. In addition, the 

structure and communication abilities of a number of other 

languages are presented in varying amounts of detail in 

order to exemplify the types of comparisons which are 

supported by the metamodels as well as to exemplify the use 

of the metamodeling technique. section 3.6 exemplifies the 

application of the modeling capabilities previously 
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developed for the Pascal language to a specific set of 

source code, namely the AVL tree example introduced in the 

previous chapter. section 3.7 shows the relationship 

between the metamodels developed within this chapter and the 

process of compilation; the relationship frames a 

discussion of module interconnection languages. Section 3.8 

concludes the chapter and discusses modeling the behavior of 

information systems. 



section 3.1. An overview of 
the Three-Dimensional Metamodels 

88 

separate three-dimensional metamodels will be 

developed to describe structuring methods and communication 

methods. The basic scheme is shown in Figure 3.1. Note 

that there are three distinct planes which are labeled 

Metalanguage, Language, and Source Code. The use of three 

planes follows from the definitional work provided by 

Kottemann 1984 where the terms axiomatic level, 

axiomatamedia level, and instantial level, respectively, are 

used. The term plane is substituted for level because we 

shall consider different levels on a single plane. The 

three planes are given names which are more descriptive of 

the specific application. 

It is essential to understand that what is found on 

each of the planes is essentially different from what is 

found on the others, yet there are fundamental relationships 

between what is found on one plane and what is found on a 

lower plane. For example, the relationships between the 

Metalanguage and Language Planes and between the Language 

and Source Code Planes correspond to subclasses from the 

traditional object-oriented paradigm. There are also 

fundamental relationships between items found on a single 

plane. For example, relationships shown between two 

entities on the Metalanguage Plane are occurrences of a 

transitive binary relation, whereas relationships found 



between two or more entities on the Language Plane are 

occurrences of operations. 

with reference to the graphical representation of 

the tllree dimensions in Figure 3.1, it will be of interest 

to consider each plane independently, to consider the 

mapping between the entire Metalanguage Plane and portions 

of the Language Plane, to consider the mapping between 

portions of the Language Plane and portions of the Source 

Code Plane, to consider a cross-section (of the three 

dimensions) parallel to the x-axis, and also to consider a 

cross-section (of the three dimensions) parallel to the y

axis. Each distinct manner of considering the metamodel 

serves a different modeling or explanatory purpose. 

89 

Detailed discussion commences with consideration of the 

Metalanguage Planes for Structure and Communication after 

some justification for the planes is given and the notion of 

a virtual machine is introduced. 

The rationale for the three planes can be 

demonstrated by a simple example, which is supported by 

Figure 3.2. Consider the simple Pascal function DiaToCircum 

which calculates the circumference of a circle given its 

diameter. The term simple is applicable not only because 

the function is trivial in action, but more importantly 

because of the fact that it does not have any procedures or 

functions defined within it. If we abstract away from this 

specific function, we see that it is a member of a class of 
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simple functions, all of which obey certain rules of Pascal 

syntax. Let us call the class of functions 

Pascal-FUnction-Block: DiaToCircum is an instance of this 

class. 

The term instance has been used rather than subclass 

to describe the relationship between DiaToCircum and 

Pascal-FUnction-Block; this is, strictly speaking, 

incorrect. This is because of the fact that source code 

structures are in fact themselves instantiated. Consider, 

for example, a recursive Pascal procedure. During the 

course of a single run of its program, such a procedure may 

recurse any number of times, giving multiple occurrences of 

the same type of object. Throughout the remainder of this 

dissertation the term instance shall be used, however, 

because a specific source code object is traditionally 

described as an instance of a class and not as a class 

itself. The reader, however, should keep in mind that any 

structure found on the Source Code Plane is an abstraction. 

other languages offer structures which have, more or 

less, similar functional capabilities, e.g., they create a 

scope for identifiers representing local constants and 

variables, they can access global variables, they contain 

code, but no embedded procedures, etc. We can therefore 

abstract away from the specific Pascal language to arrive at 

a class of structuring devices, which we might call 



Meta-Block; Pascal-FUnction-Block is a subclass of this 

class. 
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In terms of the three planes, let us place 

DiaToCircum on the structure Source Code Plane, 

Pascal-FUnction-Block on the structure Language Plane, and 

Meta-Block on the structure Metalanguage Plane. Notice that 

on the Structure Source Code Plane we also have another 

instance of Pascal-FUnction-Block called RadTocircum, that 

on the Structure Language Plane we have another subclass of 

Meta-Block called ANSI-C-Block, and that on the structure 

Metalanguage Plane we have an entirely different class 

called Meta-Section. In addition to the movement between 

planes, which is subclassing or instantiating, we can have 

movement within a plane along connections, for instance, 

Meta-section "Gives-Rise-To" Meta-Block. Further, we shall 

later notice that, for example, Pascal-FUnction-Block and 

C-Block are not related by any connection because they exist 

within separate hierarchies of classes. 

We could approach the justification of the three 

planes from the opposite direction, specification rather 

than abstraction. The planes form a hierarchy among 

themselves in that, for example, subclasses of Structure 

Metalanguage Plane classes are Structure Language Plane 

classes which, in their role as classes, instantiate in the 

form of specific Structure Source Code Plane structures. 

With regard to structures, on the Structure Metalanguage 
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Plane we find a simple chain of classes and definitions of 

the mechanisms which can be used to create subclasses on the 

structure Language Plane. On the structure Language Plane 

we then have more complicated hierarchies of classes, each 

hierarchy corresponding to a specific language. Each class 

in a hierarchy represents a type of structure permissible in 

the language and thus the hierarchy shows how structures are 

related. Each class also possesses the rules by which 

actual corresponding source language structures may be 

constructed on the structure Source Code Plane and how these 

instances relate to other instances from any of the classes 

within the same hierarchy. 

It should be noted that Smalltalk classes do indeed 

fit into the three plane metamodel. Although a Smalltalk 

class is best thought of as a Aristotelian form (Wilshire 

1969), it is a completely realized software description. As 

such it belongs on the Structure Source Code Plane, whereas 

the general concept of a Smalltalk class as a structuring 

mechanism belongs on the Structure Language Plane. Notice 

that objects on the Structure Metalanguage Plane can be 

thought of as Aristotelian forms whose instances are 

themselves Aristotelian forms; the latter do instantiate. 

Note as well that although Smalltalk classes must 

instantiate for execution, this is really no different from 

any standard procedural language, and is reminiscent of 

multiple instances for a recursive Pascal procedure. 



Figure 3.1. Three Dimensional Metamodel 

Note that this graphic features representations of 
structural concepts. 
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Program P ; 
Var I : Integer 

Begin 
For I := 1 To 5 Do Begin 
Writeln ( I ) 

End 
End. PROGRAM Q 

INTEGER I 
00101=1,5 

WRITE (*,*) I 
10 CONTINUE 

END 
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Figure 3.2. Example To Justify structure Metalanguage, 
structure Language, and structure Source Code Planes 

Function DiaToCircum ( Dia : Real ) : Real ; 
Const PI = 3.1416 ; 
Begin 
{ Return Circumference given Diameter. } 

DiaToCircum := Dia * PI 
End ; 

( subclassing) 

/ ANSI-c-mock! ,. ~ . 
/ Pascal-Fuooticn-IDock! 
- II II' 

(instantiation) 

! DiaToCircurn/ . . 
! Radl'OCircurn/ 

Sb:ucbIre 
san::oe Code 
Plane 

Function RadToCircum ( Rad : Real) Real; 
Const PI = 3.1416 ; 
Begin 
{ Return Circumference given Radius. } 

RadToCircum := 2.0 * Rad * PI 
End ; 
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section 3.2. Virtual Machines 

The classes on the structure and Communication 

Metalanguage Planes are defined with relation to virtual 

machines. For our purposes, a virtual machine is the 

Aristotelian form (abstraction) of a computer with basic 

processing capabilities like employing memory for value 

storage and retrieval and execution of instructions after 

retrieval from memory (the concept of virtual machines has 

been applied similarly to abstract away hardware details, 

see, for example, Quedens 1987). All structure Metalanguage 

and structure Language Plane classes and their instances 

will be assumed to have associated with them a dedicated 

virtual machine. Although we shall say that the classes and 

their instances are capable of issuing or accepting 

communications, the virtual machine will be fundamentally 

involved in the actual implementation of communication. 

Three methods for creating classes from other classes on the 

structure Language Plane will be introduced, and one of the 

important considerations for these creation processes will 

be the manner in which the virtual machines are combined or 

coordinated. 

Virtual machines are taken to be capable of 

performing seven basic (universal) operations called 

VM-Load, VM-Unload, VM-Fetch, VM-Store, VM-Execute, 

VM-Await, and VM-Send. (The prefix VM- is employed with all 
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defined virtual machine constructs.) They also have general 

logic which controls these basic operations; the logic is 

the basis for describing behavior. For the VM-Execute 

operation, virtual machines are taken to be able to process 

the relevant language statements of the language under 

consideration; that is, a virtual machine corresponding to 

a Pascal structure can process certain kinds of Pascal 

statements as part of responding to a VM-Execute. Each of 

the basic operations is described below but attention is 

called to Figure 3.3 where a more detailed description of 

each operation is given in terms of structure Metalanguage 

Plane and Communication Metalanguage Plane classes 

introduced later. 

VM-Load entails the initialization required when the 

virtual machine "is turned on." For example, consider a 

programming language which guarantees that all of its 

variables are initialized to be certain values; the virtual 

machine accomplishes this using VM-Load. VM-Load can also 

be associated with more sophisticated operations like 

initializing the structure of a heap. Note that virtual 

machines can come into existence at any time during the 

course of the execution of a program, not just at the real 

time of program loading; this is the case, for example, 

with recursive procedures. VM-Unload is the companion of 

VM-Load and entails the completion actions required when the 

virtual machine "is turned off." As with VM-Load, depending 



upon the language under consideration, VM-Unload may take 

place at any time during the course of execution of the 

structure corresponding to the entire program. 
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ViM-Fetch, VM-Store, and VM-Execute are logically 

related and are derived from basic real computer operations. 

ViM-Fetch is used by a virtual machine to access its stored 

values (constants or variables). VH-Store is used by a 

virtual machine to store a value corresponding to a 

variable. ViM-Execute is u~ed by a virtual machine to 

execute its stored code. 

ViM-Await and ViM-Send are the basic operations 

involved with the issuing and receipt of communication. 

VM-Await is used by a virtual machine to wait for 

communication. VM-Send is used by a virtual machine to send 

a communication. 

Virtual machines can be "under the control of" other 

virtual machines. This is related to the notion of lexical 

and structural scope and has to do with how communications 

are actually implemented. In general, the control 

mechanisms are part of the logic component of virtual 

machines previously mentioned. 

The notion of a virtual machine is in effect 

implicit in the world views of most higher generation 

languages to the extent that units of source code like C 

functions are taken to be functionally independent of the 

values within a computer's registers when the function 
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begins execution. It is only when considering assembly 

language for a particular computer, or a higher level 

language which has very low-level capabilities (for example, 

Turbo C described in Boorland 1987), that thought must be 

given to the fact that one subroutine's employment of 

registers can have intended or unintended impacts upon 

subroutines that are subsequently executed. Obviously, this 

type of interaction, when allowed, must be expressible in 

the modeling framework developed below. 
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Figure 3.3. Basic virtual Machine Operations 

Basic 
Operation 
VM-Load 

VM-Unload 

VM-Fetch 

VM-store 

VM-Execute 

VM-Await 

VM-Send 

Description 
'The initialization required when the virtual 
machine "is turned on." Note that virtual 
machines can come into existence at any time 
during the course of the execution of a 
program, not just at the real time of program 
loading~ this is the case, for example, with 
recursive procedures. As an alternative 
example, consider a prograro~ing language which 
guarantees that all of its variables are 
initialized to be certain values; the virtual 
machine accomplishes this using VM-Load. 

The completion required when the virtual 
machine "is turned off." Note that virtual 
machines can end their existence at any time 
(following their "birth") during the course of 
the execution of a program, not just at the 
real time of program completion~ this is the 
case, for example, with recursive procedures. 

This is used by a virtual machine which is an 
instantiation of S-Meta-Section to access its 
stored values (constants or variables). 

This is used by a virtual machine which is an 
instantiation of S-Meta-section to store a 
value corresponding to a variable. 

This is used by a virtual machine which is an 
instantiation of S-Meta-section to execute its 
stored code. 

This is used by a virtual machine to wait until 
an instantiation of C-Meta-Message arrives. It 
is the basis for describing the logic of a 
class of virtual machines. 

This is used by a virtual machine to issue an 
instantiation of C-Meta-Message. 



section 3.3. The communication 
and structure Metalanguage Planes 

The Communication Metalanguage Plane holds five 

classes, C-Meta-Base, C-Meta-Component, C-Meta-Type, 
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C-Meta-Messages, and C-Meta-Protocol. (The prefix C- is 

used to identify all defined terms as relating to the 

metamodel of communication.) Each class of the chain shown 

in Figure 3.4 is connected to the next with a line which can 

be interpreted as a transitive binary relation 

C-Gives-Rise-To, which shall be discussed in detail at the 

end of this section. The classes may be characterized as 

follows. C-Meta-Base is the basis for communication and as 

such has little specific intent. C-Meta-Components is the 

class from which the general forms of all components of any 

communication mechanism are derived (e.g., the general 

notions of the basic call mechanism and argument passing); 

subclasses of C-Meta-Components are derived from a 

C-Meta-Base subclass. C-Meta-Type is the class from which 

all specific components of any communication mechanism are 

derived (e.g., one of the generic argument passing 

mechanisms found in Figure 3.5); C-Meta-Type subclasses are 

derived from C-Meta-Component subclasses. C-Meta-Message 

subclasses are mechanisms that a structure may use to issue 

communication to another. They represent one-way 

communication and will, in general, be either a single 

subclass of C-Meta-Type or some composition thereof. 
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C-Heta-Protocol subclasses are time-based sequences of one 

or more subclasses of C-Heta-Hessage which allow two 

structures to communicate, for example, as a bidirectional 

call and return typical of languages like ANSI-C, 

FORTRAN-77, and Pascal, but also as a unidirectional 

coroutine transfer of execution found in Modula-2. The 

classes are summarized in Figure 3.6. 

All virtual machines are said to obey some class of 

C-Heta-Protocol. This means that they can accept some 

subclasses of C-Heta-Hessage and also issue distinct 

subclasses of C-Heta-Hessage. 

Three operators are applied on the Communication 

Language Plane. The semantics of such an operator must be 

understood at all three planes of the model. The operators 

are defined and rules stating their application on the 

Communication Language Plane are stated on the communication 

Metalanguage Plane. The operators are applied on the 

Communication Language Plane. Communication classes are 

manipulated to form new communication classes. Each 

communication class must also explicitly detail in terms of 

the language being modeled how instances are to be 

instantiated on the Communication Source Code Plane. 

Language communication means are interpreted as instances of 

the communication classes on the Communication Source Code 

Plane. 



Each communication operator will now be described 

with its semantic descriptions phrased in terms of the 

Communication Language Plane and the Communication Source 

Code Plane. 
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For C-Specialize the new subclasses on the 

Communication Language Plane are derived from their 

superclass in the traditional manner, e.g., by adding 

capabilities. The mapping is 1 to n. On the communication 

Source Code Plane an instance of the new subclass is also an 

instance of the designated superclass and as such possesses 

all of the capabilities already attributed to the 

superclass. Further, additional capabilities may be gained 

due to its role as an instance of the new subclass. There 

is a hierarchical restriction that a superclass instance can 

be specialized into being an instance of only one subclass. 

For C-Compound the new subclass is derived as the 

combination of two or more superclasses on the communication 

Language Plane with multiple occurrences of single 

superclasses allowed; a rule states the possibilities. The 

mapping is n to 1. An instance of the new subclass on the 

Communication Source Code Plane is the composition of some 

number of distinct instances from each applicable 

superclass. It is not an instance of any of the 

superclasses. Its capabilities as a composition must thus 

be specified in the form of new capabilities and/or in the 



form of rules indicating which capabilities are inherited 

from its multiple streams of component ancestors. 
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For C-Sequence the new subclass is derived as the 

time-based sequence of typically one or two superclasses 

(although more could be employed) on the Communication 

Language Plane. (We shall find that the case involving two 

superclasses corresponds to sequencing an issuing and a 

replying messages.) The mapping is in general m to n. An 

instance of the new subclass is not an instance of any of 

the superclasses. Details concerning the sequencing lies in 

the domain of describing behavior. 

In order to simplify both the discussion and the 

graphical representations of examples, Communication 

Language Plane operators may be composed. The notation 

"operator 1 0 operator 2" is used to indicate the 

application of operator 2 after the application of operator 

1. (It is usually standard in mathematical notation to 

write what is intended as "operator 2 0 operator 1", but the 

given notation is more in alignment with the piping notation 

common to UNIX and MS-DOS users.) with regard to the 

Communication Language Plane, the semantic interpretation of 

a composition of two operators is that application of the 

first operator leads to a new (unnamed) class; the second 

operator is applied to the new class. There is no inherent 

restriction on the complexity of expressions, however, vague 



semantics may result. Fortunately, complex compositions 

typically are not required. 
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Graphical representations of the application of the 

communication operators on the Communication Language Plane 

are given in Figure 3.7. This dissertation makes use of 

Extended Backus Naur-Formalism (see for example wirth 1985) 

for a number of purposes, including the specification of the 

composition C-Compound 0 c-specialize in Figure 3.7, see 

Figure 3.8. 

For standard procedural languages we can assume that 

messages have three kinds of components, the method of 

communication (e.g., call/return), the request embodied by 

the message (e.g., get or put a value), and the information 

required to fully specify the request (e.g., the identifier 

of a constant). 

The structure Metalanguage Plane holds seven 

classes, S-Meta-Base, S-Meta-Section, S-Meta-Block, 

S-Meta-Routine, S-Meta-Module, S-Meta-Unit, and 

S-Meta-Program. (The prefix S- is used to identify all 

defined terms as relating to the metamodel of structure.) 

Each class of the chain shown in Figure 3.9 is connected to 

the next with a line which can be interpreted as the 

transitive binary relation S-Gives-Rise-To which is 

discussed at the end of this section. The classes may be 

characterized as follows. 



S-Meta-Base is the basis for structure and has 

associated with it the vague notion of a virtual machine 

which has memory. 
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S-Meta-Section is the class from which specific 

kinds of memory are derived as subclasses, e.g., heap, 

constant, static variable, dynamic variable, and code 

sections are subclasses of S-Meta-Section. In general the 

virtual machines associated with subclasses of 

S-Meta-sections should be able to process the type of memory 

represented; e.g., the virtual machine associated with a 

subclass of S-Meta-section containing code should be able to 

VM-Execute. 

S-Meta-Block is the class corresponding to minimal 

compositions of S-Meta-sections available in languages. The 

general notion of a simple Pascal function used in the 

justification of the three planes, called 

Pascal-FUnction-Block, is a subclass of S-Meta-Block. 

Subclasses of S-Meta-Block should have associated with them 

some notion of scope. For this class, as well as all 

classes where a notion of composition is mentioned, the 

virtual machine associated with the class must in some way 

coordinate or control the virtual machines associated with 

the component parts. 

S-Meta-Routine is a class representing more general 

units than those represented by S-Meta-Block, although 

indeed a class may prove to be a direct subclass of both. 
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Different languages have routines with distinct structuring 

or scoping capabilities and the subclasses of S-Meta-Routine 

reflect this. For instance, we shall find that Pascal 

allows Procedures with embedded Procedures and FUnctions, 

whereas FORTRAN-77 allows for Subroutines with m~ltiple 

Entry points; the former allows one invocation form and can 

be recursively invoked whereas the latter allows multiple 

invocation forms but does not allow for recursion. In 

general subclasses of S-Meta-Routine are composed of one or 

more subclasses of S-Meta-Block and possibly also one or 

more subclasses of S-Meta-section. 

S-Meta-Module represents even more generalization 

than S-Meta-Routine and can be likened to the general notion 

of modules found in languages like Ada and Modula-2. 

Subclasses of S-Meta-Module are created from 

S-Meta-Routines, S-Meta-Blocks, and possibly 

S-Meta-sections. 

S-Meta-unit is the class of structures which can be 

compiled and generally a subclass is a collection of one or 

more subclasses of S-Meta-Module, S-Meta-Routine, 

S-M~ta-Block, and S-Meta-section. 

Finally, S-Meta-Program is the general form of an 

executable program. 

The classes are summarized in terms of basic virtual 

machine capabilities, their abilities to communicate, their 

ability to be' compiled (or otherwise be processed), and 
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their ability to be executed in Figure 3.10. The figure 

contains additional information concerning the relationship 

between structure Language Plane Operators defined 

immediately below and the transitive closure of the 

S-Gives-Rise-To relation which will be discussed later. 

Three operators are applied on the structure 

Language Plane. As with communication operators, the 

semantics of such an operator must be understood at all 

three planes of the model. The operators are defined and 

rules stating their application on the structure Language 

Plane are stated on the structure Metalanguage Plane; the 

operators are applied on the structure Language Plane. 

structure classes are manipulated to form new structure 

classes. Each structure class must also explicitly detail 

in terms of the language being modeled how instances are to 

be created on the structure Source Code Plane. Language 

objects are interpreted as instances of the structure 

classes on the structure Source Code Plane. 

Each structure operator will now be described with 

its semantic descriptions phrased in terms of the structure 

Language Plane and the structure Source Code Plane. It 

should be noted that S-Specialize and S-Compound are the 

structural equivalents of C-Specialize and c-Compound; 

S-Recurse is quite different in intent from C-Sequence. 

Figure 3.11 presents graphic representations of the three 
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structure Language Plane operators which can be referred to 

during the following discussion. 

For S-Specialize the new subclasses on the structure 

Language Plane are derived from their superclass in the 

traditional manner, e.g., by adding capabilities. The 

mapping is 1 to n. On the structure Source Code Plane an 

instance of the new subclass is also an instance of the 

designated superclass and as such possesses all of the 

capabilities already attributed to it. It may gain 

additional capabilities in its role as an instance of the 

new subclass. There is a restriction that a superclass 

instance can be specialized into being an instance of only 

one subclass. 

For S-Recurse the new class is derived from its 

superclass on the structure Language Plane with zero or more 

embedded occurrences of the same superclass. The mapping is 

1 to 1. An instance of the new class on the structure 

Source Code Plane is an instance of the superclass. It has 

other, distinct, instances of the same superclass somehow 

embedded within it. The method for embedding must be 

specified and is language dependent. The instance possesses 

all of the original (superclass) capabilities as well as all 

capabilities associated with the new class. 

For S-Compound the new subclass is derived as the 

combination of two or more superclasses on the Structure 

Language Plane with multiple occurrences of single 
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superclasses allowed; a rule states the possibilities. The 

mapping is n to 1. An instance of the new subclass on the 

structure Source Code Plane is the composition of some 

number of distinct instances from each applicable 

superclass. It is not an instance of any of the 

superclasses. Its capabilities as a composition must thus 

be specified in the form of new capabilities and/or in the 

form of rules indicating which capabilities are inherited 

from its multiple streams of component ancestors. 

In order to simplify both the discussion and the 

graphical representations of examples, Structure Language 

Plane operators may be composed, just like Communication 

Language Plane operators could. The same notation is used. 

On occasion more than two operators are applied, and new 

(unnamed) classes will be created for each occurrence of the 

composition designator. The following three operator 

compositions are used in the examples: S-Compound 0 

S-Specialize (an m to n mapping), S-Recurse 0 S-Specialize 

(a 1 to n mapping), and S-Compound 0 S-Recurse 0 

S-Specialize (an m to n mapping). with regard to the 

Structure Source Code Plane, the semantic interpretation of 

the last composition is: 

Distinct instances of the m different superclasses 
which shall be referred to as C1 through Cm (there 
may be more than one instance from any Ci, if so 
they must be distinct) are composed into an instance 
of a new subclass which, although unnamed, can be 
referred to as 51. In general expect that there are 
many instances of 51' each formed from mutually 
exclusive sets of instances from the superclasses C1 
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through Cm. Zero of more distinct instances of Sl 
are embedded within another distinct instance of Sl, 
which is thus an instance of a second new subclass. 
The second new subclass, although unnamed, can be 
referred to as S2. In general expect that the 
entire process is repeated, always using different 
instances of C1 through Cm' and always creating new 
instances of Sl. The second new class S2 serves as 
a superclass to the resulting classes in that an 
instance of S2 may be specialized into one of S2's 
subclasses. 

Figure 3.12 uses the graphic representations 

introduced in Figure 3.11 in order to present an example of 

the three operator composition discussed above. 

It has been mentioned that the C-Gives-Rise-To and 

S-Gives-Rise-To binary relations are transitive. When we 

consider the transitive closure of such a relation we arrive 

at pairs of classes which could satisfy the closure. For 

the following discussion we shall concentrate on the 

S-Gives-Rise-To relation. There are twenty-one pairs of 

classes which might satisfy the transitive closure of the 

relation (i.e., six pairs obtained by a single application 

of the relation, five pairs obtained by two applications of 

the relation, four pairs obtained by three applications of 

the relation, three pairs obtained by four applications of 

the relation, two pairs obtained by five applications of the 

relation, and one pair obtained by six applications of the 

relation). This interpretation corresponds to the slice of 

the three-dimensional metamodel of Figure 3.1 of section 3.1 

along the y-axis and represents the full spectrum of ways 

that structure Metalanguage Plane classes might be related. 
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In order to fully develop the cross-section, we must 

consider a second binary relation called S-Partially-Defines 

defined on the structure Language Plane which can be taken 

to be an instantiation of the S-Gives-Rise-To relation. The 

domain of S-Partially-Defines is the set of classes found on 

the structure Language Plane (for a particular language). 

The relation holds whenever there is a direct connection 

between two classes corresponding to the single or composed 

application of S-Operators. For example, Figure 3.14 of 

section 3.5 shows classes on the structure Language Plane 

for Pascal. The figure is organized so that the title on 

the left-hand column indicates that all boxed class names to 

the right of it are instances of that structure Metalanguage 

Plane class (e.g., Pascal-Memory is an instance of 

S-Meta-Base). We can see, for example, that 

Pascal-Main-Header S-Partially-Defines Pascal-Main-Procedure 

through the application of the S-Compound operator. If we 

abstract away the specific Pascal class names this example 

can be interpreted as "an instance of S-Meta-Block 

S-Partially-Defines an instance of S-Meta-Module." This 

abstract interpretation is what is really of interest and 

allows us to define for each language another binary 

relation whose domain is the set of classes on the Structure 

Metalanguage Plane and which holds whenever an instance of 

the first class S-Partially-Defines an instance of the 

second class. For example, for Pascal, we can call this 
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S-Pascal-Gives-Rise-To and based on Figure 3.14 of section 

3.5 the pairs which satisfy the relation are: 

( S-Meta-Base, S-Meta-section ) 
( S-Meta-Section, S-Meta-Block ) 
( S-Meta-Section, S-Meta-Program ) 
( S-Meta-Block, S-Meta-Routine ) 
( S-Heta-Block, S-Meta-Module ) * ( S-Meta-Routine, S-Heta-Module ) 
( S-Meta-Module, S-Meta-unit ) 
( S-Meta-Unit, S-Meta-Program ) 

Note that the full range of possible pairs corresponds 

exactly to the transitive closure of the S-Gives-Rise-To 

relation and thus there certainly can be no more than 

twenty-one pairs satisfying such a language-specific 

relation. We can contrast Pascal with, for instance, 

FORTRAN-77 by considering Figure 3.22 of section 3.5 and 

noting that the pairs which satisfy a 

S-FORTRAN-77-Gives-Rise-To relation are: 

( S-Meta-Base, 
( S-Meta-Section, 
( s-Meta-Section, 
( S-Meta-Block, 
( S-Meta-Block, 
( S-Meta-Routine, 
( S-Meta-Module, 
( S-Meta-Unit, 

S-Meta-section ) 
S-Meta-Block ) 
S-Meta-Program ) 
S-Meta-Routine ) 
S-Meta-Program ) * 
S-Meta-Module ) 
S-Meta-Unit ) 
S-Meta-Program ) 

The differences between Pascal and FORTRAN-77 are indicated 

with an asterisk in the lists of pairs, namely that Pascal 

(but not FORTRAN-77) has ( S-Meta-Block, S-Meta-Module ) and 

that FORTRAN-77 (but not Pascal) has ( S-Meta-Block, 

S-Meta-Program). Finally, note that in Figure 3.10 the 

third column lists restrictions on structure Language Plane 

operator combinations, e.g., which operators are allowed to 
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produce instances of each of the structure Metalanguage 

Plane classes. For example, an instance of S-Meta-section 

is always created (from instances of S-Meta-Base) via use of 

the S-Specialize operator, and an instance of S-Meta-Program 

is always created from instances of arbitrary "lower" 

classes via use of the S-Compound operator. These 

restrictions make sense since for a language there can only 

be one instance of S-Meta-Base and of S-Meta-Program. 

However, note that an instance of S-Meta-Block is restricted 

to be formed (from instances of S-Meta-section) via the 

application of S-Compound possibly followed by S-Specialize. 

Based on information provided in figures from 

Section 3.5, Figure 3.13 compares the 

S-<language>-Gives-Rise-To relations for ANSI-C, COBOL, 

FORTRAN-77, Modula-2, and Pascal. Specifically, for each 

possible pair of classes from the structure Metalanguage 

Plane there is an entry indicating whether and how each 

language uses instances of the first class to form an 

instance of the second class. For example and as indicated 

previously, all of the languages use the S-Specialize 

operator to form instances of S-Meta-section from the sole 

instance of S-Meta-Base. Attention is drawn to the top row 

of the figure, which indicates that the application of 

S-Operators on the sole instance of S-Meta-Base can only 

lead to instances of S-Meta-Section, this reduces the nunmer 

of possible pairs in the transitive closure to sixteen~ 
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however the number of S-Operator compositions which might be 

listed in each of the cells in the table is infinite. At 

the other end of the structural spectrum, note in the column 

labeled S-Meta-Program that all languages, with the 

exception of COBOL, use the S-compound operator to form an 

instance of S-Meta-Program from instances of "lesser" 

classes. The COBOL exception is interesting because the 

entry of "=" in the S-Meta-Program and S-Meta-Unit columns 

indicates that the application of S-Compound occurs at that 

S-Meta-Module level; the figure shows what we know to be 

-true of COBOL, namely that the most advanced structures 

available in the language are not very sophisticated in 

comparison to the structures available in other languages. 

Also with regard to the S-Meta-Program column, note that the 

entries for the S-Meta-Section and S-Meta-Block rows 

correspond to the presence of dynamically allocated 

variables in the listed languages, and for FORTRAN-77 the 

presence of global access variables in the form of COMMON 

BLOCKs. 

Consideration of the communication metamodel in a 

similar manner is possible, but because of the more 

restrictive requirements discussed in the next section, such 

an analysis is not as useful. 



Figure 3.4. Communication Metalanguage Plane Hierarchy 

C-Heta-Base 

(e.g., C-Meta-Base C-Gives-Rise-To 
C-Meta-component) 

C-Meta-component 

C-Meta-Type 

C-Meta-Message 

C-Meta-Protocol 
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Figure 3.5. Generic Argument Passing Mechanisms Used When 
Describing Classes of the Communication Language 
Plane 

The following quotations are taken from Horowitz, 1984, 
pages 199 to 203. Most languages provide a procedural 
abstraction, " ••• a mapping from a set of inputs to a set of 
outputs that can be described by a specification. The 
specification must show how the outputs relate to the 
inputs, but it need not reveal or even imply the way the 
outputs are to be computed." The inputs and outputs are 
implemented in the form of parameters or arguments (Horowitz 
prefers the former term). The specification uses names for 
these parameters which are termed the formal parameters. 
When the procedure is actually used information is 
transferred to and from the procedure as parameters and the 
term actual parameters is applied. 

Common Name 
For Method 
Call-By
Value 

Call-By
Reference 

Call-By
Value
Result 

Description 
" ••• the actual parameter is dereferenced 
giving a ••• value which is copied to a new 
location. II We can consider this to be 
initialization of variables within the 
procedure with external values. 

" ••• the actual parameter is a location, such 
as a variable name, ••• its location is bound 
directly to the formal parameter." We can 
consider this to be the aliasing of the local 
formal parameter to be the actual external 
variable. Note that this method is applicable 
when passing references to procedures and 
functions. 

" ••• designed to incorporate the good features 
of call-by-value and call-by-reference ••• When 
the actual parameter is a location, it is 
dereferenced and copied into a new location as 
in call-by-value. Throughout the body of the 
procedure this new location is used. On exit 
the address of the actual parameter is computed 
again and the value of the formal parameter is 
copied into the location of the actual." We 
can consider this to be a two step procedure 
which starts as in call-by-value but at the 
completion of the procedure, the current value 
of the local variable is used to modify the 
external variable. 
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Figure 3.6. communication Metalanguage Plane Classes 
(Page 1 of 2) 

Communication 
Metalanguage 
Plane Class 
C-Meta-Base 

C-Meta
Component 

C-Meta-Type 

Description 
This is the basis for communication and as 
such has little specific intent. However, 
its subclasses always specialize into three 
classes (subclasses of C-Meta-Component) 
described immediately below. 

communication messages are taken to have 
three components: a method, a request, and 
information. Instances of C-Meta-Component 
are classes representing these three 
concepts. 

This class has subclasses which are types of 
the components mentioned above (e.g., 
instances are specializations of method 
components, request components, or 
information components). Methods will be 
taken to be explicit or implicit. Explicit 
method specializations include the issue and 
reply corresponding to the call and return 
of bilateral communication as well as the 
send required for unilateral communication: 
they are termed explicit since the 
communication (at least the issuing) is 
typically explicit (e.g., something is 
written by the programmer) in the syntax of 
most languages. Implicit method 
specializations include the equivalent of 
call and return but can represent unilateral 
communication as well. Request 
specializations include routine invocation, 
retrieval of constant and variable values, 
assignment of variable values, allocation 
and deallocation of heap space, etc. 
Information specializations include the 
argument passing methods supported by a 
language, implicit identifier naming 
(possibly including specification of the 
owning body), and implicit value transfer 
which might be used to return a value in 
response to a request for a constant or 
variable value. 
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Figure 3.6. Communication Metalanguage Plane Classes 
(Page 2 of 2) 

Communication 
Metalanguage 
Plane Class 
C-Meta
Message 

C-Meta
Protocol 

Description 
Subclasses of C-Meta-Message are taken to 
have three components as indicated above. 
Note, however, that the information 
component is optional in the sense that no 
information apart from the request may be 
required when issuing or replying (if 
bilateral communication). 

Subclasses of C-Meta-Protocol feature as 
components specific subclasses of 
C-Meta-Message, but further have a logic 
component indicating the sequence of issuing 
and accepting communications in a protocol. 
For example, for many languages there will 
be protocols corresponding to routine 
invocation which, in addition to the issue 
and reply messages, must specify that the 
issuing routine halts execution until the 
receipt of the reply. Specification of such 
logic is the heart of modeling behavior. 



Figure 3.7. Graphical Representation For Communication 
Language Plane operators (Page 1 of 3) 

operators Applied Individually. 

C-Specialize: 
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C-Specialize is used a number of times on a typical 
Communication Language Plane. The following 
represents liB through Z are special A'S,", e.g., 
they are normal subclasses. 

A special case of C-Specialize is where there is 
only one subclass, which is unlikely. Such could be 
the case if we had a "is-a" relationship, which is 
represented as follows. 

Note that because of our purposes, it would be 
preferable to label both boxes "A" rather than "A" 
and "B". 



Figure 3.7. Graphical Representation For Communication 
Language Plane Operators (Page 2 of 3) 

c-compound: 
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In general, C-Compound is only used to combine 
subclasses of C-Meta-Type into a subclass of 
C-Meta-Message. Each subclass of C-Meta-Message has 
three components, a method component made up of one 
subclass which is a specialization of the language's 
Method-Component, a request component made up of one 
subclass which is a specialization of the language's 
Request-Component, and an information component made 
up of zero or more subclasses which are 
specializations of the language's 
Information-component. It is for the latter that 
EBNF notation is required. The following represents 
"z is made up of a method component M, a request 
component R, and information components S through Y 
indicated by z-list." 

M I I R I I S I ~ 1m Ir Is 

I (m) , (r), (z-list) 

Z I 
C-Sequence: 

C-Sequence is used to create a language's subclasses 
of C-Meta-Protocol from one or more of the 
language's subclasses of C-Meta-Message; there is a 
logic portion associated with a protocol which is 
not referred to by the graphic (it will not be 
discussed in detail until behavior is modeled). The 
following represents lip is made up of the components 
M through 0." 

P 



Figure 3.7. Graphical Representation For Communication 
Language Plane Operators (Page 3 of 3) 

Examples of Operator compositions: 

C-Compound 0 c-specialize: 

This represents that N through Z are created as 
subclasses of a combination of the superclasses A 
through M; n-list through z-list indicate the 
required occurrences of superclasses. 

C-Sequence 0 C-Specia1ize: 
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This represents that N through Z are created as 
subclasses of a sequencing of the combination of the 
superclasses A through M; n-list through z-list 
indicate the required occurrences of superclasses. 



Figure 3.8. Extended Backus Naur-Formalism (EBNF) and 
Extensions Employed Within The Dissertation 

EBNF (see wirth 1985, for example) is used to 
represent programming language syntax. It is a meta
notation whinh employs just a few meta-symbolisms. 

Notation 
A B 

A / B 

[A) 

{A} 

Interpretation 
A followed by B. 

Either A or B (but not both). 

Either A or nothing (e.g., zero or one 
occurrences of A). 

Zero or more occurrences of A. 
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In addition, parentheses are employed as required to 
indicate the scope of expressions. For example, "(A/B) 
(C/O)" represents one of the first option sets followed by 
one of the second. 

Two extensions to EBNF are employed in conjunction 
with the S-Compound operation for structure classes. 

Added 
Notation 

A, B 
Interpretation 
Composed of A and B but no indication is 
made of how the composition takes place. 
This notation replaces "A B". 

One or more occurrences of A. This 
notation represents "A {A}" in EBNF. 

Finally, a slight simplification of the notation is 
used which, it is believed, introduces no ambiguity. 
consider, for example, a class which is derived from 
superclass A, superclass B, or both. This would be 
indicated as "[A),[B)." Note, however, that although strict 
interpretation of the rules given above allows for zero A's 
and simultaneously zero B's, it is always intended on a 
S-Compound operation that at least one superclass occurrence 
is required. 



Figure 3.9. structure Metalanguage Plane Hierarchy 

S-Meta-Base 

(e.g., S-Meta-Base S-Gives-Rise-To 
S-Meta-Section) 

~------~------~ 
S-Meta-Section 

S-Meta-Block 

S-Meta-Routine 

S-Meta-Module 

S-Meta-unit 

S-Meta-Program 
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Figure 3.10. structure Metalanguage Plane Classes 
(Page 1 of 2) 

All virtual machines obey some subclass of C-Meta-Protocol 
and therefore this fact is not mentioned below. Note that 
the third column is intended for later reference. 

Class 
S-Meta
Base 

S-Meta
section 

S-Meta
Block 

S-Meta
Routine 

S-Heta
Module 

Characterization of 
Virtual Machine 
Virtual machine can VH-Load and 
VM-Unload, but not VH-Fetch, 
VH-Store, or VH-Execute. 

virtual machine can VH-Load and 
VH-Unload and one or more of 
VH-Fetch, VH-Store, and 
VH-Execute. 

Virtual machine can VH-Load, 
VH-Unload, VH-Execute and possibly 
VH-Fetch and/or VH-Store. It 
controls one or more Virtual 
machines of the S-Meta-section 
class. 

Virtual machine can VH-Load, 
VH-Unload, VH-Execute and possibly 
VH-Fetch and/or VH-Store. It 
controls one or more machines of 
the S-Meta-Section and/or 
S-Meta-Block classes. 

virtual machine can VH-Load, 
VH-Unload, VH-Execute and possibly 
VH-Fetch and/or VH-Store. It 
controls one or more machines of 
the S-Meta-Section, S-Meta-Block, 
and/or S-Meta-Routine classes. 

Closure Of S
Gives-Rise-To 
Results As 
structure 
Language Plane 
Operator(s) 
(none - base 
case) 

S-Specialize 

S-Compound 
possibly 
followed by 
s-specialize 

arbitrary 
combination of 
s- operators 

arbitrary 
composition of 
s- operators 
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Figure 3.10. structure Metalanguage Plane Classes 
(Page 2 of 2) 

Class 
S-Meta
unit 

S-Meta
Program 

Characterization of 
virtual Machine 
Collection of one or more virtual 
machines of the class 
S-Meta-Module. It can be compiled 
or otherwise processed. 

virtual machine can VM-Load, 
VM-Unload, and VM-Execute. It 
controls one or more machines of 
the S-Meta-Section, S-Meta-Block, 
S-Meta-Routine, and/or 
S-Meta-Module classes. 

Closure Of S
Gives-Rise-To 
Results As 
structure 
Language Plane 
Operator(s) 
arbitrary 
composition of 
s- operators 

S-Compound 
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Figure 3.11. Graphical Representation For structure Language 
Plane Operators (Page 1 of 3) 

Operators Applied Individually. 

S-Specialize: 

The following represents "B through Z are special 
A's,", e.g., they are normal subclasses. 

A special case of S-Specialize is where there is 
only one subclass. Such could be the case if we had 
a "is-a" relationship, which is represented as 
follows. 

Note that because of our purposes, it is preferable 
to label both boxes "A" rather than "A" and "B". 

S-Recurse: 

The following represents liB is made up of zero or 
more A's embedded within an A." 
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Figure 3.11. Graphical Representation For structure Language 
Plane Operators (Page 2 of 3) 

S-Compound: 

The following represents "B is made up of one or 
more A's,", e.g., multiple occurrences of the same 
superclass. 

It should be understood to mean: 

a 

The following represents lIZ is made up of A's 
through Y's with occurrences indicated by the 
repetition notation indicated by z-list." For 
example, if there were only A and Y and z-list was 
U[a],{y}", then Z is made up of either zero or one A 
and zero or more Y's. (Recall that at least one 
occurrence of one of the superclasses is required.) 
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Figure 3.11. Graphical Representation For structure language 
Plane operators (Page 3 of 3) 

Examples of Operator Compositions: 

S-Compound 0 S-Specialize: 

This represents that N through Z are created as 
subclasses of a combination of the superclasses A 
through M; n-list through z-list indicate the 
required occurrences of superclasses. If n-list 
through z-list are all the same, then the 
information will be presented at the location 
indicated by "*". 

S-Compound 0 S-Recurse 0 s-specialize: 

This represents that N through Z are created as 
subclasses of a recursive application of the 
combination of the superclasses A through M. The 
list indicates the required occurrences of 
superclasses before the S-Recurse operator is 
applied. A full description of the semantics is 
given in Figure 3.12. 
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Figure 3.12. Example of composition S-Compound 0 S-Recurse 0 

s-specialize structure Language Plane operators 
(Page 1 of 2) 

This example follows up on the semantic interpretation of 
the S-Compound 0 S-Recurse 0 S-Specialize composition given 
in Figure 3.11. Suppose that we create classes Rl and R2 on 
the structure Language Plane from classes Cl, C2' and C3 as 
follows: 

,-C_l_a_s_s...-C_l __ ....11 I Class C2 

Ix 

I I,--C_l_a_s_s..,...-C_3 __ ....I 

Iz 

The above graphic is shown below using an extended version 
of the graphical standards introduced. The class names are 
bolded and instances of each class (normal type) are shown 
in the lower partition of the class box, e.g., as follows: 

class name 

list of 
instances 

Note that we have assigned class names to the unnamed 
intermediate results of composition, class Sl results from 
the S-compound operator, and S2 results from the S-Recurse 
operator. Parentheses have been used to show the results of 
the S-Compound operator, whereas nested square brackets have 
been used to show the results of the S-Recurse operator. 
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Figure 3.12. Example of Composition S-Compound 0 S-Recurse 0 

S-Specialize structure Language Plane Operators 
(Page 2 of 2) 

Class C1 Class C2 Class C3 

a, b, c, d e, f, g, h i, j, k, 1 

Ix y I z 

[x] , [y] , [z] 

Class Sl 

m = (a,e) 
n = (b,f,i) 
o = (g, j) 
p = (c,k) 
q = (d) 
r = (h,1) 

Class S2 

M = [m[n[o]]] 
= [ (a, e) [ (b, f, i) [ (g , j ) ] ] ] 

p = [p] 
Q = [q[r]] 

= [(d) [(h,l)] 

I I 
Class R1 Class R2 

p = [p] M = [ (a, e) [ (b, f, i) [ (g , j ) ] ] ] 
Q = [(d) [(h,l)] 
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Figure 3.13. comparison Of structuring Capabilities Of 
ANSI-C. COBOL. FORTRAN-77. Modula-2. and Pascal In 
Terms Of The S-Gives-Rise-To Relation 

Note that the entries in the table below indicate how the 
row structure class S-Gives-Rise-To the column structure 
class; the entries follow the pattern 

<operator expression>: <list of languages> 

where the <operator expression(s» make use of the 
abbreviations: 

"C" = S-Compound 
"R" = S-Recurse 
"s" = S-Specialize 
"=" = the is-a special case of S-Specialize 
"0" = the S-Operator composition symbol 

and the <list(s) of languages> make use of the 
abbreviations: 

"A" = ANSI-C 
"c" = COBOL 
"F" = FORTRAN-77 
"M" = Modula-2 
"P" = Pascal 

S-Meta- S-Meta- S-Meta- S-Met:3- S-Meta- S-Meta-
Section IHoele Routine MoWle lkIit Progrlll 

S: ACFMP -- -- -- -- --

S: C c: C c: A FMP CoS: A FMP 

CoS: F c: AC p 
RoS: A HP c: F 
=: C CoR: H 

c: AC P 
CoR: H 
=: F 

=: AC MP 
C: F 

=: C 
c: A FMP 

Row S-Gives-
Rise-To Colll1l1 

S-Meta-Base 

S-Meta-Section 

S-Meta-Bloclc 

S-Meta-Routine 

S-Meta-MoWle 

S-Meta-lklit 



section 3.4. The Communication 
and structure Language Planes 
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The structure and Communication Metalanguage Planes 

represent abstractions away from specific languages. On the 

corresponding Language Planes we find hierarchies of classes 

which represent the capabilities of specific languages. The 

structure and Communication Language Planes shall be 

considered separately, starting with the former. The 

discussion shall be framed in terms of Metalanguage Plane 

classes. Examples which represent both common and rare 

language capabilities will be shown to highlight the 

flexibility inherent in the framework being developed. In 

the next section the Language Plane hierarchies of a 

specific language, Pascal, shall be considered in great 

detail, including comparisons to a number of other popular 

programming languages. 

The structure Language Plane consists of hierarchies 

like that shown in Figures 3.14 of section 3.5. For all 

languages, the base class of the hierarchy will be labeled 

I-Memory (the prefix 1- is employed to represent the 

language being considered; we could have Pascal-Memory, 

ANSI-C-Memory, etc.). This class is typically not very 

interesting since it exists only to allow for sUbclassing. 

Subclasses of S-Meta-section correspond to the basic 

uses of memory within program languages, like code, 

constants, and variables. It is important to note that the 
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word memory has strong implications. Most of the uses 

(e.g., those listed above) are explicit within the source 

code statements of a language in that we find sections of 

source code declaring constants, declaring variables, and 

listing language statements. A primary example of an 

implicit use is the allocation of memory required for 

dynamic variables found in the procedural structures of 

languages like Pascal, ANSI-C, and FORTRAN-77. Anything 

that is not taken to be an explicit or implicit use of 

memory is not considered part of the program, and is not 

modeled. This dissertation has assumed that a framework 

developed to model the architecture and behavior of programs 

is applicable to mechanical devices and humans. There are, 

however, important differences with the interpretation of 

the word memory which arise when considering each of the 

three basic parts of information systems. A primary example 

results from the requirement to model files. Files are 

taken to be a memory use for hardware devices which store 

them; they are not considered a structural component of a 

program. This is consistent with regard to the world view 

imposed by programming languages, in that files appear in 

source code in the form of a reference (e.g., unit number in 

FORTRAN-77 or a file pointer in Pascal). The concept of a 

file is therefore not especially important with regard to 

the architecture of a program, and to an extent not 

especially important with regard to the architecture of an 
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entire information system. What must be understood is that 

the importance arises principally when modeling behavior, 

not architecture. (It is with regard to the communications 

required between program structures and hardware devices 

managing files that files deserve special consideration.) 

All languages will have a I-Code class which 

represents language statements in their original form. A 

virtual machine associated with this class is always assumed 

to be capable of directly executing these statements with 

the limitation that references to other modeled structures 

(e.g., accessing constants and variables, invoking routines) 

manifest in the form of communications. For languages which 

feature input and output statements (e.g., Pascal, COBOL, 

FORTRAN-77) we shall therefore assume that the virtual 

machine is capable of performing the desired operation; for 

those which do not (e.g., ANSI-C and Modula-2, input and 

output routines are included in standard libraries) we shall 

therefore require communication in the form of routine 

invocation. It should be noted that for high-level computer 

languages the treatment of input and output is essentially 

an issue of model detail because all such statements must 

eventually be resolved in terms of communication with 

language run-time routines, operating system routines, 

and/or basic machine instructions accessible through 

assembly language. 
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We shall assume that all languages have a I-Constant 

class which represent both explicit and implicit constant 

values. Most languages, but not all, feature explicit 

symbolic constant capabilities. COBOL has no explicit 

constants; a programmer uses initialized variables and must 

exhibit restraint in assigning values to them. ANSI-C is 

thought to have symbolic constants but really does not; its 

constants are implemented through the use of the 

preprocessor DEFINE macro which converts the equivalent of 

explicit constants into an implicit (literal) form. All 

languages feature literal constants, and these will be taken 

to be implicit constants. 

Variables are typically represented in two forms 

corresponding to what is called extent (see Horowitz 1984). 

The I-Static-Variable class represents variables whose 

memory is allocated at the beginning of program execution 

and is deallocated only at program completion. COBOL, for 

example, has only this type of variable. The 

I-Dynamic-Variable class represents variables whose memory 

is allocated at the beginning of execution of a program 

structure smaller than the entire program; the memory is 

deallocated at the end of that structure's execution. All 

Pascal variables declared within procedures and functions, 

for example, are of this type. FORTRAN-77 and ANSI-C allow 

the programmer to specify whether a variable found within a 

routine is static or dynamic. ANSI-C is interesting in that 
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it allows dynamic variables to be defined within any block 

(statements surrounded by the equivalent of begin and end) 

and it allows all instances of a recursive function to refer 

to a single occurrence of a variable local to the function; 

unfortunately, the static descriptor has somewhat strange 

semantics in that it is also used to designate locality of 

scope for variables defined at the file level. 

Languages which feature invocable routines will be 

taken to have a l-Heap class which has one instance. At a 

minimum this will be assumed to be used as the memory source 

used to implement the routine invocation (e.g., the 

equivalent of an activation record would be created from 

memory allocated by the l-Heap instance). In addition, it 

shall be assumed that languages which feature 

l-Dynamic-Variable and/or explicit dynamically allocated 

variables (e.g., pointer variables) obtain memory for such 

use from this source. 

There can be other types of subclasses of 

S-Meta-Section. FORTRAN-77 features two such classes, 

F77-Static-Common and F77-Dynamic-Common. These represent 

COMMON BLOCKS and have the static and dynamic descriptors to 

indicate their extent. In general, if a block is "declared" 

within the main program, it is static, and unless it is 

SAVEd in all other routines which "declare" it, it is 

dynamic. 
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S-Meta-Block subclasses vary considerably across 

languages; this is to be expected since languages do offer 

quite distinct structuring capabilities and these classes 

represent the most primitive block-like forms. Most of the 

classes are composed of just constant, variable, and/or code 

sections and typically provide scope for identifiers (e.g., 

some control is provided over the accessibility of 

identifiers declared within an instance); the basic 

routines in most modern languages feature all three (COBOL 

is a clear exception). Languages which attempt to provide 

modules often feature I-Header classes which are composed of 

constants and variables; the intention is that unless 

otherwise indicated (if such is indeed possible), the 

identifiers are strictly local to the module (e.g., global 

to routines within the module but not accessible outside of 

the module); ANSI-C and Modula-2 are primary examples. The 

classes corresponding to routines will, in general, accept 

communications in the form of a (typically single) procedure 

invocation or function evaluation and allow for passing of 

arguments (COBOL does not allow the latter). 

Classes corresponding to S-Meta-Routine subclasses 

have, in general, components which are S-Meta-Block 

subclasses. In so-called block structured languages like 

Pascal and Modula-2, there is a provision for embedding 

S-Meta-Block subclasses within themselves during composition 

(e.g., we can define routines within a routine). This again 
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allows for defining successively smaller scopes for 

identifiers (including routine identifiers). FORTRAN-77 

differs from most languages in that it allows a single 

function or subroutine to accept many communications 

corresponding to evaluation or invocation, based on the 

routine heading and the ENTRY statements embedded within the 

source code (multiple invocation or evaluation acceptance is 

usually a trait of modules). 

For languages which allow the equivalent of modules, 

they appear as subclasses of S-Meta-Module; for those that 

do not, like Pascal and COBOL, the instance corresponds to 

an entire program. Modules create a new scope for 

identifiers and typically consist of a number of routines as 

well as constant and variable sections global to the 

routines. Most modern languages feature modules and also 

allow control over the "exporting" of identifers (e.g., some 

can be strictly local to the module). In general, if a 

single structure of a language will accept multiple 

communications corresponding to routine invocation, it is an 

instance of S-Meta-Module (FORTRAN-77, as noted, is an 

exception) • 

Subclasses of S-Meta-unit represent collections of 

source code which can be processed by a compiler. If this 

is not the entire program, then some mechanism must be 

provided within the language for declaration of intended 

interpretation of identifiers external to the code being 



compiled. In Modula-2, for example, explicit importation 

lists are an explicit part of the source code and the 

imported objects are resolved by the compiler through the 

use of definition files. 
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In general, a high-level language only supports one 

instance of S-Meta-Program which corresponds to the program 

structure. Assembly languages for some systems allow for 

creation of the equivalent of dynamic-link run-time 

libraries, collections of routines which are loaded into 

memory and accessible by any program which links to it 

during execution (they are usually specially processed by a 

linker to put them into a form suitable for loading). 

The Communication Language Plane also features 

hierarchies of language-specific classes, for an example see 

Figure 3.18 of Section 3.5. Due to the complexity of such 

figures, alternative text-based representations are perhaps 

more useful, see Figure 3.19 for a textual equivalent of 

Figure 3.18, both of section 3.5. All Communication 

Language Plane hierarchies have as a basic class I-Base, 

which, like its structural counterpart, has little specific 

intent. l-Base is, however, expected to always have three 

subclasses (subclasses of C-Meta-Component), 

I-Method-Component, I-Request-component, and 

I-Information-component. All subclasses of C-Meta-Message 

are assumed to have components (possibly nUll) of all three 

classes. Each of the component classes will be considered 
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in turn, where the subclasses of one of the components are 

also subclasses of C-Meta-Type. 

The I-Method-Component has as subclasses the basic 

methods used to achieve communication. For most languages 

this includes just I-Explicit-Issue-Method, 

I-Explicit-Reply-Method, I-Implicit-Issue-Method, and 

I-Implicit-Reply-Method. The issue and reply methods form 

the basis of two-way communication; a structure issues a 

message which is accepted by another, the other structure 

issues a reply which is accepted to complete the 

communication. There is typically the behavioral 

implication that after issuing a message, a structure (at 

least its code portion) awaits, inactive, until the reply 

arrives; this is semantic interpretation of the traditional 

call and return mechanism found in most languages. The 

adjectives explicit and implicit are used to indicate 

whether the communication is explicitly initiated within the 

source code. Routine invocations are taken to be explicit, 

whereas access of a variable in a l-static-Variable section 

by code in a I-Code section is taken to be implicit, 

principally because assignment can occur as the result of 

call-by-reference. There can be implicit invocations, for 

example, FORTRAN-77 features implicit invocation of all 

BLOCK DATA routines at the commencement of program 

execution. 
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Languages designed to support the programming of 

more sophisticated programs (e.g., system software) allow 

for one-way communication corresponding to process 

synchronization and control. The communication can be built 

into the language itself (e.g., PL/I and ADA) whereas others 

feature standard run-time library support (e.g., Modula-2 

and ANSI-C). Two recent papers, Andrews and Schneider 1983 

and Wegner and Smolka 1983, review and contrast the basic 

methods of process synchronization. The former puts forth 

the claim that languages which feature process 

synchronization constructs can be placed into one of three 

classes: procedure oriented, message oriented, or operation 

oriented. The three classes are judged to be of "roughly 

equivalent expressive power" and further, are related not 

only conceptually, but also in terms of historical 

development (see Figure 9 of Andrew and Schneider and the 

related text). It should be noted that the orientation of 

the metamodels being developed is most closely aligned with 

the message orientation, but because of the logical 

relationships discussed in the two articles which permit 

equivalent expression of any orientation in terms of 

another, there is no resulting sacrifice in expressive 

power. 

The l-Request-Component has as subclasses the basic 

requests that structures can make of each other, like get a 

value or evaluate a function. The requests and the 
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anticipated response take on a distinctly object-oriented 

flavor, similar to the notion of messages and methods in 

Smalltalk. Some requests are explicit within the source 

code of a language (e.g., CALL in FORTRAN-77) whereas most 

are implicit. Of the implicit requests, some are perhaps 

more implicit than others, in that for some there is an 

observable source code construct which implies the request 

(e.g., a variable being assigned a value implies a put 

request) whereas for others it is implicit in the 

declaration of a structure (e.g., requesting allocation of 

space from the heap for dynamic variables of a procedure 

when the procedure is invoked). Messages are characterized 

in terms of the method, the request, and information 

required to fulfill the request; we shall take requests to 

be generic in intent in that both the form of the 

information required and the request are used by the 

accepting structure to interpret the message (e.g., compare 

Pascal-Implicit-Get-Issue and 

Pascal-ImpIicit-Argument-Get-Issue in Figure 3.19 of section 

3.5). 

The I-Information-component has as subclasses the 

information passing means available within a language, both 

explicit and implicit. For example, in Pascal the 

programmer has a choice in defining the interface of a 

procedure or function; with regard to arguments, they can 

be designated VAR~ (call-by-reference) or not (call-by-
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value) and are thus explicit. In contrast, the value 

returned by a function (e.g., corresponding to the class 

Pascal-Value-Information) is more implicit. Figure 3.5 of 

section 3.3 featured the three most widely employed 

information passing mechanisms, call-by-value, call-by

reference, and call-value-result. Among computer 

scientists, the most widely known alternative information 

passing mechanism could well be call-by-name, the default 

method employed in ALGOL 60 (Nauer 1963), because it permits 

the infamous "Jensen's device" (Knuth 1967). One of the 

most interesting languages with regard to information 

passing mechanisms is SL5 (Hanson and Griswold 1978) because 

it allows the programmer to create his own mechanisms. Note 

however that these mechanisms are coded in SL5 using 

predefined primitive constructs and are explicitly 

"attached" to procedures; there is great generality but 

produced in an orderly manner. It should be noted that with 

regard to modeling structure and interaction the information 

passing mechanism is important as a class identifier only 

(e.g., it allows checks of whether both sender and receiver 

are employing the same mechanism) and thus SL5 mechanisms 

can be handled by treating them as one class. It is with 

regard to behavior, however, that more detail is required 

and distinctions must be made. SL5 is not problematic since 

the passing mechanisms can be expressed in terms of SL5 
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statements, and thus it is possible to model them in terms 

of SL5 virtual machines. 

The subclasses of I-Method-Component, 

I-Request-Component, and I-Information-Component are 

composed to form subclasses of I-Messages; that is, 

messages types are distinguished by their method of 

communication, the request being made, and the types of 

information associated with the request. (It is important 

to retain the perspective that we are modeling what is 

possible within a language and thus are discussing classes 

of messages, not distinct messages that a particular actual 

source code structure will accept or issue.) When two-way 

(e.g., call and return) communication is being modeled, 

there will be issue and reply messages associated with each 

request. They will, in general, differ with regard to the 

information associated with the request. 

For two-way communication the issue and reply 

messages are sequenced to form a protocol, for one-way 

communication the protocol consists of just a single 

(issued) message. Sequencing is related to behavior and 

will be discussed later. 

When modeling a specific language there are a great 

number of details which must be represented to achieve an 

adequate description of the supported structural and 

communication abilities. Recommended formats for relating 



details and summaries will be exemplified in the next 

section. 
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section 3.5. The Communication and 
structure Language Planes Of Pascal 

In this section the Communication and structure 
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Language Planes of Pascal are discussed in great detail. A 

number of lengthy figures contain much of the technical 

information which is summarized below. To assist in the 

comparison of features in Pascal with other languages, 

selected corresponding figures representing FORTRAN-77, 

ANSI-C, Modula-2, and COBOL are available. Figures have 

been grouped according to language with those concerning 

Pascal, FORTRAN-77, ANSI-C, Modula-2, and COBOL commencing 

with Figures 3.14, 3.22, 3.25, 3.28, and 3.29, respectively. 

The structure Language Plane is represented in the 

form of a class hierarchy in Figure 3.14. Note that the 

figure should be interpreted as consisting of rows. Each 

row features the name of a structure Metalanguage Plane 

class in bold print on the left margin. All classes to the 

right of this are subclasses for the Pascal language. For 

example, Pascal-Main-Header, Pascal-Main-Body, 

Pascal-Procedure-Block, and Pascal-Function-Block are all 

subclasses of S-Meta-Block. The figure has a vertical 

component which represents the application of structure 

Language Plane operators on classes to form new classes. 

For example, we find that Pascal-Main-Header results from 

S-Compound of Pascal-Constant and/or Pascal-Static-Variable. 

Languages have distinct structuring capabilities and thus 
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differences will arise not only in terms of the number of 

classes within the language's hierarchy on the structure 

Language Plane, but more importantly in how the classes are 

related using the structure Language Plane operators, see 

the example language hierarchies. 

The class hierarchy of Figure 3.14 shows in general 

how structures are created in Pascal; the specific manner 

of creating structure classes, in particular those resulting 

from S-Compound, S-Recurse, and compositions, is given in 

Figure 3.15 in terms of EBNF. Note that the Backus Naur

Formalism (BNF) of the historical standard for Pascal, 

Jensen and Wirth 1978, has been modified to make use of the 

extensions introduced in EBNF as well as to make the Pascal 

structure Plane classes more explicit. EBNF is best suited 

for expressing the syntax of relatively cleanly-defined 

languages; in general the more recent the introduction of a 

language, the more likely it is that its syntax is easily 

expressible in EBNF and in fact is documented in that form. 

The two figures concerning Pascal facilitate the 

determination of the structure classes of portions of a 

specific Pascal program (e.g., given an actual Pascal 

program we can identify the abstract structure classes of 

which specific sections of statements are instances) but 

they do not provide any semantic description. To gain the 

semantic content, the structure classes will be 
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characterized first in terms of virtual machines and later 

in terms of communication abilities. 

Figure 3.16 characterizes Pascal structure classes 

in terms of virtual machines. This figure makes use of the 

notion of lexical scoping rules for identifiers (e.g., the 

scope of constant and variable access and routine 

invocation) to which Figure 3.17 is addressed. Languages 

can differ greatly in terms of the scoping rules they 

enforce, which shall be exemplified below. scoping rules 

have great impact on the complexity of the characterization 

of structure classes in terms of virtual machines. In 

general, the simpler the scoping rules, the simpler the 

virtual machine characterization. It can be said, for 

example, that COBOL is completely elementary, FORTRAN-77 is 

more complicated, and C approaches the level of complexity 

of Pascal in some respects; the structure hierarchies offer 

much of the evidence in terms of the evident application of 

structure operators. 

Figure 3.18 gives the Communication Language Plane 

Class Hierarchy for Pascal and Figure 3.19 provides more 

specific details concerning the interpretation of each class 

using an EBNF-like notation. (Rules for associating Pascal 

communication classes with Pascal language structures will 

be addressed in section 3.6 when the example code is 

analyzed; the rules for association are similar to those 

for structure classes in that they are based on the BNF for 
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Pascal.) Here too it should be noted that the 

representation of communication capabilities differs greatly 

for different languages. As indicated earlier, structure 

class hierarchies and communication hierarchies are 

interrelated. Figure 3.20 characterizes each structure 

class in terms of the communication protocols obeyed. 

Figure 3.21 gives a cross-referencing in terms of the 

communication relationships between any two Pascal structure 

classes. Note that the matrix presented appears dense only 

because empty rows and columns have been removed: it is 

actually relatively sparse. Note as well that a number of 

indirections are required due to the run time behavior of 

Pascal. We shall see that other languages have much simpler 

characterizations. 

The central issue in modeling Pascal communication 

is to state to which classes the communications can and 

should be issued. In general we have seen that Pascal-Code 

instances initiate the explicit forms of communication and 

the implementation of this requires use of implicit 

communication by structural instances which can be taken to 

be less concrete in nature than the code (e.g., an instance 

of Pascal-Procedure). The figures previously presented have 

indicated what kinds of communication can be issued and by 

which structural class. The "can" part of issuing 

communication relates to the notion of lexical scoping and 

granted access. The "should" part of issuing communication 
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relates to the requisite run-time reality of Pascal which 

results from the nesting and recursive quality of routines. 

Figure 3.17 stated the standard lexical scoping 

rules for Pascal with regard to memory access and routine 

invocation. At the time of compilation, therefore, 

instances of Code are granted unlimited access to certain 

constant, variable, procedure, and function identifiers. 

Note, however, that at run-time an identifier is actually 

accessible only when its containing 'scope has been entered, 

that is, when the Code of its defining scope is executing. 

The next paragraphs provide a description of the behavior of 

Pascal programs in order to exemplify the comments 

concerning scope and access. 

Execution of a Pascal program begins with the 

instance of Pascal-Main-Procedure receiving a message to 

execute. It sends VM-Load messages to its instances of 

Pascal-Constant and Pascal-Static-Variable sections (e.g., 

the instance subcomponents of Pascal-Main-Header) and to the 

instance of Pascal-Heap section to initialize. We shall 

take the position that it also is responsible for sending 

VM-Load messages to all shared instances of Pascal-Code and 

Pascal-Constant which are not under its direct control; 

e.g., that they are loaded into memory even though they are 

not to be executed immediately, or perhaps at all. (An 

alternative approach would be to have a table indicating 

whether each is in use, e.g., has been loaded, and its 
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"location.") It then sends a VH-Execute message to its 

instance of Pascal-Code section (e.g., the sole instance 

subcomponent of Pascal-Main-Body). During the process of 

execution the instance of Pascal-Code will most likely 

require invocation of a procedure or evaluation of a 

function. These procedural invocations are accomplished by 

the Pascal-Code instance sending a message to the instance 

of Pascal-Main-Procedure, which controls any such structure 

declared within the program to which the instance of 

Pascal-Code could have access. The instance. of 

Pascal-Main-Procedure loads and then sends the invocation 

message to the instance of the structural class. It in turn 

needs to accomplish a loading of its component parts. 

Because the instances of Pascal-Code and Pascal-Constant 

sections which it does control have already been issued 

VH-Load messages, only the loading of the instance of 

Pascal-DynaMic-Variable is required and is accomplished by 

first allocating space through communication with 

Pascal-Heap and then issuing VM-Load to it. The structure 

can then issue VH-Execute to the (shared) instance of 

Pascal-Code under its control, indicating that execution 

should begin at the entry point. At this point there are 

two instances of Pascal-Code executing, although the first 

is waiting for completion of execution of the second. This 

property extends to the cases where further structures are 

invoked, leading to the well-known stack interpretation of 
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execution (e.g., activation records stored on a stack). We 

can also characterize the situation in terms of scope. The 

instance of Pascal-Main-Procedure which is executing has 

opened the global scope of the program (e.g., its variables 

and constants can be referenced, its procedural structures 

invoked). The procedural structure currently executing has 

opened a scope of its own, allowing access to its controlled 

constants and variables and invocation of its controlled 

procedural structures. It is important to note that the 

only structures which have access or invocation rights are 

those which are invoked subsequent to the opening of the 

scope and prior to the closing of the scope when execution 

completes. In other words, those structures which are 

closer to the top of the execution stack. with this 

background, the type of access allowed for each type of 

identifier is considered. 

For constants, such an identifier is within an 

instance of Pascal-Constant, which is a controlled component 

of an instance of Pascal-Procedure-Block, Pascal-Procedure, 

Pascal-FUnction-Block, Pascal-Function, or 

Pascal-Main-Procedure. Because of lexical scoping rules, 

the constant must be associated with an instance of a 

Pascal-Code section which is in the process of execution; 

it is to the function or procedure which controls both the 

executing Pascal-Code and Pascal-Constant sections that 

communications must be issued. 
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For variables, such an identifier is within an 

instance of Pascal-Static-Variable which is a controlled 

component of a Pascal-Main-Procedure, or is within an 

instance of Pascal-Dynamic-Variable which is a controlled 

component of Pascal-Procedure-Block, Pascal-Procedure, 

Pascal-FUnction-Block, or Pascal-FUnction. Because of 

lexical scoping rules, the variable must be associated with 

an instance of a Pascal-Code section which is in the process 

of execution. But because there can be multiple copies of 

the function or procedure (except the Pascal-Main-Procedure) 

currently executing, it is to the desired instance of the 

controlling function or procedure that communications must 

be issued; in general this is the last instance to begin 

execution. 

For procedures, such an identifier names a 

Pascal-Procedure-Block or Pascal-Procedure. Because of 

Pascal's requirement that every invocation produce a new 

instance of the procedure, the procedure does not yet exist, 

and so it is to the instance or Pascal-Procedure, 

Pascal-Function, or Pascal-Main-Procedure which controls the 

procedure to which communication is issued. 

For functions, such an identifier names a 

Pascal-FUnction-Block or Pascal-FUnction. Because of 

Pascal's requirement that every evaluation produce a new 

instance of the function, the function does not yet exist, 

and so it is to the instance of Pascal-Procedure, 
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Pascal-Function, or Pascal-Main-Procedure which controls the 

function to which communication is issued. 

Such direct access through lexical scoping rules is 

not the only means that access is granted. Any instance of 

Pascal-Code can implicitly grant access to any other 

instance of Pascal-Code by engaging in an 

Pascal-Explicit-Evaluation-protocol or 

Pascal-Explicit-Invocation-protocol; that is, by passing 

reference to an identifier to which it has unlimited access 

using Pascal~ByReference-Information (a variable), 

Pascal-FUnction-Information (a function), or 

Pascal-Procedure-Information (a procedure) within an 

instance of Pascal-Explicit-Evaluation-Issue or 

Pascal-Explicit-Invocation-Issue messages. Further, such 

granting of access can be chained by further invocations or 

evaluations. In any case, the general rules stated above 

concerning to which instance of which class communications 

should be issued still hold. 

The discussion of communication should have 

demonstrated the validity of the claim that the structure 

and communication aspects of a language are intertwined. In 

effect, it is possible to assert that the choices of 

structural classes for Pascal relate as much to the need to 

model how communication is achieved as it relates to the 

types of structures definable within the language. 



Figure 3.14. Pascal structure Language Plane Hierarchy 
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Figure 3.15. Pascal structure Language Plane Language 
Implementation (Page 1 of 2) 

The Pascal implementations for each of the structure 
Language Plane classes are phrased in EBNF. The EBNF is 
based on the Backus Naur-Forma1ism (this was before it was 
extended) found in Jensen and Wirth 1978, the historical 
standard for Pascal, but modified to mesh with the structure 
classes. Following Jensen and wirth practice, syntactic 
elements are shown in brackets (e.g., "<element>"); 
reserved words underlined. structure Language Plane class 
names are worked into the EBNF and are shown using bold 
print. 

Class 
Pascal
Constant 

Pasca1-
static
Variable 

Pasca1-
Dynamic
Variable 

Pasca1-
Code 

Pasca1-
Main
Header 

Pascal
Main-Body 

Pasca1-
Procedure
Block 

Pascal
Function
Block 

Syntactic Implementation In Pascal 
Const {<identifier> = <constant> ~}+ 

Symbolic constants also are implicitly defined 
by using enumerated type definitions in a ~ 
or Var section, e.g., the type follows the 
syntax: 

i <identifier> {~<identifier>} 1 

Var {<identifier> {~<identifier>} ~ <type> ~}+ 

Pascal-static-Variable 

Begin <statement> {~ <statement>} End 

<program heading> <label declaration part> 
[ Pascal-Constant ] <type definition part> 
[ Pascal-Static-Variable ] 

Pascal-Code ..!.. 

<procedure heading> <label declaration part> 
Pascal-Constant <type definition part> 
[ Pasca1-Dynamic-Variable ] Pascal-Code i 

<function heading> <label declaration part> 
Pascal-Constant <type definition part> 
[ Pasca1-Dynamic-Variable ] Pascal-Code i 



Figure 3.15. Pascal structure Language Plane Language 
Implementation (Page 2 of 2) 

Class 
Pascal
Procedure 

Pascal
Function 

Pascal
Main
Procedure 

Pascal
Program 

Implementation 
Pascal-Procedure-Block I 
<procedure heading> <label declaration part> 
Pascal-Constant <type definition part> 
[ Pascal-Dynamic-Variable ] 
{ Pascal-Procedure I Pascal-Function } 
Pascal-Code 1. 

Pascal-Function-Block I 
<function heading> <label declaration part> 
Pascal-Constant <type definition part> 
[ Pascal-Dynamic-Variable ] 
{ Pascal-Procedure I Pascal-Function } 
Pascal-Code 1. 

Pascal-Main-Header 
{ Pascal-Procedure I Pascal-Function } 
Pascal-Main-Body 

Pascal-Main-Procedure 
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Figure 3.16. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of Virtual Machines (Page 1 of 4) 

Note: Assume that "Pascal-" appears before all structure 
class names. 

structure 
Class 
Heap 

constant 

static
Variable 

Characterization In Terms Of virtual Machines 
A specialized virtual machine which can 
allocate and deallocate its memory for use by 
other structures; memory will be used for 
Dynamic-Variable sections. VM-Load is 
accomplished at the beginning of the execution 
of Main-Procedure and entails setting up the 
memory management. There is but one instance 
of Heap and it has only one occurrence during 
execution. VM-Unload entails no special 
actions and occurs at program completion. 

Virtual machine which can employ VM-Fetch to 
retrieve values stored in its memory. There 
can be many instances and each is controlled by 
an instance of one of the procedural structures 
which directs the message requesting the 
constant to it. These procedural structure 
instances have possibly many occurrences and so 
it can be taken to imply that there will be 
corresponding occurrences of Constant. 
However, it is possible to take constant 
sections as being sharable in that many 
procedural occurrences can control one 
occurrence of Constant. VM-Unload entails no 
special actions and occurs at a time 
appropriate to whether constant sections are 
shared (e.g., at program completion) or not 
(e.g., before the controlling structure 
performs VM-Unload itself). 

Virtual machine which can employ VM-Store and 
ViM-Fetch to maintain values in its memory; 
ViM-Load does not imply initial values are held. 
There is one instance which is controlled by 
the single instance of Main-Header (whose 
control is then usurped by the single instance 
of Main-Procedure)~ there is but one 
occurrence of the single instance. Thus 
Main-Procedure issues to it all requests for 
action. ViM-Load is accomplished at the 
beginning of execution of Main-Procedure and 
VM-Unload at the end of execution. 
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Figure 3.16. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of virtual Machines (Page 2 of 4) 

structure 
Class 
Dynamic
Variable 

Code 

Characterization In Terms Of Virtual Machines 
virtual machine which can employ VM-Store and 
VM-Fetch to maintain values in its memory; 
VM-Load does not imply initial values are held. 
There can be many instances each being 
controlled by a unique instance of a procedural 
structure. The controlling structure issues 
messages to it requesting action. In contrast 
to Static-Variable, VM-Load is accomplished at 
the beginning of execution of the controlling 
structure which can be at any point during the 
execution of Main-Procedure; further, there 
can be many occurrences of each instance 
corresponding to the many occurrences of the 
controlling structure. VM-Load entails being 
given an address derived from Heap which gives 
the appropriate memory address. VM-Unload 
occurs at the end of execution of the 
controlling structure and entails returning the 
memory previously obtained back to the Heap. 

Virtual machine which can employ VM-Execute to 
execute the instructions stored in its memory; 
VM-Load is used to load the virtual machine 
into memory and set values. Pascal Code 
sections are like Constant sections in that 
they are taken to be sharable, that is, that 
multiple controlling instances of a procedural 
structure can share the same the same actual 
instance of Code. As such, it is assumed that 
the procedural structure will interact with 
Code sections in such a way that the message to 
begin execution entails an indication of where 
execution should begin (e.g., which 
"statement") and the end of execution, due for 
example to the need to invoke another 
procedural structure, includes an indication of 
where execution should resume. In contrast to 
the structure classes listed above, Code is 
capable of issuing messages; two messages are 
issued directly to Heap (corresponding to 
access to variables referenced via pointer) 
whereas the remainder are issued to the 
controlling structure for forwarding. 
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Figure 3.16. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of Virtual Machines (Page 3 of 4) 

structure 
Class 
Main-Header 

Main-Body 

Characterization In Terms Of Virtual Machines 
Virtual machine which can control a Constant 
and a static-Variable section corresponding to 
the declarations of the main procedure. 
However, this control will be taken to be 
assumed by the sole instance of Main-Procedure. 

Virtual machine consisting of just a Code 
section which it controls; as with 
Main-Heading control is taken to be assumed by 
the sole instance of Main-Procedure. 

Procedure- virtual machine which can control a Constant, a 
Block Dynamic-Variable, and a Code section. It can 

accept communications which allow access to the 
values in the Constant and Dynamic-Variable 
sections, but because of scoping rules such 
access must be directly from or through grant 
of access by the Code section. (The latter 
corresponds to procedure invocation or function 
evaluation where access is granted through 
argument passing.) As indicated above, the 
Code sections are taken to be sharable. Each 
instance accepts a single procedure invocation 
message, which is passed to it by the instance 
of Procedure, Function, or Main-Procedure which 
controls it. Acceptance of such a message 
leads to communicating with the instance of 
Heap in order to acquire memory for its 
controlled instance of Dynamic-Variable, if it 
has one. It also leads to issuing VM-Execute 
to its Code section with an indication that 
execution should begin with the first 
"statement." Each instance is taken to have 
memory to store such a Code section position 
(e.g., a program counter). An instance's Code 
section will issue to it all requests for 
access to local and external constants and 
variables which it forwards (with the exception 
of heap variables); upon acceptance of a reply 
it forwards the reply to the Code section. An 
instance's Code section also will issue to it 
all invocation requests along with an 
indication of its current position. All 
messages which can not be resolved locally, 
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Figure 3.16. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of Virtual Machines (Page 4 of 4) 

structure 
Class 
Procedure
Block 
(continued) 

Function
Block 

Procedure 

Function 

Main
Procedure 

Characterization In Terms Of virtual Machines 
that is by forwarding messages to its constant 
or Dynamic-Variable sections, are forwarded to 
the instance which invoked the instance of 
Procedure-Block for immediate resolution or 
further forwarding. 

The description of Procedure-Block applies 
except that an instance of Function-Block 
accepts a function evaluation message rather 
than a procedure invocation message. 

The general discussion of Procedure applies 
with the following extensions. An instance of 
procedure can control other instances of 
Procedure, Function, Procedure-Block, and 
Function-Block. It therefore is responsible 
for accepting invocation and evaluation 
requests for these procedural structures. Note 
that this entails allowing the invoked 
structure to have access to the constants and 
variables in its current scope, in addition to 
access to the variables passed to it as 
arguments from the originating structure. 

The general discussion of Procedure applies 
with the exception that each instance accepts a 
function evaluation message rather than a 
procedure invocation message (corresponding to 
the name of the function). 

Virtual machine which controls a Main-Header, 
can control instances of Procedure and 
Function, and controls a Main-Body. It accepts 
VM-Execute from an external source, 
corresponding to running the program. The 
general control behavior is similar to that of 
Procedure with the exception that it is able to 
resolve all requests issued to it, for example, 
constant, variable, procedure invocations, and 
function evaluations. 



Figure 3.17. Special Lexical scoping Relations For Pascal 
(Page 1 of 2) 
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The typical discussion of lexical scoping rules for 
languages like Pascal deals with procedural bodies like the 
main procedure, normal procedures, and functions. In terms 
of the classes on the Pascal Structure Language Plane, we 
are concerned with an instance of Meta-Block 
(pascal-Main-Body, Pascal-Procedure-Block, and 
Pascal-Function-Block) invoking each other or accessing 
another's controlled instance of Neta-Section 
(Pascal-constant, Pascal-Static-Variable or 
Pascal-Dynamic-Variable). 

An essential feature of the structure of Pascal 
programs is that all instances of Neta-Block which have 
Pascal-Code sections can be placed into a general tree 
structure; this is true because of the S-Compound 0 

S-Recurse 0 S-Specialize operator relationship between 
Pascal-X-Blocks and Pascal-X (X = Procedure or Function) and 
the use of the S-Compound operator to form 
Pascal-Main-Procedure. 

Two lexical scoping rules are of interest which 
shall be expressed in the form of binary relations. The 
first, Rule_M, relates access to constants and variables 
("memory"). The second, Rule_I, relates ability to invoke. 
Both relations are defined in terms of the general tree 
discussed above. 

for two instances of class Meta-Block, a not equal to b, 

iff a is a descendent of b 

("a is allowed memory access to btl) 

for two instances of class Meta-Block, a and b, 

iff 1) a is b's father, 
or 2) a is a descendent of b's father, 

which includes a being equal to b 
(but is not the root) 

("a is allowed to invoke bit) 



Figure 3.17. Special Lexical scoping Relations For Pascal 
(Page 2 of 2) 

Consider the following box representation of a Pascal 
program A where "Subr." can be either a Procedure or a 
Function. We get the general tree structure shown to the 
right. 

Program A A 
I 

I 
I 

Subr. B B D 
I r-. 

Subr. C C E F 
I 
G 

Subr. D 

Subr. E 

Subr. F 

Subr. G 

We can summarize the two relations with a matrix. If the 
row instance satisfies Rule_M/Rule_I with the column 
instance, then it is marked "M"/"I". 

A B C D E F G 

A I I 

B M I I 

C M M,I I 

D M I I I I 

E M M,I I I 

F M M,I I I I 

G M M,I I M,I I 
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Figure 3.18. Pascal Communication Language Plane Hierarchy 
(Page 1 of 3) 

Notes: 

C-Meta
Base 

C-Meta
CcIIplnen 

C-Meta
Type 

C-Meta
Message 

C-Meta
Protocol 

1. Assume that "Pascal-" prefixes all boxed class 
names. 

2. Due to the width of the figure it is presented on 
three pages. 
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Figure 3.18. Pascal Communication Language Plane Hierarchy 
(Page 2 of 3) 
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Figure 3.18. Pascal Communication Language Plane Hierarchy 
(Page 3 of 3) 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 1 of 14) 

The Language Plane opera'tors may be represented using a 
special form of EBNF. The general forms of the operators 
are: 

c-Specialize a := ( b I c I ••• ) 
c-Compound a:= ( b ), ( c ), ( d ) 
C-Sequence a:= b & c 

where the letters a d represent class names. In the 
following assume that "Pascal-" prefixes all class names. 

Subclass of C-Meta-Base C-Specialize to Subclasses of 
C-Meta-Component: 

Base := 
This is the basis of communication and as such has 
little specific intent. However, three distinct 
specializations are made. Pascal messages will be 
taken to have subclasses of each specialization as 
components. 

{ Method-Component 
There are explicit and implicit versions of 
call and return employed in Pascal. 
Explicit issuing and replying corresponds to 
function evaluation or procedure invocation. 
Implicit issuing and replying corresponds 
to, for example, getting or putting a value 
into a constant or variable. 

Request-Component 
The request component represents the 
operation requested, for example getting a 
value or invoking a procedure. 

Information-Component } 
The information component allows for the 
provision of information during issue or the 
return of information during reply. For 
example, function and procedure arguments 
are subclasses of the information component. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 2 of 14) 

Subclasses of C-Meta-Component C-Specialize to subclasses of 
C-Meta-Type: 

Method-Component : = 
{ Explicit-Issue-Method 

This is used to commence bilateral explicit 
communication (e.g., to commence evaluation 
of a function or invocation of a procedure). 

Explicit-Reply-Method 
This is used to complete bilateral explicit 
communication (for example, to return from a 
function evaluation or procedure 
invocation). 

Implicit-Issue-Method 
This is used to commence implicit bilateral 
communication (e.g., to request the value of 
a constant). 

Implicit-Reply-Method } 
This is used to complete implicit bilateral 
communication (e.g., to return the value of 
the constant mentioned immediately above). 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 3 of 14) 

Request-component := 

{ Allocate-Request 
This is used to request memory space on the 
heap for the dynamic variables of a function 
or procedure. Note that in actual 
implementation this may be done in terms of 
a stack; we use the general term heap. 

Deallocate-Request 
This is used to return memory space to the 
heap. 

Evaluation-Request 
This specifies function evaluation. 

Get-Request 
This is used to request the value of a 
constant or a variable. 

Invocation-Request 
This specifies procedure invocation. 

Put-Request } 
This is used to set the value of a variable. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 4 of 14) 

Information-component := 

{ Address-Information 
This is used in Implicit-Allocation-Protocol 
and Implicit-Deallocation-Protocol to 
specify the location in memory of the space 
allocated or to be deallocated. It is also 
used for accessing or assigning values to 
variables allocated by Pascal from the heap. 
The measure is defined by the heap. 

ByReference-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be passed 
by reference (e.g., typically taken as an 
address). For our purposes, we take by 
reference to provide information which 
allows resolution of the reference by the 
Pascal structure which initiates a function 
evaluation or procedure invocation. (Note 
that this will typically correspond to 
interpretation as an identifier within the 
current scope but could be an argument 
passed by reference). The function to be 
evaluated or procedure to be invoked will be 
taken to use Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
and Implicit-Argument-Put-protocol to get 
and set the value of a variable passed in 
this manner, e.g., it leaves the actual 
action up to the Pascal structure which 
originally passed the reference. 

ByValue-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be passed 
by value (e.g., whatever is provided by the 
issuing code will evaluate it and the result 
is passed to the function to be evaluated or 
procedure to be invoked). In Pascal there 
is the understanding that the formal 
argument in the invoked routine will have 
its value initialized to the passed value. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 5 of 14) 

Information-component (continued) 

Function-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be 
references to functions. We take such a 
reference to entail the routine in which the 
function is declared as well as the function 
identifier. 

Identifier-Information 
This is used to specify a constant or 
variable. This is the implicit equivalent 
of ByReference-Information but differs from 
it in two ways. First, 
ByReference-Information applies only to 
variables whereas this applies to both 
variables and constants. Second, unlike 
ByReference-Information, the specification 
of the Pascal structure which possesses the 
constant or variable of interest as well as 
the identifier is immediately possible;' the 
identifier is taken as information whereas 
the structure which possesses it is the 
ultimate destination of the message. 

Procedure-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be 
references to procedures. We take such a 
reference to entail the routine in which the 
procedure is declared as well as the 
procedure identifier. 

Size-Information 
This is used in Implicit-Allocation-Protocol 
and Implicit-Deallocation-Protocol to 
specify the desired amount of memory space. 
The measure is defined by the heap. 

Value-Information } 
This is used to return a value (e.g., as 
part of function evaluation or getting of a 
constant or variable). 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 6 of 14) 

Subclasses of C-Meta-Type are C-Compounded to form 
subclasses of C-Meta-Message: 

Explicit-Evaluation-Issue := 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Evaluation-Request ), 
({ ByReference-Information 

I ByValue-Information 
I Function-Information 
I Procedure-Information }) 

This is used to initiate evaluation of a function; 
the full range of argument lists possible in Pascal 
is included. 

Explicit-Evaluation-Reply := 
( Explicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Evaluation-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to complete evaluation of a function 
and entails the return of a value. 

Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Issue := 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
"( Evaluation-Request ) , 
( Function-Information, 

( ByReference-Information 
I ByValue-Information 
I Function-Information 
I Procedure-Information }) 

This is used to initiate evaluation of a function 
which is accessible due to passing by reference. 
Note that the Function-Information contains the name 
of the owning structure. It is to this structure 
that the message is ultimately issued and further it 
is up to this structure to guarantee that the 
function evaluated has proper access to constants 
and variables within its scope, which could be quite 
different from the scope of the structure which 
originates the message. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
l.Page 7 of 14) 

Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Reply := 
( Explicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Evaluation-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to complete evaluation of a function 
evaluated as immediately above and entails the 
return of a value. 

Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Issue := 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( Procedure-Information, 

( ByReference-Information 
I ByValue-Information 
I Function-Information 
I Procedure-Information }) 

This is used to initiate invocation of a procedure 
which is accessible due to passing by reference. 
Note that the Procedure-Information contains the 
name of the owning structure. It is to this 
structure that the message is ultimately issued and 
further it is up to this structure to guarantee that 
the procedure has proper access to constants and 
variables within its scope, which could be quite 
different from the scope of the structure which 
originates the message. 

Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Reply := 
( Explicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Invocation-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to complete invocation of a procedure 
invoked as immediately above, there is no return 
information. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 8 of 14) 

Explicit-Invocation-Issue := 
( Explicit-Issue-Hethod ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
({ ByReference-Information 

I ByValue-Information 
I Function-Information 
I Procedure-Information }) 

This is used to initiate invocation of a procedure; 
the full range of argument lists possible in Pascal 
is included. 

Explicit-Invocation-Reply := 
( Explicit-Reply-Hethod ), 
(Invocation-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to complete invocation of a procedure; 
there is no return information. 

Implicit-Allocate-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Hethod ), 
( Allocate-Request ), 
( Size-Information ) 

This is used to request allocation of memory space 
on the heap; the amount of space desired is part of 
the message. 

Implicit-Allocate-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Hethod ), 
( Allocate-Request ), 
(Address-Information ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
allocation of memory space on the heap; the address 
of the allocated memory is part of the message. 

Implicit-Argument-Get-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information ) 

This is used to access the value of a variable 
passed by reference. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 9 of 14) 

Implicit-Argument-Get-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Hethod ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to return the value of a variable 
passed by reference. 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information, 

Value-Information ) 

This is used to request the assignment of a variable 
passed by reference. 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
assignment of a variable passed by reference. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Hethod ), 
(Deallocate-Request ), 
( Address-Information, 

Size-Information ) 

This is used to request the deal location of memory 
space previously allocated from the heap; the 
address and size are given. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Hethod ), 
(Deallocate-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
deallocation of memory space; no special 
information is returned. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 10 of 14) 

Implicit-Get-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Identifier-Information ) 

This is used to request the value of a constant or a 
variable; the message includes the identifier of 
the item of interest and is sent to the Pascal 
structure which possesses it. Note that Pascal 
allows for multiple simultaneous occurrences of 
routines (e.g., through direct or indirect 
recursion) and therefore care must be taken to issue 
this message to the correct occurrence. Because it 
must be access through normal scoping rules, the 
occurrence must be the last such occurrence to begin 
execution. 

Implicit-Get-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to respond to a request for the value 
of a constant or a variable; its value is part of 
the message. 

Implicit-Heap-Get-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Address-Information, 

Size-Information 

This is used to request the value of a variable 
allocated from the heap; access is via pointer. 

Implicit-Heap-Get-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to respond to a request for the value 
of a variable from the heap; its value is part of 
the message. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 11 of 14) 

Implicit-Heap-Put-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( Address-Information, 

Size-Information, 
Value-Information ) 

This is used to request the assignment of a variable 
allocated from the heap, access is via pointers. 

Implicit-Heap-Put-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
assignment of a variable allocated from the heap. 

Implicit-Put-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Put-Information ), 
( Identifier-Information, 

Value-Information 

This is used to request the assignment of a value to 
a variable~ the message includes the identifier of 
the item of interest, the value which it should be 
assigned, and is sent to the Pascal structure which 
possesses it. The discussion of the destination of 
the message in Implicit-Get-Issue applies here as 
well. 

Implicit-Put-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Put-Information ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to a request for assignment 
of a value to a variable; no specific information 
is returned. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 12 of 14) 

Subclasses of C-Meta-Messaqe are C-Seguenced to form 
subclasses of C-Meta-Protocol: 

Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol := 
Explicit-Evaluation-Issue 

& Explicit-Evaluation-Reply 

This protocol allows for code to evaluate a function 
and entails the halting of its execution until the 
function completes its execution. 

Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol := 
Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Issue 

& Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Reply 

This protocol allows for code to evaluate a function 
accessible via passing by reference and entails the 
halting of its execution until the function 
completes its execution. 

Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Protocol := 

/ 

Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Issue 
& Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Reply 

This protocol allows for code to invoke a procedure 
accessible via passing by reference and entails the 

, halting of its execution until the procedure 
: completes its execution. 

.' -
Explicit-Invocation-Protocol := 

Explicit-Invocation-Issue 
& Explicit-Invocation-Reply 

This protocol allows for code to invoke a procedure 
and entails the halting of its execution until the 
procedure completes its execution. 

Implicit-Allocate-Protocol := 
Implicit-Allocate-Issue 

& Implicit-Allocate-Reply 

This protocol allows for functions and procedures to 
allocate space for dynamic variables and is 
implicitly involved with the commencement of 
execution of a function or procedure. 
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Figure 3.19. Representation Of Pascal Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 13 of 14) 

Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol := 
Implicit-Argument-Get-Issue 

& Implicit-Argument-Get-Reply 

This protocol allows for access to the values of 
variables passed by reference. 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol := 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Issue 

& Implicit-Argument-Put-Reply 

This protocol allows for assignment of values to 
variables passed by reference. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Protocol := 
Implicit-Deallocate-Issue 

& Implicit-Deallocate-Reply 

This protocol allows for functions and procedures to 
deallocate space used for dynamic variables and is 
implicitly involved with the termination of 
execution of a function or a procedure. 

Implicit-Get-Protocol := 
Implicit-Get-Issue 

& Implicit-Get-Reply 

This protocol allows for access to the values of 
constants and variables accessible due to lexical 
scoping. 

Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol := 
Implicit-Heap-Get-Issue 

& Implicit-Heap-Get-Reply 

This protocol allows for access to variables 
allocated from the heap by Pascal routines, e.g., 
via pointers. 

Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol := 
Implicit-Heap-Put-Issue 

& Implicit-Heap-Put-Reply 

This protocol allows for assignment to variables 
allocated from the heap by Pascal routines, e.g., 
via pointers. 
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Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 14 of 14) 

Implicit-Put-Protocol := 
Implicit-Put-Issue 

& Implicit-Put-Reply 

This protocol allows for assignment to variables 
accessible due to lexical scoping. 
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Figure 3.20. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of Communication (Page 1 of 4) 

Note: 
1) Assume that "Pascal-" appears before all structure 

and coumunication protocol class names. 
2) "Expl." is an abbreviation for "Explicit", and 

"Impl." is an abbreviation for "Implicit." 

structure 
Class 
Heap 

Constant 

static
Variable 

Dynamic
Variable 

Code 

Characterization In Terms Of Communication 
It: 

(accepts) Impl.-Allocate-Protocol 
(accepts) Impl.-Deallocate-Protocol 
(accepts) Impl.-Heap-Get-Protocol 
(accepts) Impl.-Heap-Put-Protocol 

It: 
(accepts) Impl.-Get-Protocol 

It: 
(accepts) Impl.-Get-Protocol 
(accepts) Impl.-Put-Protocol 

Same as static-Variable. 

It: 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 

Expl.-Evaluation-Protocol 
Expl.-Invocation-Protocol 
Expl.-Indir.-Evaluation-Protocol 
Expl.-Indir.-Invocation-Protocol 
Impl.-Argument-Get-Protocol 
Impl.-Argument-Put-Protocol 
Impl.-Get-Protocol 
Impl.-lIeap-Get-Protocol 
Impl.-Heap-Put-Protocol 
Impl.-Put-Protocol 

Note that apart from the Impl.-Heap-Get- and 
Impl.-Heap-Put-Protocols, all messages are 
issued to the controlling structure for 
forwarding. 

Main-Header Because control will be usurped by 
Main-Procedure, no description is given here. 

Main-Body Because control will be usurped by 
Main-Procedure, no description is given here. 
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Figure 3.20. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of Communication (Page 2 of 4) 

structure 
Class 
Procedure
Block 

Characterization In Terms Of Communication 
Controls the issuance of most from Code in that 
it accepts and then forwards to the proper 
structure (under its control or not): 

(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 
(issues) 

Expl.-Evaluation-Protocol 
Expl.-Invocation-Protocol 
Expl.-Indir.-Evaluation-Protocol 
Expl.-Indir.-Invocation-Protocol 
Impl.-Argument-Get-Protocol 
Impl.-Argument-Put-Protocol 
Impl.-Get-Protocol 
Impl.-Put-Protocol 

(communications between Code and Heap are taken 
to not be controlled). This might involve 
resolution based on acceptance of all from 
Constant, and Dynamic-Variable in that it 
accepts and then forwards to them: 

(accepts) Impl.-Get-Protocol 
(accepts) Impl.-Put-Protocol 

In addition, as part of its structuring role 
it: 

(accepts) Expl.-Invocation-protocol 
(issues) Impl.-Allocate-Protocol 
(issues) Impl.-Deallocate-Protocol 

(accepts) Expl.-Indir.-Evaluation-Protocol 
(accepts) Expl.-Indir.-Invocation-Protocol 
(accepts) Impl.-Argument-Get-Protocol 
(accepts) Impl.-Argument-Put-Protocol 

Note that the last four listed are employed 
when its Code section invokes another procedure 
or evaluates a function. Resolution is 
accomplished in terms of issuing messages to 
the proper structure under its control or not. 

Notes: 

1) There is one instance of 
Expl.-Invocation-Protocol accepted, which 
corresponds to the procedure declaration. 
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Figure 3.20. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of Communication (Page 3 of 4) 

structure 
Class 
Procedure
Block 
(continued) 

Function
Block 

Procedure 

Function 

Characterization In Terms Of Communication 
2) The normal get and put messages accepted 
must originate from the component Code section 
since all constant and variable identifiers are 
strictly local to the procedure. 

3) The allocation and deallocation messages are 
issued to Heap during the VM-Load operation to 
provide space for the component 
Dynamic-Variable section. 

The discussion of Procedure-Block applies, 
except that Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol is 
accepted rather than 
Explicit-Invocation-protocol. 

The discussion of Procedure-Block applies, but 
in addition: 

1) In addition to accepting 
Expl.-Invocation-protocol (in terms of the 
identifier of the procedure) it inherits the 
acceptance of Expl.-Invocation-protocol / 
Expl.-Evaluation-Protocol from each 
Procedure-Block / Function-Block or Procedure / 
Function immediately embedded within it. It 
might use these messages to resolve 
Expl.-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol and 
Expl.-Indirect-Invocation-Protocol should any 
Code sections embedded within it pass a 
reference to one of the procedures or functions 
that it controls. 

2) The note concerning get and put (e.g., 
number 2) no longer applies since component 
procedures and functions have direct access to 
all constants and variables. In other words, 
it can accept requests for the values of or 
assignment of values to constants and variables 
under its control. 

The discussion of Procedure-Block applies, but 
as with Function-Block 
Explicit-Evaluation-protocol is accepted (in 
terms of the identifier of the function) rather 
than Explicit-Invocation-Protocol. 
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Figure 3.20. The Characterization of Pascal structure 
Classes In Terms Of Communication (Page 4 of 4) 

structure 
Class 
Main
Procedure 

Characterization In Terms Of Communication 
The discussion of Procedure applies with a 
number of exceptions: 

1) The instance accepts no 
Explicit-Invocation-Protocol (in terms of the 
identifier of the program). 

2) Impl.-Allocate-Protocol and 
Impl.-Deallocate-Protocol are not required 
since the "local" variables are within the 
controlled instance of static-Variable. 

3) It will never need to issue 
Expl.-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol or 
Expl.-Indirect-Invocation-Protocol because it 
has no access through lexical scoping to any 
function or procedure not directly under its 
control. 

4) It will never need to issue 
Impl.-Argument-Get-Protocol or 
Impl.-Argument-Put-Protocol because it can not 
be invoked by another structure. 
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Figure 3.21. Pascal structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 1 of 8) 

In the matrix below, Pascal Communication Language Plane 
protocols are characterized in terms of the structure class 
which issues and the structure class which accepts the 
bilateral communication. Note that in many cases 
communications are issued to subclasses of S-Meta-Block, 
S-Meta-Routine, or S-Meta-Module and these subclasses then 
forward the communications to components, see below. Assume 
that "Pascal-" is prefixed to all structure and 
communication class names, and "-Protocol" is appended to 
all communication class names. Abbreviations are employed 
and should be obvious given the context. Beneath the name 
of a protocol is a list of situations (listed below) where 
it is used. 

Communications Accepted By 

Static- Dynmnic-
Heap Constant Variable Variable 

C Code I.-Heap-Get 
0 T 
m I. -Heap-Put 
m T 
u 
n 
f 
c 
a 
t Procecb'e- I. -Allocat. I.-Get I.-Get 
i Block, A DG NQ 
0 Fmction, I.-Dealloc. I.-Put 
n Block B NQ 
s 

I 
s 
s 
u Procedre, I.-Allocat. I.-Get I.-Get 
e Fmction A DG NQ 
d I.-Dealloc. I.-Put 

B NQ 
B 
Y 

Rain- I.-Get I.-Get 
Procedre DG IL 

I.-Put 
IL 
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Figure 3.21. Pascal structure Language Plane communications 
Matrix (Page 2 of 8) 

Note that due to the amount of information required, the 
following submatrix has been split into two pieces where the 
first deals with getting and putting and the second deals 
with evaluation and invocation. 

Communications Accepted By 

proc:edJre- Fan:tion- Main 
Bloclc Block Proc:eclre Fan:tion ProcedJre 

C Code I.-Get I.-Get I.-Get I.-Get I.-Get 
0 CEJHO CEJHO CEJHO CEJHO CH 
m I.-Put I.-Put I.-Put I.-Put I "-Put 
IT! JHO JHO JHO JHO H 
u I.-Arg.-Get I.-Arg.-Get I.-Arg.-Get I.-Arg.-Get 
n R R R R 
i I.-Arg.-Put I.-Arg.-Put I. -Arg.-Put I.-Arg.-Put 
c R R R R 
a 
t ProceciIre- I_-Get I_-Get I_-Get 
i Block, FP FP FK 
0 Fan:tion- I_-Put I.-Put I_-Put 
n Block P P K 
s I. -Arg. -Get I. -Arg. -Get I.-Arg.-Get I. -Arg. -Get I. -Arg. -Get 

S S S S s 
I I_-Arg.-Put I_-Arg.-Put I_-Arg.-Put I_-Arg.-Put I_-Arg.-Put 
s S S S S S 
s 
u Procedre, I.-Get I.-Get I.-Get 
e Fan:tion FP FP FK 
d I.-Put I.-Put I.-Put 

P P K 
B I_-Arg.-Get I_-Arg.-Get I_-Arg.-Get I. -Arg. -Get I.-Arg.-Get 
Y S s S S S 

I.-Arg.-Put I.-Arg.-Put I_-Arg.-Put I_-Arg.-Put I_-Arg.-Put 
S S S S S 

Main-
Procecilre 
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Matrix (Page 3 of 8) 

Communications Accepted By 

proc:edJre- FUlCtim- Main 
Block Block proc:edJre FUlCtion Proc:ed..re 

C Code E.-Evaluat. E. -Eva l uat. E.-Evaluat. E.-Evaluat. E.-Evaluat. 
0 W W UW UW U 
m E.-Invoc:at. E.-Invoc:at. E.-lrMIC8t. E.-lrMIC8t. E.-Invoc:at. 
m d d bd bd b 
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Figure 3.21. Pascal structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 4 of 8) 

In the exposition of situations below let p-s represent any 
of Procedure-Block, Function-Block, Procedure, Function, or 
Main-Procedure. Beneath the description of the situation is 
a representation of the communication protocol(s) required 
of the form <issuer> [<protocol>] <acceptor>. 

situations: 

(Dynamic allocation of space) 

o A p-s instance needs to allocate space for the instance 
of Dynamic-variable which it controls in order to begin 
execution; P-S can not be Main-Procedure since it can 
not control an instance of Dynamic-Variable. 

A) P-S [Impl.-Allocate] Heap 

o A P-S instance needs to deallocate the space allocated 
for the instance of Dynamic-Variable which it controls 
after completing execution; P-S can not be 
Main-Procedure since it can not control an instance of 
Dynamic-Variable. 

B) P-S [Impl.-Deallocate] Heap 

(Constant access) 

o A Code instance needs to access a constant within a 
Constant instance controlled by the same P-S. 

C) Code [Impl.-Get] p-s 
D) P-S [Impl.-Get] Constant 

o A Code instance controlled by a P-S (#1) needs to access 
a constant within a Constant instance controlled by a 
different P-S (#2), P-S (#1) must be embedded within P-S 
(#2). Note that P-S (#1) can not be Main-Procedure since 
it is not embedded within any other P-S. 

E) Code [Impl.-Get] P-S (#1) 
F) P-S (#1) [Impl.-Get] p-s (#2) 
G) P-S (#2) [Impl.-Get] Constant 
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Figure 3.21. Pascal structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 5 of 8) 

Situations (continued): 

(variable access) 

o A Code instance needs to access a variable (either get or 
put) within a static-Variable instance controlled by the 
same p-s; since there is only one instance of 
Static-Variable and it is controlled by Main-Procedure, 
p-s must be the latter. 

H) Code [Impl.-Op] Main-Procedure 
I) Main-Procedure [Impl.-Op] Static-Variable 

where Op is either Get or Put 

o A Code instance controlled by a P-S (#1) needs to access 
a variable (either get or put) within a static-Variable 
instance controlled by a different p-s (#2); since there 
is only one instance of static-Variable and it is 
controlled by Main-Procedure, p-s (#2) must be the latter 
and P-S (#1) must obviously be embedded within it. 

J) Code [Impl.-Op] P-S (#1) 
K) P-S (#1) [Impl.-Op] Main-Procedure 
L) Main-Procedure [Impl.-Op] Static-Variable 

where Op is either Get or Put 

o A Code instance needs to access a variable (either get or 
put) within a Dynamic-Variable instance controlled by the 
same P-S; P-S can not be Main-Procedure since it can not 
control a Dynamic-Variable instance. 

M) Code [Impl.-Op] P-S 
N) P-S [Impl.-Op] Dynamic-Variable 

where Op is either Get or Put 

o A Code instance controlled by a P-S (#1) needs to access 
a variable (either get or put) within a Dynamic-Variable 
instance controlled by a different P-S (#2), P-S (#1) 
must be embedded within P-S (#2). Note that neither P-S 
can not be Main-Procedure since it can not control a 
Dynamic-Variable instance and since it is not embedded 
within any other P-S. 

0) Code [Impl.-Op] P-S (#1) 
P) P-S (#1) [Impl.-Op] P-S (#2) 
Q) P-S (#2) [Impl.-Op] Dynamic-Variable 

where Op is either Get or Put 
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Figure 3.21. Pascal structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 6 of 8) 

situations (continued): 

(Variable access continued) 

o A Code instance controlled by a P-S (#1) needs to access 
a variable (either get or put) passed to it by reference 
from the p-s (#2) which invo]ced P-S (#1). Note that P-S 
(#1) can not be Main-Procedure since it can not be 
invoked. 

R) 
S) 

Code 
p-s (#1) 
P-S (#2) 
where Op 

[Impl.-Argument-Op] p-s 
[Impl.-Argument-Op] p-s 
resolves ••• 
is either Get or Put 

(#1) 
(#2) 

o A Code instance controlled by a p-s needs to access a 
dynamically allocated variable (e.g., one referred to by 
a pointer). Note that Pascal itself provides the 
mechanisms for allocating and deal locating such memory 
from within the Heap. 

T) Code [Impl.-Op] Heap 
where Op is either Get or Put 

(Function evaluation) 

o A Code instance needs to invoke a function corresponding 
to a Function-Block or Function instance controlled by 
the same P-S; P-S can not be Procedure-Block or 
Function-Block since they can not control other 
procedural structures. Note that access is based on 
lexical scoping. 

U) Code [Expl.-Evaluation] P-S 
V) P-S [Expl.-Evaluation] Fu 

where Fu is either Function-Block or Function 

o A Code instance controlled by a P-S (#1) needs to invoke 
a function corresponding to a Function-Block or Function 
instance controlled by a different P-S (#2); P-S (#1) 
can not be Main-Procedure since it can not invoke 
procedures controlled by a different P-S. Note that 
access is based on lexical scoping. 

W) 
X) 
Y) 

Code 
P-S (#1) 
P-S (#2) 
where Fu 

[Expl.-Evaluation] P-S (#1) 
[Expl.-Evaluation] P-S (#2) 
[Expl.-Evaluation] Fu 
is either Function-Block or Function 
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Figure 3.21. Pascal structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 7 of 8) 

Situations (continued): 

(Function evaluation continued) 

o A Code instance controlled by p-s (#1) needs to evaluate 
a function corresponding to a Function-Block or Function 
instance passed to it by reference from the P-S (#2) 
which invoked p-s (#1). Note that P-S (#1) can not be 
Main-Procedure since it can not be invoked. Note also 
that the interesting feature of such an evaluation is 
that the function must have scoping access to the P-S 
(#2) in addition to having access by reference to any 
information passed to it by the Code instance. 

Z) Code [Expl.-Indirect-Evaluation] P-S (#1) 
a) P-S (#1) [Expl.-Indirect-Evaluation] P-S (#2) 

P-S (#2) resolves 

(Procedure invocation) 

o A Code instance needs to invoke a procedure corresponding 
to a Procedure-Block or Procedure instance controlled by 
the same P-S; P-S can not be Procedure-Block or 
Function-Block since they can not control other 
procedural structures. Note that access is based on 
lexical scoping. 

b) Code [Expl.-Invocation] P-S 
c) P-S [Expl.-Invocation] Pr 

where Pr is either Procedure-Block or Procedure 

o A Code instance controlled by a P-S (#1) needs to invoke 
a procedure corresponding to a Procedure-Block or 
Procedure instance controlled by a different P-S (#2); 
P-S (#1) can not be Main-Procedure since it can not 
invoke procedures controlled by a different P-S. Note 
that access is based on lexical scoping. 

d) 
e) 
f) 

Code 
P-S (#1) 
P-S (#2) 
where Pr 

[Expl.-Invocation] P-S (#1) 
[Expl.-Invocation] P-S (#2) 
[Expl.-Invocation] Pr 
is either Procedure-Block or Procedure 
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Figure 3.21. Pascal structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 8 of 8) 

Situations (continued): 

(Procedure invocation continued) 

o A Code instance controlled by p-s (#1) needs to invoke a 
procedure corresponding to a Procedure-Block or Procedure 
instance passed to it by reference from the p-s (#1) 
which invoked P-S (#1). Note that P-S (#1) can not be 
Main-Procedure since it can not be invoked. Note also 
that the interesting feature of such an invocation is 
that the procedure must have scoping access to the P-S 
(#2) in addition to having access by reference to any 
information passed to it by the Code instance. 

g) Code [Expl.-Indirect-Invocation] P-S (#1) 
h) P-S (#1) [Expl.-Indirect-Invocation] P-S (#2) 

P-S (#2) resolves ••• 
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Figure 3.22. FORTRAN-77 structure Language Plane Hierarchy 

Assume that "F77-" prefixes all boxed class names. 

S-Meta
Base 

S-Meta
Section 

S-Meta
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S-Meta
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S-Meta
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S-Meta
lkIit 

S-Meta
Progra 

m n 
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Figure 3.23. Representation Of FORTRAN-77 Communication 
Language Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 1 of 14) 

This figure employs the notation introduced in Figure 3.19. 
In the following assume that "F77-1 prefixes all class 
names. 

Subclass of C-Meta-Base C-Specialize to Subclasses of 
C-Meta-Component: 

Base := 
This is the basis of communication and as such has 
little specific intent. However, three distinct 
specializations are made. FORTRAN-77 messages will 
be taken to have subclasses of each specialization 
as components. 

{ Method-Component 
There are explicit and implicit versions of 
call and return employed in FORTRAN-77. 
Explicit issuing and replying corresponds to 
function evaluation or subroutine 
invocation. Implicit issuing and replying 
corresponds to, for example, getting or 
putting a value into a constant, variable, 
or common block variable but also can be an 
invocation of a block data routine. 

Request-component 
The request component represents the 
operation requested, for example, getting a 
value or invoking a subroutine. 

Information-component } 
The information component allows for the 
provision of information during issue or the 
return of information during reply. For 
example, function and subroutine arguments 
are subclasses of the information component. 
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Subclasses of C-Meta-component c-Specialize to subclasses of 
C-Meta-'lYPe : 

Method-Component : = 
{ Explicit-Issue-Method 

This is used to commence bilateral explicit 
communication (e.g., to commence evaluation 
of a function or invocation of a 
subroutine). 

Explicit-Reply-Method 
This is used to complete bilateral explicit 
communication (for example, to return from a 
function evaluation or subroutine 
invocation). 

Implicit-Issue-Method 
This is used to commence bilateral implicit 
communication (e.g., to request the value of 
a constant). 

Implicit-Reply-Method } 
This is used to complete bilateral implicit 
communication (for example, to return the 
value of the constant mentioned immediately 
above) • 
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Request-component := 

{ Allocate-Request 
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This is used to request memory space on the 
heap for the dynamic variables of a function 
or subroutine or the variables of a dynamic 
common block. 

Deallocate-Request 
This is used to return memory space to the 
heap. 

Evaluation-Request 
This specifies function evaluation. 

Get-Request 
This is used to request the value of a 
constant or a variable. 

Invocation-Request 
This specifies (explicit) subroutine 
invocation, but also can specify (implicit) 
block data invocation. 

Load-Request 
This is used to request that a dynamic 
common block initialize to allow for use by 
a function or subroutine. 

Put-Request 
This is used to set the value of a variable. 

Unload-Request } 
This is used to indicate that a function or 
subroutine no longer needs to access a 
dynamic common block. 
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Information-Component := 

{ Address-Information 
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This is used in Implicit-A11ocation-Protoco1 
and Implicit-Deallocation-Protoco1 to 
specify the location in memory of the space 
allocated or to be deallocated; the measure 
is defined by Heap. 

ByReference-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be passed 
by reference (e.g., typically taken as an 
address). For our purposes, we take 
reference to provide information on the 
interpretation of the variable reference; 
for example, whether a request for 
assignment or value access should be 
accomplished by use of a local identifier or 
a common block memory specification. (In 
contrast to Pascal, the latter specification 
can not be resolved in terms of just an 
owner structure and an identifier.) The 
function to be evaluated or subroutine to be 
invoked will be taken to use 
Implicit-Argument-Get-Protoco1 and 
T.mplicit-Argument-Put-Protocol to get and 
set the value of the variable passed in this 
manner. 

Function-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be 
references to functions. We take such a 
reference to entail the routine in which the 
entry point is declared (e.g., the owning 
structure) as well as the function entry 
point identifier. 

Identifier-Information 
This is used to specify a constant or 
variable. This is the implicit equivalent 
of ByReference-Information but differs in 
two ways. First, ByReference-Information 
applies only to variables whereas this 
applies to both variables and constants. 
Second, unlike ByReference-Information, 
there is no specification of the FORTRAN-77 
structure which possesses the constant or 
variable of interest, only the identifier is 
required (this is because the message 
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Information-component (continued) 

Identifier-Information (continued ) 
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which includes this information will be sent 
to the owner structure which must also own 
the issuing structure). 

Offset-Information 
This is used in Implicit-common-Get-protocol 
and Implicit-Common-Put-Protocol to specify, 
along with Size-Information, to specify the 
memory which should be accessed. It is 
important to realize that in FORTRAN-77 
common blocks do not associate specific 
identifiers with memory portions, it is up 
to each structure which accesses the common 
block to provide its own (possibly unique) 
interpretation, hence the need to translate 
the structure's impression of the common 
block into offset and size form. 

Size-Information 
This is used in Implicit-Allocation-Protocol 
and Implicit-Deallocation-Protocol to 
specify the desired amount of memory space. 
It is also used in 
Implicit-common-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Common-Put-Protocol as the common 
block instance to which these protocols are 
issued have no identifier interpretation of 
the memory that they maintain. 

Subroutine-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be 
references to subroutines. We take such a 
reference to entail the routine in which the 
entry point is declared (e.g., the owning 
structure) as well as the subroutine entry 
point identifier. 

Value-Information } 
This is used to return a value (e.g., as 
part of function evaluation or getting of a 
constant or variable), for setting or 
getting common block memory, and for the 
return of a transfer of control indicator 
discussed in Explicit-Invocation-Reply. 
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Subclasses of C-Meta-Tfpe are C-Compounded to fOrm 
subclasses of C-Meta-Message: 

Explicit-Evaluation-Issue := 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Evaluation-Request ), 
({ ByReference-Information 

I Function-Information 
I Subroutine-Information }) 
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This is used to initiate evaluation of a function; 
note that in contrast with Pascal, FORTRAN-77 
provides no mechanism for passing by valUe. 

Explicit-Evaluation-Reply := 
( Explicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Evaluation-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to complete evaluation of a function 
and entails the return of a value. 

Explicit-Invocation-Issue := 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
({ ByReference-Information 

I Function-Information 
I Subroutine-Information } 

This is used to initiate invocation of a subroutine; 
the comment concerning function evaluation applies 
here as well. 

Explicit-Invocation-Reply := 
( Explicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Invocation-Request ), 
( [ Value-Information ] ) 

This is used to complete invocation of a subroutine; 
there is no explicit return of a value but there is 
the implicit return of a value which is used in the 
"alternate return" mechanism used to cause immediate 
transfer of control to a specific statement label 
after return (a bizarre feature of the language). 
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Implicit-Allocate-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Allocate-Request ), 
( Size-Information ) 
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This is used to request allocation of memory space 
on the heap; the amount of space desired is part of 
the message. 

Implicit-Allocate-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Allocate-Request ), 
(Address-Information ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
allocation of memory on the heap; the address of 
the allocated memory is part of the message. 

Implicit-Argument-Get-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information ) 

This is used to request the value of a variable 
which was passed by reference. 

Implicit-Argument-Get-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Get-Information ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to respond to the request for the value 
of a variable which was passed by reference and 
entails the return of a value. 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information, 

Value-Information ) 

This is used to request the assignment of a variable 
which was passed by reference; it entails providing 
a value. 
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Implicit-Argument-Put-Reply : = 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Put-Information ), 
( ) 

This is used to acknowledge the request for 
assignment of a variable which was passed by 
reference. 

Implicit-common-Get-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Offset-Information, 

Size-Information ) 
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This is used to request the value of memory owned by 
a common block and entails indicating the offset and 
size of the memory. 

Implicit-common-Get-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to return the value of memory 
requested. 

Implicit-common-Put-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Hethod ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( Offset-Information, 

Size-Information, 
Value-Information ) 

This is used to request the assignment of a value to 
memory owned by a common block and entails 
indicating the offset and size of the memory and the 
value to be used. 

Implicit-common-Put-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to acknowledge the request of 
assignment. 
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Implicit-Deallocate-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
(Deallocate-Request ), 
( Address-Information, 

Size-Information ) 
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This is used to request deallocation of memory space 
(return it to the heap); the address and amount of 
memory are parts of the message. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Deallocate-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
deal location of memory space; no special 
information is returned. 

Implicit-Invocation-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
(Invocation-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to invoke an instance of Block-Data and 
has no specific information associated with it. 

Implicit-Invocation-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Invocation-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
invocation of an instance of Block-Data; no special 
information is returned. 
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Implicit-Get-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Get-Request ), 
( Identifier-Information) 
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This is used to request the value of a constant or a 
variable owned by the same structure as the 
Pascal-Code section (e.g., within the same scope); 
the message includes the identifier whose value is 
desired. Note that in contrast with Pascal, there 
is no mechanism for directly accessing constants or 
variables of another structure (e.g., through 
lexical scaping); only access via 
Implicit-Argument-Get-Issue or 
Implicit-common-Get-Issue. 

Implicit-Get-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Get-Request ) , 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to respond to the request for a value 
of a constant or a variable; its value is part of 
the message. 

Implicit-Lead-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Lead-Request ) , 
( ) 

This is used to request a dynamic common block 
prepare itself for access. 

Implicit-Lead-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Lead-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to acknowledge the request to a dynamic 
common block to prepare itself. 
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Implicit-Put-Issue := 
(Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( Identifier-Information, 

Value-Information ) 
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This is used to request the assignment of a value to 
a variable; the message includes the identifier and 
the value to be assigned. The comment concerning 
Implicit-Get-Issue applies here as well. 

Implicit-Put-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Put-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to a request for assignment 
of a value to a variable; no specific information 
is returned. 

Implicit-Unload-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Unload-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to indicate that access to a dynamic 
common bloc}c is no longer required. 

Implicit-Unload-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Unload-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to acknowledge that access to a dynamic 
common block is no longer required. 

Subclasses of C-Meta-Message are C-Seguenced to form 
subclasses of C-Meta-Protocol: 

Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol := 
Explicit-Evaluation-Issue 

& Explicit-Evaluation-Reply 

This protocol allows for code to evaluate a function 
not currently executing and entails the halting of 
its execution until the function completes its 
execution. 
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Explicit-Invocation-Protocol := 
Explicit-Invocation-Issue 

& Explicit-Invocation-Reply 
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This protocol allows for code to invoke a subroutine 
not currently executing and entails the halting of 
its execution until the subroutine completes its 
execution. 

Implicit-Allocate-Protocol := 
Implicit-Allocate-Issue 

& Implicit-Allocate-Reply 

This protocol allows for functions and subroutines 
to allocate space for dynamic variables and is 
implicitly involved with the commencement of 
execution of a function or subroutine. It is also 
used by dynamic common blocks to allocate their 
space. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Protocol := 
Implicit-Deallocate-Issue 

& Implicit-Deallocate-Reply 

This protocol accompanies 
Implicit-Allocate-Protocol; it is implicitly 
involved with the termination of execution of a 
function or subroutine and the unloading of dynamic 
common blocks. 

Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol := 
Implicit-Argument-Get-Issue 

& Implicit-Argument-Get-Reply 

This protocol allows for invoked functions or 
subroutines to get the values of arguments passed to 
them. 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol := 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Issue 

& Implicit-Argument-Put-Reply 

This protocol allows for invoked functions or 
subroutines to set the values of arguments passed to 
them. 
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Implicit-common-Get-Protocol := 
Implicit-common-Get-Issue 

& Implicit-common-Get-Reply 
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This protocol allows for functions, subroutines, or 
the main routine to get values (int~retation local 
to the structure) stored in a common block. 

Implicit-common-Put-Protocol := 
Implicit-common-PU't-Issue 

& Implicit-common-Put-Reply 

This protocol allows for functions, subroutines, or 
the main routine to set values (interpretation local 
to the structure) stored in a common block. 

Implicit-Get-Protocol := 
Implicit-Get-Issue 

& Implicit-Get-Reply 

This protocol allows code to get values stored in 
constant or variable sections in the same owning 
structure. 

Implicit-Invocation-Protocol := 
Implicit-Invocation-Issue 

& Implicit-Invocation-Reply 

This protocol allows the main procedure to invoke a 
block data routine during initialization; it leads 
to data values being set into common block memory. 

Implicit-Load-Protocol := 
Implicit-Load-Issue 

& Implicit-Load-Reply 

This protocol is used to allow access by a function 
or a subroutine to a dynamic common block. In 
general, assume that a dynamic common block has a 
counter which starts at zero. Whenever this 
protocol is employed the counter is checked and if 
it is zero, then initialization occurs. In any case 
the counter is incremented. See 
Implicit-Unload-Protocol. 
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Implicit-Put-Protocol := 
Implicit-Put-Issue 

& Implicit-Put-Reply 
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This protocol allows for a code section to set the 
values of variables in the same owning structure. 

Implicit-Unload-protocol := 
Implicit-Unload-Issue 

& Implicit-Unload-Reply 

This protocol is used to allow a function or 
subroutine to indicate the end of its access to a 
dynamic common block. Following the earlier 
discussion, this leads to decrementing the counter. 
When the counter goes to zero, no structure is 
currently allowed access to the common block and 
thus the storage may be released. 
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Assume that "F77-1 is prefixed to all structure and 
communication class names and "-Protocol" is appended to all 
communication class names. Beneath the name of a protocol 
is a list of situations (listed below) where it is used. 

Communications Accepted By 

Static- DynIIIic- Static- DynIIIic-
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Communications Accepted By 
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~ure 3.~4. FORTRAN-77 structure Language Plane 
Communications Matrix (Page 3 of 6) 

In the exposition of situations below let p-s represent any 
of Function, Subroutine, or Main-Routine. Beneath the 
description of the situation is a representation of the 
communication protocol(s) required of the form <issuer> 
[<protocol>] <acceptor>. 

Situations: 

(initialization) 

o A Main-Procedure instance needs to initialize in order to 
begin execution; part of this process is the implicit 
invocation of all Block-Data instances. 

A) Main-Procedure [Impl.-Invocation] Block-Data 

o A p-s needs to establish access to a Dynamic-Common 
instance; p-s can not be Main-Routine since by 
definition it has no access to Dynamic-Common instances. 
This protocol occurs during the initialization prior to 
Code instance execution. 

B) P-S [Impl.-Load] DynamiC-Common 

o A p-s no longer needs to access a Dynamic-Common 
instance; p-s can not be Main-Routine since by 
definition it has no access to Dynamic-Common instances. 
This protocol occurs during the clean-up following Code 
instance execution. 

C) p-s [Impl.-Unload] Dynamic-Common 

o A p-s instance needs to allocate space for the instance 
of Dynamic-Variable which it controls in order to begin 
execution; p-s can not be Main-Routine since it can not 
control an instance of Dynamic-Variable. 

D) P-S [Impl.-Allocate] Heap 

o A p-s instance needs to deallocate the space allocated 
for the instance of Dynamic-Variable which it controls 
after completing execution; p-s can not be Main-Routine 
since it can not control an instance of Dynamic-Variable. 

E) P-S [Impl.-Deallocate] Heap 
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situations (continued): 

(Initialization continued) 
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o A Dynamic-Common instance needs to allocate space for its 
variables. 

F) Dynamic-Common [Impl.-Allocate] Heap 

o A Dynamic-Common instance needs to deallocate the space 
allocated for its variables. 

G) Dynamic-Common [Impl.-Deallocate] Heap 

(Constant access) 

o A Code or Entry-Code instance needs to access a constant 
within a Constant instance controlled by the same P-S. 

H) Co [Impl.-Get] P-S 
I) p-s [Impl.-Get] Constant 

where Co is Code or Entry-Code 

o A Block-Data instance needs to access a constant within a 
Constant instance it controls in order to initialize an 
instance of static-Common. 

J) Block-Data [Impl.-Get] Constant 
K) Block-Data [Impl.-Common-Put] static-Common 

(Variable access) 

o A Code or Entry-Code instance needs to access a variable 
(either get or put) within a static-Variable or 
Dynamic-Variable instance controlled by the same P-S; 
note that an instance of Main-Procedure can not control 
an instance of Dynamic-Variable nor an instance of 
Entry-Code so these cases do not apply. 

L) Co [Impl.-Op] P-S 
M) P-S [Impl.-Op] Va 

where Co is either Code or Entry-Code, 
Op is either Get or Put, and 
Va is either static-Variable or 

Dynamic-Variable 
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Figure 3.24. FORTRAN-77 structure Language Plane 
Communications Matrix (Page 5 of 6) 

Situations (continued): 

(variable access continued) 

o A Code or Entry-Code instance needs to access a variable 
(either get or put) within a static-Common or 
Dynamic-Common instance: note that an instance of 
Main-Procedure can not control an instance of Entry-Code 
and can not access an instance of Dynamic-common (any 
common accessed is by definition an instance of 
Static-Common) • 

N) Co [Impl.-Common-op] P-S 
0) P-S [Impl.-Common-Op] Bl 

where Co is either Code or Entry-Code, 
Op is either Get or Put, and 
Bl is either static-Common or Dynamic-Common 

o A Code or Entry-Code instance controlled by P-S (#1) 
needs to access a variable passed to it during an 
Explicit-Evaluation or Explicit-Invocation by P-S (#2); 
P-S can not be Main-Procedure and the relationship 
between the mode of invocation and p-s should be obvious. 

P) Co [Impl.-Argument-Op] p-s (#1) 
Q) P-S (#1) [Impl.-Argument-Op] P-S (#2) 

P-S (#2) 
where Co is either Code or Entry-Code and 

Op is either Get or Put 

Note that the third protocol might be repetitions of the 
second protocol (if multiple invocations are involved) 
eventually resolved using G, K, or M (case G is 
interesting). 

(Subroutine invocation) 

o A Code or Entry-Code instance controlled by p-s (#1) 
needs to invoke a subroutine corresponding to an entry 
point of a Subroutine instance; Entry-Code does not 
apply to Main-Procedure. Note that the Subroutine 
instance can not be currently executing (this prevents 
direct or indirect recursion). 

R) Co [Impl.-Invocation] P-S (#1) 
S) P-S (#1) [Impl.-Invocation] Subroutine 

where Co is either Code or Entry-Code 
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Figure 3.24. FORTRAN-77 structure Language Plane 
Communications Matrix (Page 6 of 6) 

situations (continued): 

(Function evaluation) 

o A Code or Entry-Code instance controlled by p-s (#1) 
needs to invoke a function corresponding to an entry 
point of a Function instance~ Entry-Code does not apply 
to Main-Procedure. Note that the Function instance can 
not be currently executing (this prevents direct or 
indirect recursion). 

T) Co [Impl.-Evaluation] P-S (#1) 
U) P-S (#1) [Impl.-Evaluation] Function 

where Co is either Code or Entry-Code 
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Assume that "ANSI-C-" prefixes all boxed class names. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 1 of 10) 

In the following assume that "ANSI-C-" prefixes all class 
names. 

Subclass of C-Meta-Base c-Specialize to Subclasses of 
C-Meta-Component: 

Base := 
This is the basis of communication and as such has 
little specific intent. However, three distinct 
specializations are made. ANSI-C messages will be 
taken to have subclasses of each specialization as 
components. 

{ Method-Component 
There are explicit and implicit versions of 
call and return employed in ANSI-C. 
Explicit issuing and replying corresponds to 
function evaluation. Implicit issuing and 
replying corresponds to, for example, 
getting or putting a value into a constant 
or variable. 

Request-Component 
The request component represents the 
operation requested, for example getting a 
value or evaluating a function. 

Information-Component } 
The information component allows for the 
provision of information during issue or the 
return of information during reply. For 
example, function arguments are subclasses 
of the information component. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 2 of 10) 

Subclasses of C-Meta-component C-Specialize to subclasses of 
C-Meta-Type: 

Method-Component : = 

{ Explicit-Issue-Method 
This is used to commence bilateral explicit 
communication (e.g., to commence evaluation 
of a function). 

Explicit-Reply-Method 
This is used to complete bilateral explicit 
communication (e.g., to return from a 
function evaluation). 

Implicit-Issue-Method 
This is used to commence implicit bilateral 
communication (e.g., to request the value of 
a constant). 

Implicit-Reply-Method } 
This is used to complete implicit bilateral 
communication (e.g., to return the value of 
the constant mentioned immediately above). 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane GLasses In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 3 of.-lQl 

Request-component := 

{ Allocate-Request 
This is used to request memory space on the 
heap for the dynamic variables of a 
function. Note that in actual 
implementation this may be done in terms of 
a stack; we use the general term heap. 

Deallocate-Request 
This is used to return memory space to the 
heap. 

Evaluation-Request 
This specifies function evaluation. 

Operation-Request } 
This will stand for the following long list 
of operations which might be performed upon 
constants and variables. 

Name Of 
Operation ANSI-C notation 
Get <var> (within expression) 
Put <var> = <expression> 
MultiplyBy <var> *= <expression> 
DivideBy <var> /= <expression> 
ModBy <var> %= <expression> 
AddTo <var> += <expression> 
SubtractFrom <var> -= <expression> 
AndBy <var> &= <expression> 
OrBy <var> l~ <expression> 
XOrBy <var> <expression> 
LeftshiftBy <var> «= <expression> 
RightshiftBy <var> »= <expression> 
Prelncrement ++<var> 
PreDecrement --<var> 
Postlncrement <var>++ 
PostDecrement <var>--

Note that constants only allow for the Get 
operation. These operations shall again be 
discussed below when discussing the message 
which requests application of the operation. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 4 of lO) 

Information-component := 

{ Address-Information 
This is used in Implicit-Allocation-Protocol 
and Implicit-Deallocation-Protocol to 
specify the location in memory of the space 
allocated or to be deallocated. It is also 
used for accessing or assigning values to 
variables allocated by ANSI-C from the heap. 
The measure is defined by the heap. 

Byvalue-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be passed 
by value (e.g., the issuing code will 
evaluate the expression and pass the 
result). In ANSI-C there is the 
understanding tha't the formal argument in 
the invoked routine will have its value 
initialized to the passed value. 

ByValueRef-Information 
ANSI-C does not allow for passing arguments 
by reference, however, it is possible to 
pass a value corresponding to an address (a 
reference) as a value (e.g., a pointer). 
(Not only is it possible, it is required to 
pass arrays, for example, in this manner.) 
We therefore distinguish between 
ByValue-Information and 
ByValueRef-Information to indicate that the 
resolution of any access to an argument 
passed as a pointer must be accomplished by 
the original issuer; we take 
ByValueRef-Information to contain an 
indication of the originating FUnction as 
well as information which allows this 
structure to reference the variable in 
question. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 5 of 10) 

Information-Component (continued) 

Function-Information 
This specifies that arguments can be 
references to functions, e.g., a pointer to 
a function. This is more like 
F77-Function-Information than 
Pascal-FUnction-Information in the sense 
that functions are all defined at a global 
level and thus, if available through ANSI-C 
scoping rules, always available for 
evaluation. This is not to say that they 
are exactly like FORTRAN-77 routines because 
they allow for recursion and further accept 
only one evaluation identifier (e.g., there 
are not multiple entry points). We can take 
Function-Information to be equivalent to an 
absolute reference since the program is in 
effect the owning structure. 

Identifier-Information 
This is used to specify a constant or 
variable. Because ANSI-C functions can 
access only identifiers defined within the 
immediate or enclosing block (the enclosing 
function is no more than a special block), 
or those defined at a global level, the 
Identifier-Information could be taken to 
need only contain the identifier 
specification (e.g., most likely an offset); 
a message to access the identifier will be 
sent to the appropriate owning structure. 
This is very different from the similar 
cases in FORTRAN-77 and Pascal because of 
the fact that the owning structure is either 
the file in which the function appears or 
some other file, whose identity is not known 
until link time; e.g., link-time fixups are 
required for the latter case in terms of the 
ultimate destination of accessing messages; 
however, we take the Main-Function to take 
control of all global constants and 
variables. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like Form 
(Page 6 of J.O) 

Information-Component (continued) 

Size-Information 
This is used in communication with Heap in 
order to specify the amount of memory space 
under consideration. 

Value-Information } 
This is used to transmit a value (e.g., as 
part of function evaluation or getting of a 
constant or variable). Note that it is 
possible to return a null value on function 
evaluation if the function is defined as a 
VOID type. 

Subclasses of C-Meta-Type are C-Compounded to form 
subclasses of C-Meta-Message: 

Explicit-Evaluation-Issue := 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Evaluation-Request ), 
({ ByValue-Information 

I ByValueRef-Information 
I Function-Information }) 

This is used to initiate evaluation of a function; 
the full range of argument lists possible in ANSI-C 
is included. Note that there is no need to create a 
distinct Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Issue because 
we take Function-Information to be equivalent to the 
compile-time information used for direct evaluation 
requests. 

Explicit-Evaluation-Reply := 
( Explicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Evaluation-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

This is used to complete evaluation of a function 
and entails the return of a value. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 7 of 10) 

Implicit-Allocate-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Allocate-Request ), 
( Size-Information ) 

This is used to request allocation of memory space 
on the heap; the amount of space desired is part of 
the message. 

Implicit-Allocate-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Allocate-Request ), 
(Address-Information ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
allocation of memory space on the heap; the address 
of the allocated memory is part of the message. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
(Deallocate-Request ), 
( Address-Information, 

Size-Information ) 

This is used to request the deal location of memory 
space previously allocated from the heap; the 
address and size are given. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Reply := 
( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
(Deallocate-Request ), 
( ) 

This is used to respond to the request for 
deallocation of memory space; no special 
information is returned. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 8 of 10) 

Implicit-operation-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method 
( Operation-Request 
( Identifier-Information 

) , 
) , 

[ ... ] ) 

Implicit-Argument-operation-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ) , 

) , 
[ ... ] ) 

( Operation-Request 
( ByValueRef-Information 

Implicit-Heap-Operation-Issue := 
( Implicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Operation-Request ), 
( Address-Information, 

Size-Information [ ••• ] ) 

These three are used to issue requests for 
operations to be performed; they apply to variables 
and constants within the lexical scope of code 
(e.g., within the same function or defined 
globally), passed by pointer, and allocated from the 
heap, respectively. The "[ ••• ]" notation indicates 
that the remainder of the message, if any, depends 
upon the operation requested and is taken from the 
list: 

Name Of 
Operation 
Get 
Put 
MultiplyBy 
DivideBy 
MadBy 
AddTo 
SubtractFrom 
AndBy 
OrBy 
XorBy 
LeftShiftBy 
RightShiftBy 
PreIncrement 
Pre Decrement 
PostIncrement 
Post Decrement 

Additional informat.ion 
none 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
Value-Information 
none 
none 
none 
none 

Note again that only the Get operation is allowed 
for Constants. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 9 of 10) 

Implicit-operation-Reply := 
Implicit-Argument-Operation-Reply := 
Implicit-Heap-Operation-Reply := 

( Implicit-Reply-Method ), 
( Operation-Request ), 
( Value-Information ) 

These three messages all have the same form and are 
the responses to the operation requests indicated 
above. Note that in all cases, a resulting value is 
returned as part of the message. 

Subclasses of C-Meta-Message are C-Sequenced to form 
subclasses of C-Meta-Protocol: 

Explicit-Evaluation-protocol := 
Explicit-Evaluation-Issue 

& Explicit-Evaluation-Reply 

This protocol allows for code to evaluate a function 
and entails the halting of its execution until the 
function completes its execution. Note that this is 
used for direct naming as well as for evaluation of 
a function passed by reference (pointer). 

Implicit-Allocate-Protocol := 
Implicit-Allocate-Issue 

& Implicit-Allocate-Reply 

This protocol allows for blocks to allocate space 
for dynamic variables and is implicitly involved 
with the commencement of execution of a function. 

Implicit-Deallocate-Protocol := 
Implicit-Deallocate-Issue 

& Implicit-Deallocate-Reply 

This protocol allows for blocks to deallocate space 
used for dynamic variables and is implicitly 
involved with the termination of execution of a 
function. 
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Figure 3.26. Representation Of ANSI-C Communication Language 
Plane Classes In A EBNF-Like FOrm 
(Page 10 of 10) 

Implicit-Operation-Protocol := 
Implicit-Operation-Issue 

& Implicit-Operation-Reply 

Implicit-Argument-Operation-Protocol := 
Implicit-Argument-operation-Issue 

& Implicit-Argument-operation-Reply 

Implicit-Heap-Operation-Protocol := 
Implicit-Heap-Operation-Issue 

& Implicit-Heap-Operation-Reply 

These three protocols are used to apply operations 
to variables and constants; they apply to variables 
and constants within the lexical scope of code 
(e.g., within the same function or defined 
globally), passed by pointer, and allocated from the 
heap, respectively. 
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Figure 3.27. ANSI-C structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 1 of 5) 

Assume that "ANSI-C-" is prefixed to all structure and 
communication class names and "-Protocol" is appended to all 
communication class names. Beneath the name of a protocol 
is a list of situations (listed below) where it is used. 
"Op." is defined below. 
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Figure 3.27. ANSI-C structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 2 of 5) 

Communfcations Accepted By 
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Figure 3.27. ANSI-C structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 3 of 5) 

In the exposition below let F-S represent either 
Normal-Function or Main-Function. Beneath the description 
of the situation is a representation of the communication 
protocol(s) required of the form <issuer> [<protocol>] 
<acceptor>. 

In the table above and in the descriptions below "Op." 
represents one of the operations on variables possible in 
ANSI-C (note that in languages like Pascal and FORTRAN-77 
only Get and Put are possible), these are listed in Figure 
3.26. Note that only the Get operation is applicable to 
constants. 

situations: 

(Dynamic allocation of space) 

o A Block instance needs to initialize before beginning 
execution by allocating space for its dynamic variables. 

A) Block [Impl.-Allocate] F-S 
B) F-S [Impl.-Allocate] Heap 

o A Block instance has completed use of space allocated 
from the heap. 

C) Block [Impl.-Deallocate] F-S 
D) F-S [Impl.-Deallocate] Heap 

(Constant access) 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance, in turn 
ultimately controlled by a F-S, needs to access a 
constant defined within a Constant section defined 
somewhere within the F-S. Note that the F-S usurps 
ownership of all constant sections defined within all 
embedded blocks, and that such constant sections are 
considered shareable among all occurrences of the F-S. 

E) Code [Impl.-Get] F-S 
F) F-S [Impl.-Get] Constant 
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Figure 3.27. ANSI-C structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 4 of 5) 

Situations (continued): 

(Constant access continued) 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance, in turn 
ultimately controlled by F-S, needs to access a global 
constant. Note that the Main-Function instance is taken 
to control all global constant sections. 

G) Code [Impl.-Get] F-S 
H) Normal-FUnction [Impl.-Get] Main-FUnction 
I) Main-Function [Impl.-Get] Constant 

Note that if F-S is Main-Function, then step H is not 
required. 

(Variable access) 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance, in turn 
ultimately controlled by a F-S, needs to access a static 
variable defined within a static-Variable section defined 
somewhere within the F-S. Note that the P-S usurps 
ownership of all static variable sections defined within 
all embedded blocks, and that such static variable 
sections are considered shareable among all occurrences 
of the F-S. 

J) Code [Impl.-Op.] F-S 
K) F-S [Impl.-Op.] static-Variable 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance, in turn 
ultimately controlled by F-S, needs to access a global 
variable, Which must be static. Note that the 
Main-FUnction instance is taken to control all global 
variable sections. 

L) Code [Impl.-Op.] F-S 
M) Normal-FUnction [Impl.-Op.] Main-Function 
N) Main-Function [Impl.-op.] Static-Variable 

Note that if F-S is Main-Function, then step M is not 
required. 
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Figure 3.27. ANSI-C structure Language Plane Communications 
Matrix (Page 5 of 5) 

,Situations (continued): 

(Variable access continued) 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance needs to 
access a dynamic variable controlled by the same Block 
instance. 

0) Code [Impl.-Op.] Block 
P) Block [Impl.-Op.] Dynamic-Variable 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block (#1) instance needs 
to access a dynamic variable controlled by another Block 
(#2) instance; Block (#1) must be embedded within Block 
(#2) in some function. 

Q) Code [Impl.-Op.] Block (#1) 
R) Block (#1) [Impl.-Op.] Block (#2) 
S) Block (#2) [Impl.-Op.] Dynamic-Variable 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance, which is 
in turn controlled by a F-S, needs to access a variable 
allocated from the Heap. 

T) Code [Impl.-Heap-Op.] F-S 
U) F-S [Impl.-Heap-Op.] Heap 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance, which is 
in turn controlled by a F-S (#1) needs to access a 
variable passed by pointer from another F-S (#2); note 
that F-S (#1) must be Normal-Function since Main-Function 
can not be evaluated by another function. 

V) Code [Impl.-Arqument-Op.] F-S (#1) 
W) F-S (#1) [Impl.-Arqument-Op.] F-S (#2) 

F-S (#2) resolves 

(Function evaluation) 

o A Code instance controlled by a Block instance, which is 
in turn controlled by a F-S needs to evaluate another 
function, which must be a Normal-Function instance. Note 
that the function reference might be direct or by 
pointer. 

X) Code [Expl.-Evaluate] Block 
Y) Block [Expl.-Evaluate] F-S 
Z) F-S [Expl.-Evaluate] Normal-Function 



Figure 3.28. Modula-2 structure Language Plane Hierarchy 

Assume that "Modula-2-" prefixes all boxed class names. 
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Figure 3.29. COBOL structure Language Plane Hierarchy 

Assume that "COBOL-" prefixes all boxed class names. 
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section 3.6. An Example Placed On The Source 
Code Plane: Analysis Of The AVL Tree Pascal Code 
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The AVL tree source code example introduced in 

Chapter 2 will be analyzed in this section. The structure 

of the code can be derived by parsing the code in terms of 

the EBNF rules given in Figure 3.14 of section 3.5; the 

results are shown in Figure 3.30. The action of parsing in 

this manner is, of course, completely subject to automation 

because it parallels actions taken by every Pascal compiler. 

The figure presents the results following the format 

introduced for the Pascal structure hierarchy, see Figure 

3.14 of section 3.5. For each major procedure (i.e., one 

which is directly controlled by the main procedure), a 

separate hierarchy is drawn. Each hierarchy shows how 

instances of Procedure-Blocks (assume that Pascal- prefixes 

all structure and communication class names) are composed by 

the S-Compound operator from instances of the Constant, 

Dynamic-Variable, and Code sections; an instance of 

Procedure is created by the S-Recurse operator applied to 

one (e.g., AVLCreate) or more (e.g., AVLInsert) instances of 

Procedure-Block. Instances of Dynamic-Variable and Code are 

represented as boxes containing line numbers which refer to 

source code lines in Figure 2.8 of Section 2.4; for 

example, AVLCreate has no dynamic variable section but has a 

code section consisting of code lines 39 through 42. 

Instances of Constant should normally be represented in the 
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same manner, but for this example they are all shown as a 

boxed asterisk. This represe~tation indicates that there 

are no symbolic constants defined in any of the procedures 

under consideration (e.g., there are no Const sections and 

symbolic constants are not defined via Type declarations) 

but that there are literal constants (e.g., the number 0 on 

line 40 within AVLCreate) which must be considered. (A line 

range followed by an asterisk of the form "1000:1002,*" is 

recommended as the representation of the situation where 

both symbolic constants are defined and literal constants 

are employed.) Note, however, that there are two types of 

symbolic constants which are referred to but are not defined 

within the procedures under consideration. Symbolic 

constants of the first type are defined (by a programmer) 

within the main procedure and thus available to the code 

under consideration through lexical scoping rules; for 

example, the AVLCompareType defined on line 1 of the listing 

(implicitly) defines three symbolic constants associated 

with the main procedure which are used in many of the 

procedures. Symbolic constants of the second type represent 

built-in constants (e.g., those defined by Pascal) and are 

also taken to be implicitly defined within the main 

procedure; for example, True, False, and Nil are all 

predefined symbolic constants taken to be within the 

Constant section of the main procedure, see Figure 3.31. 
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The essential information presented in Figure 3.30 

is shown in a different format in Figure 3.32 where the 

tree-like representation introduced in Figure 3.17 of 

section 3.5 is used. The root of the tree is the main 

procedure, whose name shall be taken to be Main-Procedure 

throughout the remainder of the section and is commonly 

abbreviated within figures as "M-P." Note that every node 

in the tree is uniquely identified by the pathway from the 

root to the node. If we employ a backslash ("\") character 

as a separator, then we can, for example, distinguish 

between the Descend within AVLInsert and that within 

AVLRemove (e.g., Main-Procedure\AVLInsert\Descend is not the 

same as Main-Procedure\AVLRemove\Descend). The backslash 

notation is employed in operating systems which feature 

tree-like directories such as UNIX and MS-DOS; we shall 

make an analogy between the structural hierarchy of Pascal 

program source code (as presented to a compiler) and such 

directories. In subsequent figures a "." and " •• " notation 

is employed which is borrowed directly from UNIX and MS

DOS. The "." notation intends the full path name of the 

current "directory," e.g., the entity like an instance of 

Procedure-Block or constant which is under consideration. 

The " •• " notation intends the full path name of the parent 

(in terms of trees) of the current "directory." For 

example, if we are considering the procedure AdjustRL within 

AVLInsert, then "." intends 
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Main-procedure\AVLlnsert\AdjustRL whereas II II intends 

Main-Procedure\AVLlnsert. Most often the II II notation 

arises when discussing a code, constant, or variable section 

of a procedure; for example, with respect to the constant 

section of AdjustRL the " •• " notation intends 

Main-Procedure\AVLlnsert\AdjustRL. 

During the parsing of the source code for the 

structural analysis defined symbols and implicit constants 

are associated with their controlling structures. Literal 

and symbolic constants are associated with the constant 

section of the routine in which they are defined (explicitly 

in a const section or within a type definition in a Type or 

Var section for the former, implicitly amongst the code 

statements for the latter). Variables are associated with 

one of three different entities. variables declared in a 

Var section within the main procedure are, of course, 

associated with the main procedure's static variable 

section; variables declared in a Var section within any 

other routine are associated with that routine's dynamic 

variable section. Arguments of a routine are also 

associated with the dynamic variable section if they are 

value parameters (e.g., if the call-by-value parameter 

passing mechanism is used), whereas they are associated with 

the routine itself if they are Var parameters (e.g., if the 

call-by-reference parameter passing mechanism is used). 

Function and procedure reference arguments are always 
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associated with the routine. Routines which are explicitly 

invoked within code text are associated with their 

controlling procedural body; in the case of predefined 

Pascal routines we shall associate them with the main 

procedure. In general all defined symbols and literal 

constants of the types discussed can be given unique labels 

by prefixing their "names" with the associated structural 

entity. For example, the argument AVL to AVLCreate can be 

given the unique label Main-Procedure\AVLCreate:AVL and the 

constant 0 encountered within its code can be given the 

unique label Main-procedure\AVLCreate\Con:<O>. The latter 

label requires a few addition~l comments on notation. 

First, the abbreviations "Cod," "con," and "Var" shall 

henceforth intend the code, constant and appropriate 

variable section of a procedural entity. Second, all 

literal constants shall be enclosed in "angle brackets" as 

shown. Labels of this sort are essential for documenting 

the communication aspect of the source code. 

The communication capabilities of source code shall 

be taken to be the protocols which entities can accept and 

issue. Throughout the remainder of this section the phrase 

"procedural instance" should be taken to intend an instance 

of Procedure-Block (e.g., any of the procedures of the 

example) or of Procedure (e.g., AVLCreate, AVLInsert, 

AVLRemove, AVLRotateLeft, AVLRotateRight, and AVLSearch). 

Unless specifically stated otherwise, the procedural 
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instance accepts protocols issued only by the instance's 

code section; because of Pascal's lexical scoping rule, no 

other structural entity would have direct access to the 

identifiers or literal constants to be discussed. We shall 

consider separately each possible section associated with 

such an instance (e.g., constant section, variable section, 

code section) as well as the instance itself. 

For each symbolic and literal constant controlled by 

its constant section, the constant section must accept the 

protocol which accesses the constant's value. Further, 

because the constant section is itself taken to be 

controlled directly by the procedural instance, the instance 

itself inherits such acceptance. 

For each variable controlled by its dynamic or 

static variable section, the variable section must accept 

the protocols which access and assign the variable's value. 

Here too, because the variable section is taken to be 

controlled directly by the procedural instance, the instance 

itself inherits such acceptance. This dissertation has not 

concentrated on the data structure implications of 

variables; that is, no distinction has been made between an 

integer variable, an array of integers, or a record which 

contains an integer field. When the basic communication 

protocols required to assign or access a structured variable 

are studied in detail (as in Figure 3.35), it turns out that 

no distinction is required because neither the variable of 



interest nor the protocols required differ for entire 

variable and indexed/field-select variable cases. 
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Therefore, when we say that a variable section accepts 

protocols requesting access to or assignment of a structured 

variable, like the AVL argument to AVLCreate (see lines 4 

through 9 in Figure 2.6 of section 2.4 for the Type 

definition), we are also including access or assignment of 

its components, like AVL.Root and AVL.Size. 

Each procedural instance (assumed now not to be the 

main procedure) must accept the appropriate evaluation or 

invocation protocol which leads to its execution. The most 

important part of the message actually accepted is that 

which represents the arguments passed to the instance. For 

each value parameter the instance is required to initialize 

a dynamic variable (controlled by its variable section) with 

the value transmitted. Reference arguments (e.g., Var 

parameters, function references, procedure references) 

require more complicated actions and have implications on 

acceptance of protocols; these will be considered shortly. 

Instances of Procedure which contain embedded procedures and 

functions (e.g., AVLInsert and AVLRemove) inherit from their 

controlled procedures and functions acceptance of the 

invocation protocols. 

The communication capabilities of the example 

procedures will be reported in two stages. Figure 3.33 

presents the inferencing rules described above for analyzing 
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constant sections, type sections (with regard to symbolic 

constants), variable sections, and procedural headings. 

Figure 3.34 reports the results of the first stage analysis. 

As indicated earlier, none of the procedures define symbolic 

constants, but all of the code sections make reference to 

literal constants. These literal constants, although 

recognizable only through consideration of the code 

sections, have been included in the analysis of Figure 3.34 

in order to show the type of information reportable about 

constants. The analysis process was divided into two stages 

to highlight the fact that much of the communication 

capability analysis, and certainly the easiest portions, can 

be achieved even though the code section is ignored. 

The complications with reference arguments arise 

because the code section of the invoked procedural instance 

has a local name for the reference actually passed which can 

not, in general, be resolved within the context of the 

instance (e.g., the information can be and typicallY is "out 

of scope"). We shall assume that the procedural instance 

has the ability to store for each reference argument the 

complete (external) reference description; for example, if 

a procedure called Foo invoked AVLCreate passing a reference 

to one of its dynamic variables called Bar, AVLCreate would 

receive (and store) the complete reference 

Main-Procedure\ ••• \Foo:Bar. When AVLCreate's code section 

requires access to the argument AVL, AVLCreate is 
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responsible for translating the request concerning AVL into 

a request concerning Main-procedure\ ••• \Foo:Bar. Again, 

because of the inability to guarantee that AVLcreate can 

successfully access such an argument, it must forward the 

translated request to the entity which invoked it. 

It is with regard to the preceding sentence that a 

procedural instance is forced to accept a protocol, but the 

procedural instance of interest is not the acceptor of the 

invocation or evaluation protocol, it is "the invoker." 

Whenever a code section issues invocation or evaluation 

protocols, for each reference argument its controlling 

procedural instance is forced to accept an appropriate 

(argument) resolution protocol. For example, on line 130 of 

AdjustLR we see the invocation of AVLRotateLeft with the Var 

argument NA.Left; for simplicity we shall abbreviate the 

actual reference here as AdjustLR:NA.Left. When 

AVLRotateLeft is invoked, it receives the full reference 

information and stores it away; it then begins execution of 

its code section. On line 373 the information pointed to by 

AVLRotateLeft:N (similarly abbreviated) is required, but 

AVLRotateLeft has no idea (because of lexical scoping) how 

to resolve the value of the pointer; it therefore must 

issue a request for the value of its argument to its 

invoker, namely AdjustLeft. The manner in which an invoker 

resolves the request may require actions both by the 



procedure and its code section (as will be detailed in 

Figure 3.35). 
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There is one further protocol which arises with 

regard to code sections. Each code section must accept the 

protocol which leads to its execution; the protocol employs 

VM-Execute and entails information indicating "where" in the 

code execution should commence/continue. Because all Pascal 

code sections must accept identical protocols, it is not of 

particular interest. 

Figure 3.35 details how stage 2 of the communication 

capabilities analysis, focusing on code sections, takes 

place. Rather than containing a linear list of steps, the 

figure highlights which of the production rules (expressed 

in EBNF) are of interest in determining the communication 

features. It is assumed that either a software package or a 

diligent human being is available to perform the parsing of 

the code section according to the EBNF of Pascal: 

communication capability analysis of code is similar to 

compilation except that the output of the former is an 

analysis rather than the object code of the latter. An 

overview of the production rules and their correspondence to 

the discussion in preceding paragraphs will be presented 

before the results of the analysis of the example code. 

Communication protocols are issued because a code 

section needs to evaluate an expression (which may include 

literal constants, symbolic constants, variables, or 



function evaluations), assign a variable, or invoke a 

procedure. Each of these three tasks shall be considered 

separately, although there are common threads between the 

tasks. 
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In the course of parsing an expression, 

communication protocols will be issued to access or evaluate 

the values of the items of interest~ assignments take place 

only as the result of "side effects" (Le., a function 

evaluation which alters either call-by-reference arguments 

or global variables, the practice is generally spurned, 

although it is common with ANSI-C programmers). The 

discovery of literal constants within an expression leads 

not only to the documentation of what communication protocol 

is issued in order to access the value, but also forces upon 

the controlling procedural instance and its constant section 

the ability to accept the request. The discovery of 

symbolic constants within an expression is similar but does 

not require any change in capability on the part of the 

constant section (e.g., the capability was previously 

determined). The discovery of variables in an expression 

can require the code section to issue a number of protocols 

in order to access the variable. This is the case, for 

example, with pointer variables like NA.RightA.LeftA.Bal 

found on line 281. Following the relevant discussion in 

Figure 3.35, we can see that this expression can be parsed 



from right to left, dictating the choice of communication 

protocols, in the following manner: 
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1. NA.RightA.LeftA.Bal is of the form 
"<variable>.<field name>"; since the <field name> 
represents nothing more than an offset, it can be 
ignored; the value of NA.RightA.Left A must be found 

2. NA.RightA.Left'" is of the form "<variable>A" and 
thus the variable occupies memory allocated from the 
Heap; the address (in Heap terms) NA.RightA.Left 
must be determined 

3. following the logic in 1., the problem reduces to 
finding the value of NA.Right A 

4. NA.Right A is of the form "<variable>A"; the 
discussion of 2. follows; the value of N .... Right 
must be found 

5. following the logic in 1. again, the problem reduces 
to finding the value of NA 

6. NA is of the form "<variable>A,,; the discussion of 
2. again follows; the value of N must be found 

7. N is a variable name, in the example code it is an 
argument of AdjustLeft; therefore the code section 
can issue Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol to 
AdjustLeft, (AdjustLeft translates the reference to 
N into terms that its invoker understands and then 
issues Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol for resolution 
by the invoker); the code section can now assume 
the value of N, which shall be denoted [N] 

6. given [N], the code section can use 
Implicit-Heap-Get-protocol with the Heap to access 
the value stored at the address [N] 

5. given the value of [N]A, which is equivalent from a 
communication standpoint to [N]A.Right, the code 
section can now assume the desired value, denoted 
[ [N] A .Right] 

4. given [[N]A.Right], the code section can nse 
Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol with the Heap t.., access 
the value stored at the address [[N]A.Right] 
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3. given the value of [[N]~.Right]~, which is 
equivalent from a communications standpoint to 
[[N]~.Right]~.Left, the code section can now assume 
the desired value, denoted [[[N]~.Right]~.Left] 

2. given [[[N]~.Right]~.Left], the code section can use 
Pascal-Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol with the Heap to 
access the value stored at the address 
[[[N]~.Right]~.Left]~ 

1. given the value of [[[N]~.Right]~.Left]~, which is 
equivalent from a communications standpoint to 
[[[N]~.Right]~.Left]~.Bal, the code section can now 
assume the desired final value, denoted 
[[[[N]A.Right]A.Left]A.Bal] 

The last type of item which might be discovered in an 

expression is a function evaluation. The production rule 

for a function evaluation is simple, as is the determination 

of the required protocol since the function must represent a 

function argument or have its full path name known to the 

code section: for the former 

Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol is employed whereas 

for the latter it is Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol. The sole 

difficulty lies in the discussion of the arguments passed to 

the function: this will be discussed in conjunction with 

procedure invocations. 

The production for parsing the variable in an 

assignment is the same as that for a variable in an 

expression; the derivation of the proper communication 

protocols differ, but only slightly. This can be 

demonstrated by considering assigning to the exemplified 

variable NA.Right~.LeftA.Bal. In a right to left parsing of 

the variable we note that it is of the form 
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variable. field-name; we must learn the .identity (address) 

of the variable and use an appropriate assignment protocol. 

To learn the identity (NA.RightA.Left) we follow exactly the 

corresponding example steps. Therefore, the chain of 

protocols differ only in that the last protocol is an 

assignment ("put") and not a value extraction ("get"). This 

observation is true in general and thus if we have the 

capability to derive the chain of protocols for the variable 

value determination we have, with only the modification of 

the last protocol, the chain of protocols for the variable 

assignment. 

As was the case with function evaluation, the 

production rule for procedure invocation is simple; one 

noteworthy difference is that procedures may be 

parameterless. The determination of the required protocol 

is also simple because the procedure must represent a 

procedure argument or have its full pathname known to the 

code section; for the former 

Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Protocol is employed whereas 

for the latter it is Explicit-Invocation-Protocol. The sole 

matter remaining is the transmission of arguments to 

functions and procedures (the same rules apply). 

Arguments can be of four types, as was discussed 

earlier in this chapter. Value parameters (i.e., 

ByValue-Information) are expressions; the required 

protocols are those which lead to the expression evaluation, 
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the derivation of which was discussed earlier. The 

remaining argument types are similar in that they are 

references, to memory locations, to procedures, or to 

functions. The derivation of the required protocols are 

similar to the extent that it must be understood that the 

procedure controlling the code section under consideration 

must be able to accept a request appropriate to the 

argument; the invoked procedure or function can not resolve 

the references. To facilitate the resolution process, it is 

assumed that the procedural instance controlling the code 

section under consideration is given appropriate (completely 

specified) protocols by the code section and "stores" them 

for later use. 

For procedure and function arguments there are two 

cases, depending upon whether the complete path name of the 

passed routine is known. If it is, then the controlling 

procedural instance must be able to accept 

Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

(Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Protocol) and forward 

Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol (Explicit-Invocation-Protocol) 

to the proper destination in response, for function 

(procedure) arguments. If the function or procedure to be 

passed is itself an argument to the controlling procedural 

instance, then it must forward the indirect request to its 

invoker. 
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For variable arguments the controlling procedural 

instance must accept both Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol and 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol and be able to respond 

accordingly. The response will in general be the issuing of 

a single access or assignment protocol, even for passed 

arguments of the form NA.RightA.LeftA.Bal. The limitation 

to one protocol occurs because the reference must be 

resolved to a specific variable (i.e., memory location); 

call-by-reference and not call-by-name is being used. 

Interestingly, the same protocol derivation process for 

assignment to a variable can be applied here. All but the 

last protocol in the chain, consisting of access protocols 

only, are accomplished by the code section before function 

evaluation or procedure invocation; the last protocol is 

that saved by the procedural instance for use in resolution. 

Figure 3.36 reports the stage 2 results of the 

analysis of the example source code, performed by the 

diligent author. For each procedure there are three 

sections. The first is a graphic summary of the entities 

involved in the communication; for procedures with embedded 

procedures like AVLInsert and AVLRemove, only those embedded 

procedures directly invoked are pictured. The second 

section lists all of the protocols issued by the procedure's 

code section. Some of the protocols listed can be deemed 

"expected." That is, the issuing of assignment and access 

protocols to reference variable arguments, local variables, 
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and constants (no assignment) of the procedure of interest 

is hardly surprising. Therefore any issuance of a protocols 

for which the capability for acceptance was shown in Figure 

3.34 is marked in a special manner. Of real interest are 

the remaining items listed, for these indicate 

communications between entities which could not have been 

anticipated from the stage 1 analysis. For Pascal, 

communications have been modeled as being issued directly by 

a code section to only two entities, the owning procedure 

and the Heap; in the former case the procedure will either 

accept the protocol and act accordingly or pass it on to its 

invoker, where similar forwardings occur until the protocol 

is accepted. The procedure will accept the protocol if it 

can be handled locally, that is, if forwarding to its 

constant or variable sections, or the issuing of an 

invocation or evaluation to an embedded routine, will 

accomplish the desired action. The third section of 

information for each procedure sumnlarizes the actions taken 

by the procedural body in response to the issuance of 

protocols by the code section. Of special interest here are 

capabilities forced upon the procedure in order to deal with 

reference arguments passed to routines invoked by the code 

section. For example, in AVLlnsert note that its variables 

Grew and WentLeft are never accessed or assigned directly by 

its code section; they are passed to the Descend and 

NewNode routines and therefore the AVLlnsert must be able to 



accept both assignment and access protocols for arguments 

for these variables, and will be able to respond by the 

issuing of normal assignment and access protocols to its 

variable section. 

"Interesting" protocols from Figure 3.36 are 

summarized in a table in Figure 3.37. The distinction 
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between "interesting" and mundane can be made in terms of a 

summary of the types of information which is gathered from 

analysis of code sections: 

1. references to external symbolic constants 

2. references to external variables 

3. references to Heap-allocated storage 

4. invocations of external (non-embedded) procedures 
and functions 

5. external access for variables, arguments, functions, 
and procedures granted through reference argument 
passing 

6. actual references to local symbolic constants (this 
is of interest because not all constants may be 
used) 

7. references to local literal constants (reported, as 
indicated, as part of the first stage of analysis) 

8. actual references to local variables, including 
arguments passed as values (this may be of interest 
because a variable may be accessed but never 
changed, or a non-argument local variable may be 
accessed but never locally initialized) 

9. actual invocations of embedded procedures and 
functions (this may be of interest because not all 
may be directly invoked) 

10. actual references to argument variables 

11. actual references to argument functions and 
procedures 



Items 1. through 5. are deemed "interesting" whereas the 

remainder are taken to be more mundane. 
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Figure 3.30. structural Hierarchy of the AVL Tree Example 
(Page 1 of 3) 

Notes: 
1. See discussion for meaning of boxed asterisk. 
2. Each major procedure is shown as a separate 

hierarchy. 
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Figure 3.30. structural Hierarchy of the AVL Tree Example 
(Page 2 of 3) 
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Figure 3.30. structural Hierarchy of the AVL Tree Example 
(Page 3 of 3) 
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Figure 3.31. Pascal Predefined constants, Variables, 
Procedures, and Functions and Their Communication 
capabilities (Page 1 of 2) 
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The predefined constants, variables, procedures, and 
functions are taken to be controlled by the main procedure. 

Standard Symbolic Constants 

There are four standard symbolic constants available: 

false 
maxint 

variables 

nil 
true 

There are only two standard variable identifiers which 
correspond to files, they are: 

input output 

Standard Procedures 

All procedures accept Pascal-Explicit-Invocation-Protocol: 

( Pascal-Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Pascal-Invocation-Request ), 
( <information depends upon procedure> ) 

where the information component varies with the procedure. 
The information component of the protocol is indicated by 
the order and abbreviations listed below for arguments; "r" 
stands for Pascal-ByReference-Information and "v" stands for 
Pascal-ByValue-Information. The simple procedures are: 

get ( r ) 
pack( v, v, r ) 
page( r ) 

put ( r ) 
reset( r ) 
rewrite ( r ) 

unpack ( v, r, v ) 



Figure 3.31. Pascal Predefined Constants. Variables. 
Procedures. and Functions and Their Communication 
Capabilities (Page 2 of 2) 

standard Procedures - Continued 
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Input and output procedures are somewhat complicated because 
of the equivalences Wirth allows, for example, "read ( f, a, 
b, c)" is equivalent to: 

"read ( f, a ); read ( f, b ); read(f, c)" 

where f is a file and a, b, and c are variables. Further, 
the file is optional and will default to input for reading 
and output for writing. still further, optional format 
control, not detailed here, is available. The input and 
output procedures are: 

read ( r, r ) 
readln( r ) 

writer r, v ) 
writeln( r ) 

Dynamic allocation of space requires an allocation and a 
deal location procedure. These are complicated because of 
the Pascal provision for variant records; here there are 
optional arguments following the first required argument: 

dispose ( r, ( v )+ ) 
new ( r, ( v ) + ) 

standard Functions 

All functions accept Pascal-Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol: 

( Explicit-Issue-Kethod ), 
(Evaluation-Request ), 
(ByValue-Information ) 

Note that they all have a single value argument; the 
functions are: 

abs( v ) 
arctan( v ) 
chr( v ) 
cos( v ) 
eof( v ) 
eoln( v ) 

exp( v ) 
In( v ) 
odd( v ) 
ord( v ) 
pred( v ) 
round ( v ) 

sine v ) 
sqr( v ) 
sqrt( v ) 
succ( v ) 
trunc( v ) 
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Figure 3.32. Tree structure Diagram of the AVL Tree Example 

Note: The figure is too wide for one sheet and is 
therefore split into three layers. 
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Figure 3.33. Procedure For Pascal Communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 1. Omitting consideration of the 
Code section (Page 1 of 3) 

Note: Assume that "Pascal-" prefixes all class names. 

step 1) Symbolic constant Analysis Performed For Each 
Instance %Con of Constant. 

For each symbolic constant x found in the associated 
source code lines %Con accepts Implicit-Get-Protocol 
for x 

step 2) Variable section Analysis Performed For Each 
Instance %Var of Dynamic-Variable and 
static-Variable. 

For each variable x found in the associated source 
code lines %Var accepts both Implicit-Get-Protocol 
and Implicit-Put-Protocol for x 

Step 3) Procedure Block Analysis Performed For Each Instance 
%Proc of Procedure-Block, Whose Invoker Is Denoted 
As %Inv. 

a) (Constant access inheritance) For each symbolic 
constant x for which %Proc\con accepts 
Implicit-Get-Protocol, %Proc accepts 
Implicit-Get-Protocol for %Proc\Con:x which it 
forwards to %Proc\Con 

b) (Variable access inheritance) For each variable x 
which %Proc\Var accepts both 
Implicit-Get-protocol and Implicit-Put-Protocol, 
%Proc accepts both Implicit-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Put-Protocol for %Proc\Var:x which it 
forwards to %Proc\Var 

c) For each Var variable argument x (i.e., 
ByReference-Information is used) found in the 
argument list to be known as %Proc:x: 

i) %Proc maintains a translation table entry 
for x which is set on invocation by %Inv 

ii) %Proc accepts both 
Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol for %Proc:x, 
which it forwards after translation to %Inv 
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Figure 3.33. Procedure For Pascal Communication capability 
Analysis --- stage 1, Omitting Consideration of the 
Code section (Page 2 of 3) 

step 3) continued 

d) For each non-Var argument x (i.e., 
ByValue-Information is used) found in the 
argument list: 

i) the argument is really %Proc\Var:x since it 
is controlled by %Proc\Var 

ii) on invocation %Proc issues 
Implicit-Put-Protocol to %Proc\Var in order 
to initialize %Proc\Var:x 

iii) %Proc\Var accepts both Implicit-Get-Protocol 
and Implicit-Put-Protocol for x 

iv) %Proc accepts both Implicit-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Put-Protocol for %Proc\Var:x, which 
it forwards to %Proc\Var 

e) For each function argument x (i.e., 
Function-Information is used) found in the 
argument list to be known as %Proc:x: 

i) %Proc maintains a translation table entry 
for x which is set on invocation by %Inv 

ii) %Proc accepts 
Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol, which 
it forwards after translation to %Inv 

f) For each procedure argument x (i.e., 
Procedure-Information is used) found in the 
argument list to be known as %Proc:x: 

i) %Proc maintains a translation table entry 
for x which is set on invocation by %Inv 

ii) %Proc accepts from %Proc\Cod 
Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Protocol, which 
it forwards after translation to %Inv 
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Figure 3.33. Procedure For Pascal Communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 1. omitting Consideration of the 
Code section (Page 3 of 3) 

step 4) Procedure Analysis Performed For Each Instance %Proc 
of Procedure, Whose Invoker Is Denoted As %Inv. 

a) %Proc inherits all capabilities from its role as 
an instance of Procedure-Block 

b) For each embedded function x to be known as 
%Proc\x %Proc accepts 
Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol which leads to the 
evaluation of x 

c) For each embedded procedure x to be known as 
%Proc\x %Proc accepts 
Explicit-Invocation-Protocol which leads to the 
invocation of x 



Figure 3.34. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 1. 
Omitting Consideration of the Code Section 
(Page 1 of 7) 

Notes: 
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1. u*" denotes inherited acceptance whereas "0" denotes 
originating acceptance, see the text 

2. Assume that "Pascal-" prefixes all class names 

AVLCreate 

o AVLCreate Constant section (Con) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o accepts for <0> 

o AVLCreate Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o accepts: 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information [AVL] ) 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepts for AVL (AVL.Root and AVL.Size included), 

forwards to invoker after translating reference 
* Implicit-Get-Protocol 

* accepts for .\Con:<o>, forwards to .\Con 

AVLlnsert 

o AVLlnsert Constant Section (con) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o accepts for <0> and <1> 

o AVLlnsert Dynamic-Variable section (Var) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o accepts for Grew, NewPtr, and WentLeft 

o AVLlnsert Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o accepts for Compare, forwards to invoker after 
translating reference 

o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 
o accepts: 

( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information, [AVL] 

ByValue-Information, [NewPtr] 
Function-Information, [Compare] 
ByReference-Information [Error] ) 



Figure 3.34. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 1. 
Omitting Consideration of the Code Section 
(Page 2 of 7) 

AVLInsert - continued 

o AVLInsert Procedure-Block/Procedure - continued 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol - Continued 

* accepts for AdjustLL, AdjustLR, AdjustRL, AdjustRR, 
Descend, and NewNode 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Prot.ocol 
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o accepts for AVL (AVL.Root and AVL.Size included) and 
Error, forwards to invoker after translating reference 

* Implicit-Get-Protocol 
* accepts for .\Con:<O> and .\Con:<l>, forwards to .\Con 

* Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
* accepts for .\Var:Grew, .\Var:NewPtr, and 

.\Var:WentLeft, forwards to .\Var 
o Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o issued to .\Var for .\Var:NewPtr on invocation 

AVLInsert:AdjustLL 

o AdjustLL constant Section (Con) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o accepts for <0> 

o AdjustLL Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Invocation-Issue 

o accepts: 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information [N] ) 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepts for N, forwards to invoker after translating 

reference 
* Implicit-Get-Protocol 

* accepts for .\Con:<O>, forwards to .\Con 



Figure 3.34. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 1. 
omitting Consideration of the Code section 
(Page 3 of 7) 

AVLlnsert:AdjustLR 

o AdjustLR Constant section (Con) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o accepts for <-1>, <0>, and <1> 

o AdjustLR Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Invocation-Issue 

o accepts: 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information [N] ) 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-protocol 
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o accepts for N, forwards to invoker after translating 
reference 

* Implicit-Get-Protocol 
* accepts for .\Con:<-1>, .\Con:<O>, and .\Con:<1>, 

forwards to .\Con 

AVLlnsert:AdjustRL 

Analysis is identical to that for AdjustLR. 

AVLlnsert:AdjustRR. AVLlnsert:NewNode 

Analysis is identical to that for AdjustLL. 

AVLlnsert:Descend 

o Descend Constant section (con) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o accepts for <-1>, <0>, and <1> 

o Descend Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Invocation-Issue 

o accepts: 
( Explicit-Issue-Method 
( Invocation-Request 

[N] 
[WentLeft] 
[Grew] 

) , 
) , 

( ByReference-Information, 
ByReference-Information, 
ByReference-Information, 
ByReference-Information [Found] ) 



Figure 3.34. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage I. 
omitting Consideration of the Code section 
(Page 4 of 7) 

AYLlnsert:Descend - Continued 

o Descend Procedure-Block - continued 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
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o accepts for Found, Grew, N, and WentLeft, forwards to 
invoker after translating reference 

* Implicit-Get-protocol 
* accepts for .\Con:<-l>, .\Con:<O>, and .\Con:<l>, 

forwards to .\Con 

AVLRemove 

o AVLRemove Constant Section (Con) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o accepts for <1> 

o AVLRemove Dynamic-Variable section (Var) 
o Implicit-Get-protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o accepts for Found, MatchPtr, P, and Shrunk 

o AVLRemove Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o accepts for Compare, forwards to invoker after 
translating reference 

o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 
o accepts: 

( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information, [AVL] 

ByValue-Information, [MatchPtr] 
Function-Information, [Compare] 
ByReference-Information, [FoundPtr] 
ByReference-Information [Error] ) 

* accepts for AdjustLeft, AdjustRight, and Descend 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepts for AVL (AVL.Root and AVL.Size included), 

Error, and FoundPtr, forwards to invoker after 
translating reference 

* Implicit-Get-Protocol 
* accepts for .\Con:<1>, forwards to .\Con 

* Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
* accepts for .\Var:Found, .\Var:MatchPtr, .\Var:P, and 

.\Var:Shrunk, forwards to .\Var 
o Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o issued to .\Var for .\Var:MatchPtr on invocation 



Figure 3.34. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- Stag~ 
omitting consideration of the Code Section 
(Page 5 of 7) 

AVLRemove:AdjustLeft 

o AdjustLeft Constant section (con) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o accepts for <-1>, <0>, and <1> 

o AdjustLeft DynamiC-Variable section (Var) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o accepts for Double, LBal, NBal, and RBal 

o AdjustLeft Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o accepts: 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information, [N] 

ByReference-Information [Shrunk] ) 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepts for N and Shrunk, forwards to invoker after 

translating reference 
* Implicit-Get-Protocol 

* accepts for .\Con:<-l>, .\Con:<O>, and .\Con:<l>, 
forwards to .\Con 

* Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
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* accepts for • \Var: Double, • \Var: LBal , .\Var:NBal, and 
.\Var:RBal, forwards to .\Var 

AVLRemove:AdjustRight 

Analysis same as for AdjustLeft 

AVLRemove:Descend 

o Descend Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o accepts: 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information, [N] 

ByReference-Information [Shrunk] ) 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepts for N and Shrunk, forwards to invoker after 

translating reference 



Figure 3.34. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 1. 
Omitting Consideration of the Code section 
(Page 6 of 7) 

AVLRotateLeft 

o AVLRotateLeft Dynamic-Variable section (Var) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o accepts for S 

o AVLRotateLeft Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o El~licit-Invocation-Protocol 

o accepts: 
( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByReference-Information [N] ) 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Pro'tocol 
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o accepts for N, forwards to invoker after translating 
reference 

* Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
* accepts for .\Var:S, forwards to .\Var 

AVLRotateRight 

Analysis same as for AVLRotateLeft 

AVLSearch 

o AVLSearch Dynamic-Variable section (Var) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o accepts for AVL (AVL.Root and AVL.Size included), 
Done, MatchPtr, and Probe 

o AVLSearch Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o accepts for Compare, forwards to invoker after 
translating reference 

o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 
o accepts: 

( Explicit-Issue-Method ), 
( Invocation-Request ), 
( ByValue-Information, [AVL] 

ByValue-Information, [MatchPtr] 
Function-Information, [Compare] 
ByReference-Information, [FoundPtr] 
ByReference-Information [Found] ) 



Figure 3.34. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 1, 
omitting Consideration of the Code section 
(Page 7 of 7l 

AVLSearch - continued 

o AVLSearch Procedure-Block/Procedure - Continued 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepts for Found and FoundPtr, forwards to invoker 

after translating reference 
* Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

* accepts for .\Var\AVL (AVL.Root and AVL.Size 
included), .\Var:Done, .\Var:MatchPtr, and 
.\Var:Probe, forwards to .\Var 

o Implicit-Put-Protocol 
o issued to .\Var for .\Var:AVL and .\Var:MatchPtr on 

invocation 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code section Focus 
(Page 1 of 9) 

Notes: 
1. The Jensen and wirth BNF (Jensen and Wirth 1978) has 

been altered to make use of the EBNF extensions and 
also has been condensed to facilitate the 
discussion. 

2. Assume that "Pascal-" prefixes all class names. 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Expressions 

In the context of resolving a production for <expression>, 
the following three productions are of interest. 

Production 1) Unsigned Constants 

<unsigned constant> ::= 
1.1 <literal constant> 

.2 <symbolic constant> 

For each unsigned constant x found by 1.1 (e.g., an 
integer, real number, string): 

a) •• \Con accepts Implicit-Get-protocol for x (the 
"angle bracket" notation is employed, for 
example, if x were "0" then •• \Con accepts 
Implicit-Get-Protocol for <0» 

b) •• \Cod issues Implicit-Get-Protocol to •• for x 

c) •• accepts Implicit-Get-protocol for •• \Con:x 
which it forwards to •• \Con 

For each unsigned constant x found by 1.2, including 
predefined constants like true, false, nil, etc., 
which are taken to be controlled by the main 
procedure: 

c) if x is controlled by •• \Con (e.g., x is 
•• \Con:x) then Implicit-Get-Protocol is issued to 
•• for x 

d) (otherwise) if x is controlled by any other 
entity then: 

i) Implicit-Get-Protocol is issued to •• for x 

ii) •• accepts Implicit-Get-Protocol for x and 
forwards to %Inv 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal Communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code Section Focus 
(Page 2 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Expressions - continued 

Production 2) Variables 

<variable> ::= 
2.1 <variable identifier> 

.2 <variable> ~ 

.3 <variable> 
[<expression> {, <expression>}] 

.4 <variable> ~ <field-identifier> 

For each <variable> x found by 2.1: 

a) if x is controlled by •• \Var (e.g., x is 
•• \Var:x) then Implicit-Get-Protocol is issued to 
•• for x 

b) if x is controlled by •• (e.g., x is •• :x and 
thus an argument of .• ) then 
Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol is issued to 
for x~ •• will translate the reference and 
forward to %Inv 

c) if x is controlled by any other entity then: 

i) Implicit-Get-Protocol is issued to •• for x 

ii) •• accepts Implicit-Get-Protocol for x and 
forwards to %Inv 

For each variable x found by 2.2: 

d) the value of the embedded <variable> is obtained 
through application of protocols determined by 
recursive application of production 2; note that 
the value is an address recognizable by Heap 

e) Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol is issued to Heap for 
x 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal Communication capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code Section Focus 
(Page 3 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Expressions - continued 

Production 2) - continued 

A special interpretation is appropriate for each 
variable x found by 2.3 which represents array 
indexing. The production indicates that an indexed 
array consists of two parts, a variable part (which 
might be more complicated than a simple variable 
name, including an indexed array as in "A[1][2]") 
and an index part. A compiler of Pascal code must 
treat the two parts as being interdependent because 
the variable part gives a base address and the index 
part gives an offset from it; the base address and 
offset are required to properly access the desired 
memory. When modeling communication, however, the 
actual value of the offset is immaterial to the 
problem of identifying the protocols required to 
access the array; it is important to recognize that 
the calculation of the <expression>(s) will require 
communication, but this can be treated as a separate 
problem. It should be noted that when modeling 
behavior the communication required to calculate the 
offset must take place before the communication 
which accesses the array. Therefore: 

f) the <expression>(s) are analyzed using the 
production rules for <expression> (recursively) 

g} the embedded <variable> is analyzed using 
production 2 (recursively) 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal Communication capability 
Analysis --- stage 2, Code section Focus 
(Page 4 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Expressions - continued 

Production 2) - continued 

A special interpretation is also appropriate for 
each variable x found by 2.4 which represents record 
field access. The production indicates that a 
record field access consists of two parts, a record 
part (which might be more complicated than a simple 
variable name, including a record field access as in 
"A.B.C") and a field name. A compiler of Pascal 
code must treat the two parts as being 
interdependent because the record part gives a base 
address and the field name gives an offset from it; 
the base address and field name are required to 
properly access the desired memory. When modeling 
communication, however, the actual value of the 
offset, although immediately available from the Type 
definition of the record type, is immaterial to the 
problem of identifying the protocols required to 
access the record; in contrast to the array 
indexing problem note that no additional 
communication is required to determine the offset. 
Therefore: 

f) the embedded <variable> is analyzed using 
production 2 (recursively) 

g) the <field identifier> can be ignored 

Production 3) Function Evaluation 

<function designator> ::= 
<function identifier> 
( <actual parameter> {, <actual parameter>} ) 

where: 

<actual parameter> ::= 
<expression> 
<variable> 
<procedure identifier> 
<function identifier> 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code section Focus 
(Page 5 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Expressions - Continued 

Production 3) - continued 

The communication protocols required can be 
separated into that required to evaluate the 
function and those required to transmit the 
arguments. In the context of modeli~g behavior it 
is important to recognize that the protocols 
associated with the transmission of arguments occur 
before that which evaluates the function. 

For each function evaluation x found by production 
3: 

a) for each <actual parameter> which is an 
<expression> (this corresponds to 
ByValue-Information) the protocols required are 
found by recursivelY applying the <expression> 
production 

b) for each <actual parameter> which is a <variable> 
(this corresponds to ByReference-Information): 

i) production 2 is employed to determine all of 
the protocols required to assign or access 
the <variable> in question~ we can think of 
the result of the analysis as a list of 
protocols required. The ordering of the 
protocols is important as all but the last 
protocols will be "get"s, the last will be a 
"get" or a "put." 

ii) the code section shall be taken to issue all 
but the last protocol 

iii) •• is taken to store away the last protocol 
from the list for both the "get" and the 
"put"~ it accepts 
Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol, which are 
resolved by issuing the appropriate stored 
protocol 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal Communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code section Focus 
(Page 6 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Expressions - continued 

Production 3) - continued 

c) for each <actual parameter> y which is a 
<procedure identifier> (this corresponds to 
Procedure-Information): 

i) if y is •• \y (e.g., it is embedded within 
•• ) then •• accepts 
Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Protocol for y, 
which it handles by issuing 
Explicit-Invocation-Protocol to •• \y 

ii) if y is •• :y (e.g., y is a procedure 
argument reference of •• ) then •• accepts 
Explicit-Indirect-Procedure-Protocol for y, 
which it handles by forwarding to %Inv 

d) for each <actual parameter> y which is a 
<function identifier> (this corresponds to 
Function-Information): 

i) if y is •• \y (e.g., it is embedded within 
•• ) then •• accepts 
Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol for y, 
which it handles by issuing 
Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol to •• \y 

ii) if y is •• :y (e.g., y is a function argument 
reference of •• ) then •• accepts 
Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol for y, 
which it handles by forwarding the request 
to %Inv 

e) if x is •• \x (e.g., it is embedded within •• ) 
then Explicit-Evaluation-Request is issued to 
for x 

f) if x is •• :x (e.g., x is a function argument 
reference of •• ) then 
Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Request is issued to 
•• for x ( •• will translate the reference and 
forward to %Inv) 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal Communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code section Focus 
(Page 7 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Expressions - Continued 

Production 3) - continued 

g) if x is controlled by any other entity then: 

i) Explicit-Evaluation-Request is issued to 
for x 

ii) •. accepts Explicit-Evaluation-Request for x 
and forwards to %Inv 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Assignments 

Production 2) listed above is of interest here. (The 
resolution of this issue is similar to the resolution of 
variable parameters discussed above.) 

a) Production 2 is employed to determine all of the 
protocols required to assign the <variable> in 
question; we can think of the result of the 
analysis as a list of protocols required. The 
ordering of the protocols is important as all but 
the last protocols will be "get"s, the last will 
be a "put." 

b) all of the protocols are issued by the code 
section to heap and/or •• (which handles them 
appropriately) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Procedure Invocations 

<procedure statement> ::= 
<procedure identifier> 
[( <actual parameter> {, <actual parameter>} )] 

where: 

<actual parameter> ::= 
<expression> 
<variable> 
<procedure identifier> 
<function identifier> 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code section Focus 
(Page 8 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Procedure Invocations -
continued 

The communication protocols required can be 
separated into that required to invoke the procedure 
and those required to transmit the arguments. The 
analysis of argument transmission for functions is 
the same as that for procedures and will not be 
repeated here. 

For each procedure invocation x found by the above 
production: 

a) through. d) as for function evaluation 

e) if x is •• \x (e.g., it is embedded within •• ) 
then Explicit-Invocation-Request is issued to 
for x 

f) if x is •• :x (e.g., x is a procedure argument 
reference of •• ) then 
Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-Request is issued to 
•• for x ( •• will translate the reference and 
forward to %Inv) 

g) if x is controlled by any other entity then: 

i) Explicit-Invocation-Request is issued to 
for x 

ii) •• accepts Explicit-Invocation-Request for x 
and forwards to %Inv 

Miscellaneous Special Cases 

There are three special versions of assignment-like 
constructs in Pascal syntax which are of interest. 

The first of these deals with the primitives related to 
defining input and output. Pascal allows file buffer 
variables to be directly assigned or accessed using pointer 
notation (e.g., "f" := 'xli Put(f)"). The interpretations 
indicated above will function properly so long as it is 
understood that the file buffers are taken to be allocated 
out of the Heap. 
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Figure 3.35. Procedure For Pascal Communication Capability 
Analysis --- stage 2. Code section Focus 
(Page 9 of 9) 

Productions Of Interest For Parsing Procedure Invocations -
Continued 

Miscellaneous special Cases - continued 

The second of the assignment-like constructs is used to 
assign the value to a function and follows exactly the 
syntax for assignments. We shall assume that for each 
function there is a special write-only variable with the 
same name as tile function; this is assigned at will by a 
function's code section. After completion of execution of 
the code section, we take the function to use this special 
variable in assigning the value returned to the invoker. 
Therefore, the interpretations given above will operate 
accordingly. 

The last assignment-like construct occurs in a for statement 
and indeed does lead to an assignment protocol being issued; 
what must be understood is that there is in the language an 
implicit access protocol associated with the for variable. 
This requires special action during the parsing of the code • 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 1 of 19) 

Notes: 
1. n@II denotes a specific protocol actually employed, 

the capability for which was shown in Figure 3.34, 
see the text 

2. Assume that "Pascal-" prefixes all class names. 

AVLCreate 

Main-ProceciJre 

o AVLCreate Code section (Cod) 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •• :AVL (.Root & .Size) 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •• \Con:<O> 
o issued to •• for M-P\Con:Nil 

o AVLCreate Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for .:AVL (.Root & .size) , after 
translating reference 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<O> 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:Nil 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 2 of 19) 

AVLlnsert 

Main-ProcedJre 

o AVLlnsert Code Section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for invocation of •• :NewNode and 
•• : Descend 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• :AVL (.Size) and •. :Error 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to ••. for •• \Con:<O> and •• \Con:<l> 
o issued to •• for M-P\Con:False 

o AVLlnsert Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

@ accepted for .:Descend and .:NewNode 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Arqument-Put-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for .:AVL (.Size) and .:Error, after 

translating reference 
o accepted as result of invocation of .:Descend and 

.:NewNode for .:AVL (.Root) and .:Error, forwarded to 
%Inv after translating reference 

o accepted as result of invocation of .:Descend and 
.:NewNode for .\Var:Grew and .\Var:WentLeft, forwarded 
as Implicit-Get-Protocol/lmplicit-Put-Protocol to 
.\Var 

o Implicit-Get-protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<o> and .\Con:<l> 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:False 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 3 of 19) 

AVLlnsert;AdjustLL 

Main-Proceclire 

I I 
AVLlnsert I AVLRotateRight I 

"Invoker" t-- AdJustLL 

~ 88 
I 

Heap 

o AdjustLL Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P;AVLRotateRight 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •. :N 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •• \Con;<O> 
o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 

o issued to Heap for [ •• ;NJA (.Right) 
o Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol 

o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]A (.Bal) and [[ •• :N]A.Right]A 
(. Bal) 

o AdjustLL Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P;AVLRotateRight 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for .;N after translating reference 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepted as result of invocation of M-P;AVLRotateRight 

for .:N, forwarded to %Inv after translating reference 
o Implicit-Get-protocol 

@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<O> 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 4 of 19) 

AVLlnsert:AdjustLR 

Hafn-ProceckJre 

AVLlnsert 

Heap 

o AdjustLR Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P\AVLlnsert:compare 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P:AVLRotateLeft and 
M-P:AVLRotateRight 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• :N 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• \Con:<-l>, •. \Con:<O>, and 

•• \Con: <1> 
o issued to •• for M-P\Con:AVLLess, M-P\Con:AVLEqual, 

M-P\Con:AVLGreater, and M-P\AVLlnsert:NewPtr 
o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 

o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]~ (.Bal, .Left, .Right, & 
• Value) 

o Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]~ (.Bal), [[ •• :N]~.Left]~ 

(.Bal), and [[ •• :N]A.Right]~ (.Bal) 
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ljgure 3.36. Results of the communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 5 of 19) 

AVLlnsert:AdjustLR - continued 

o AdjustLR Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\AVLlnsert:Compare 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P:AVLRotateLeft and 
M-P:AVLRotateRight 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for .:N, after translating reference 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-protocol 
o accepted as result of invocation of M-P:AVLRotateLeft 

and M-P:AVLRotateRight for .:N, forwarded to %Inv 
after translating reference 

o accepted as result of invocation of M-P:AVLRotateLeft 
and M-P:AVLRotateRight for [.:N]~ (.Left), 
Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Heap-Put-protocol issued to Heap as response 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<-l>, .\Con:<O>, and 

• \Con: <1> 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:AVLLess, 

M-P\Con:AVLEqual, and M-P\Con:AVLGreater, and 
M-P\AVLlnsert:NewPtr 

AVLlnsert:AdjustRL 

Analysis is the same as for AdjustLR except that 
Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol and Implicit-Heap-Put-protocol 
issued to Heap for [.:N]A (.Right) rather than [.:N]A 
(.Left). 

AVLlnsert:AdjustRR 

Analysis is the same as for AdjustLL except that 
M-P\AVLRotateLeft is invoked rather than M-P\AVLRotateRight. 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 6 of 19) 

AVLlnsert:Descend 

Hain-Proced.ire 

I ~ AVLlnsert 

I 
"Invoker" I--- Descend ~ AdjustLL I ~ AdjustRR -' 

~ 8~ ~ AdjustLR I -l Ne~ode I 

I I-j AdjustRL 

Heap 

o Descend Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P\AVLlnsert:compare 
o Explicit-Invocation-protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P\AVLInsert:AdjustLL, 
M-p\AVLlnsert:AdjustLR, M-P\AVLlnsert:AdjustRL, 
M-P\AVLlnsert:AdjustRR, M-P\AVLlnsert:Descend, and 
M-P\AVLlnsert:NewNode 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to •. for •. :Found, •• :Grew, •• :N, and 

•• :WentLeft 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-protocol 

@ issued to •• for •. :Found, •• :Grew, and •• :WentLeft 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •. \Con:<-l>, •• \Con:<O>, and 
•• \Con:<l> 

o issued to •. for M-P\Con:AVLLess, M-P\Con:AVLEqual, 
M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, M-P\Con:Nil, and 
M-P\Con:True 

o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]A (.Bal, .Left, .Right, & 

.Value) 
o Implicit-Heap-Put-protocol 

o issued to Heap for [ .• :N]A (.Bal) 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
Section Focus (Page 7 of 19) 

AYLlnsert:Descend - continued 

o Descend Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\AVLlnsert:Compare 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\AVLlnsert:AdjustLL, 
M-P\AVLlnsert:AdjustLR, M-P\AVLlnsert:AdjustRL, 
M-P\AVLlnsert:AdjustRR, M-P\AVLlnsert:Descend, and 
M-P\AVLlnsert:NewNode 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for .:Found, .:Grew, .:N, and 

.:WentLeft after translating reference 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for .:Found, .:Grew, and .:WentLeft 
after translating reference 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepted as result of invocation of 

M-P\AVLlnsert\AdjustLL, M-P\AVLlnsert\AdjustLR, 
M-P\AVLlnsert\AdjustRL, M-P\AVLlnsert\AdjustRR, 
M-P\AVLlnsert:Descend, and M-P\AVLlnsert:NewNode for 
.:Found, .:Grew, .:N, and .:WentLeft, forwarded to 
%Inv after translating reference 

o accepted as result of invocation of 
M-P\AVLlnsert:Descend, and M-P\AVLlnsert:NewNode for 
[.:N]~ (.Left & .Right), Implicit-Heap-Get-protocolor 
Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol issued to Heap for 
resolution 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<-1>, .\Con:<O>, and 

.\Con:<1> 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:AVLLess, 

M-P\Con:AVLEqual, M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, 
M-P\Con:Nil, and M-P\Con:True 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2. Code 
Section Focus (Page 8 of 19) 

AVLlnsert:NewNode 

Main-Procedure 

AVLlnsert 

Heap 

o NewNode Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P:New 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •• \Con:<O> 
o issued to •• for M-p\Con:Nil and M-P\AVLlnsert:NewPtr 

o Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]A (.Bal, .Left, • Right , & 

.Value) 

o NewNode Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\New 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<O> 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:Nil and 

M-P\AVLlnsert:NewPtr 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepted as result of invocation of M-P\New for .:N, 

forwarded to %Inv after translating reference 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 9 of 19) 

AVLRemove 

Main-Procedure 

o AVLRemove Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Invocation-protocol 

@ issued to •• for invocation of •• :Descend 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •• :AVL (.size) 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 

@ issued to •. for .• :Error and .• :FoundPtr 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for .• \Con:<l> 
@ issued to •• for •• \Var:Found 
o issued to •• for M-P\Con:False and M-P\Con:Nil 

o Implicit-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• \Var:Found 

o AVLRemove Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

@ accepted for .:Descend 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for •• :AVL (.Size), after 
translating reference 

o Implicit-Arqument-Put-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for •• :Error and •• :FoundPtr, after 

translating reference 
o accepted as result of invocation of Descend for .:AVL 

(.Root), forwarded to %Inv after translating reference 
o accepted as result of invocation of Descend for 

.\Var:shrunk, Implicit-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Put-Protocol issued to .\Var as response 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<l> 
@ forwarded to .\Var for .\Var:Found 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:False and M-P\Con:Nil 

o Implicit-Put-Protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Var for .\Var:Found 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2, Code 
section Focus (Page 10 of 19) 

AVLRemoye:AdjustLeft 

Main-Procedure 

AVLRemove 

Heap 

o AdjustLeft Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P\AVLRemove:Compare 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P:AVLRotateLeft and 
M-P:AVLRotateRight 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• :N and •• :Shrunk 

o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •. for •• :Shrunk 

o Implicit-Get-protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• \Con:<-l>, •• \Con:<O>, and 

•• \Con:<l> 
o issued to •• for M-P\Con:AVLLess, M-P\Con:AVLEqual, 

M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, and M-P\Con:True 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o issued to •• for •• \Var:Double, •• \Var:LBal, 
•• \Var:NBal, and •• \Var:RBal 

o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]A (.Bal, .Left, & .Right), 

[[ •• :N]A.Right]A (.Bal & . Left) , and 
[[[ •• :N]A.Right]A.Left]A (.Bal) 

o Implicit-Heap-Put-protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]A (.Bal), [[ •• :N]A.Left]A 

(.Bal), and [[ •• :N]A.Right]A (.Bal) 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 11 of 19) 

o AdjustLeft Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\AVLRemove:Compare, after 
translating reference 

o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P:AVLRotateLeft and 

M-P:AVLRotateRight 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for .:N and .:Shrunk, after 
translating reference 

o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for •• :Shrunk, after translating 

reference 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepted as result of invocation of M-P:AVLRotateLeft 

for •• :N, forwarded to %Inv after translating 
reference 

o accepted as result of invocation of M-P:AVLRotateRight 
for ( •• :N]A (.Right), Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol issued to Heap as response 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<-l>, .\Con:<O>, and 

.\Con:<l> 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:AVLLess, 

M-P\Con:AVLEqual, M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, 
and M-P\Con:True 

o Implicit-Get-protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
o forwarded to .\Var for .\Var:Double, .\Var:LBal, 

• \Var:NBal , and .\Var:RBal 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2, Code 
section Focus (Page 12 of 19) 

AVLRemove:AdjustRight 

Mafn-Proced/re 

AVLRemove 

AdJustRfght 

Heap 

o AdjustRight Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P\AVLRemove:compare 
o Explicit-Invocation-protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P:AVLRotateLeft and 
M-P:AVLRotateRight 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• :N and •• :Shrunk 

o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •. :Shrunk 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• \Con:<-l>, •• \Con:<O>, and 

•• \Con:<l> 
o issued to •• for M-P\Con:AVLLess, M-P\Con:AVLEqual, 

M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, and M-P\Con:True 
o Implicit-Get-protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

o issued to •• for •• \Var:Double, •• \Var:LBal, 
•• \Var:NBal, and •• \Var:RBal 

o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •. :N]~ (.Bal, .Left, & .Right), 

[[ •• :N]~.Left]~ (.Bal & .Right), and 
[[[ •• :N]~.Left]~.Right]~ (.Bal) 

o Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]~ (.Bal), [[ •• :N]~.Left]~ 

(.Bal), and [[ •• :N]~.Right]~ (.Bal) 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 13 of 19) 

AVLRemove:AdjustRight - continued 

o AdjustRight Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\AVLRemove:compare, after 
translating reference 

o Explicit-Invocation-protocol 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P:AVLRotateLeft and 

M-P:AVLRotateRight 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for .:N and .:Shrunk, after 
translating reference 

o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for •• :Shrunk, after translating 

reference 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
o accepted as result of invocation of M-P:AVLRotateRight 

for •• :N, forwarded to %Inv after translating 
reference 

o accepted as result of invocation of M-P:AVLRotateLeft 
for [ •• :NJA (.Left), Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol issued to Heap as response 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to .\Con for .\Con:<-l>, .\Con:<O>, and 

.\Con:<l> 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:AVLLess, 

M-P\Con:AVLEqual, M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, 
and M-P\Con:True 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
o forwarded to .\Var for .\Var:Double, .\Var:LBal, 

• \Var:NBal , and .\Var:RBal 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2, Code 
section Focus (Page 14 of 19) 

AVLRemove:Descend 

Hain-Proced.ire 

AVLRemove 

AdjustRight 

Heap 

o Descend Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P\AVLRemove:Cornpare 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P:Dispose, 
M-P\AVLRernove:AdjustLeft, M-P\AVLRernove:AdjustRight, 
and M-P\AVLRernove:Descend 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• :N 

o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• :N and .• :Shrunk 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
o issued to •• for M-P\Con:AVLLess, M-P\Con:AV,t..Equal, 

M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, M-P\Con:Nil, 
M-P\Con:True, M-P\AVLRemove:Found, and 
M-P\AVLRemove:MatchPtr 

o Implicit-Put-Protocol 
o issued to •• for M-P\AVLRernove:Error, 

M-P\AVLRemove:Found, M-P\AVLRernove:FoundPtr, 
M-P\AVLRernove:MatchPtr, and M-P\AVLRernove:P 

o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]~ (.Left, .Right. & .Value), 

[M-P\AVLRemove:P]~ (.Right & .Value) 
o Implicit-Heap-Put-protocol 

o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]~ (.Value) 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2, Code 
Section Focus (Page 15 of 19) 

AVLRemoye:Descend - Continued 

o Descend Procedure-Block 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\AVLRemove:Compare 
o Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for M-P:Dispose, 
M-P\AVLRemove:AdjustLeft, M-p\AVLRemove:AdjustRight, 
and M-P\AVLRemove:Descend 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for •• :N, after translating 

reference 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for •• :N and •• :Shrunk, after 
translating reference 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 
Implicit-Argument-Put-protocol 
o accepted as result of invocation of 

M-P\AVLRemove:Descend for [ •• :N]A (.Left & .Right), 
Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol issued to Heap as response 

o accepted as result of invocation of 
M-p\AVLRemove:AdjustLeft and M-P\AVLRemove:AdjustRight 
for •• :N, forwarded to %Inv after translating 
reference 

o accepted as result of invocation of 
M-P\AVLRemove:AdjustLeft, M-P\AVLRemove:AdjustRight, 
and M-P\AVLRemove:Descend for •• :Shrunk, forwarded to 
%Inv after translating reference 

o accepted as result of invo~atiQn.of M-P:Dispose for 
M-P\AVLRemove:P, Implicit-Get-Protocol and 
Implicit-Put-Protocol issued to %Inv as response 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:AVLLess, 

M-P\Con:AVLEqual, M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, 
M-P\Con:Nil, M-P\Con:True, M-P\AVLRemove:Found, and 
M-P\AVLRemove:MatchPtr 

o Implicit-Put-Protocol 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\AVLRemove:Error, 

M-P\AVLRemove:Found, M-P\AVLRemove:FoundPtr, 
M-P\AVLRemove:MatchPtr, and M-P\AVLRemove:P 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analvsis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 16 of 19) 

AVLRotateLeft 

MDfn-ProcedJre 

o AVLRotateLeft Code section (Cod) 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• :N 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• \Var:S 

o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :N]A (.Right) and [ •• \Var:s]A 

(. Left) 

o AVLRotateLeft Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv from .\Cod for .:N, after 

translating reference 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

@ forwarded to .\Var for .\Var:S 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
Section Focus (Page 17 of 19) 

AVLRotateRight 

Main-Procedure 

o AVLRotateRight Code section (Cod) 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to .• for •• :N 

o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• \Var:s 

o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Heap-Put-Protocol 
o issued to Heap for [ •• :NJA (.Left) and [ •• \Var:sJA 

(.Right) 

o AVLRotateRight Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol & 

Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv from .\Cod for .:N, after 

translating reference 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol & Implicit-Put-Protocol 

@ forwarded to .\Var for .\Var:S 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example stage 2. Code 
section Focus (Page 18 of 19) 

AVLSearch 

Mafn-Procedure 

Heap 

o~VLSearch Code section (Cod) 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o issued to •• for •• :Compare 
o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •• :Found 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 

@ issued to •• for •• :Found and •• :FoundPtr 
o Implicit-Get-Protocol 

o issued to •• for M-P\Con:AVLLess, M-P\Con:AVLEqual, 
M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, M-P\Con:Nil, and 
M-P\Con:True 

@ issued to •• for •• \Var:AVL (.Root), •• \Var:Done, 
•• \Var:MatchPtr, and •• \Var:Probe 

o Implicit-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to •• for •• \Var:Done, •• \Var:MatchPtr, and 

•• \Var:Probe 
o Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 

o issued to Heap for [ •• \Var:ProbeJA (.Left, .Right, & 
.Value) 
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Figure 3.36. Results of the Communication capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- stage 2, Code 
section Focus (Page 19 of 19) 

o AVLSearch Procedure-Block/Procedure 
o Explicit-Indirect-Evaluation-Protocol 

o forwarded to %Inv for .:Compare, after translating 
reference 

o Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 
@ forwarded to %Inv for .:Found, after translating 

reference 
o Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 

@ forwarded to %Inv for .:Found and .:FoundPtr, after 
translating reference 

o Implicit-Get-protocol 
o forwarded to %Inv for M-P\Con:AVLLess, 

M-P\Con:AVLEqual, M-P\Con:AVLGreater, M-P\Con:False, 
M-P\Con:Nil, and M-P\Con:True 

@ forwarded to .\Var for .\Var:AVL (.Root), .\Var:Done, 
.\Var:MatchPtr, and .\Var:Probe 

o Implicit-Put-Protocol 
@ issued to .\Var for .\Var:Done, .\Var:MatchPtr, and 

.\Var:Probe 



Figure 3.37. Results of the Communication Capability 
Analysis of the AVL Tree Example --- Summary of 
"Interesting" Communication (Page 1 of 3) 

Notes: 
1) "Protocols Issued By" is an abbreviation for 

"Protocols issued by the code section of." 
2) The following protocols are abbreviated: 

EIP = Explicit-Invocation-Protocol 
EIIP = Explicit-Indirect-Invocation-protocol 
IAGP = Implicit-Argument-Get-Protocol 

This table 
concentrates on 

lAPP = Implicit-Argument-Put-Protocol 
IGP = Implicit-Get-Protocol 
IHGP = Implicit-Heap-Get-Protocol 
IHPP = Implicit-Heap-Put-protocol 
IPP = Implicit-Put-Protocol 
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and Module Interconnection Languages 
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Early in this dissertation it was stated that 

compilers of so-called high-level languages like Modula-2, 

Pascal, ANSI-C, etc., perform a translation between world 

views. This occurs in the sense that a compiler must create 

object code (e.g., compilation producing assembled assembly 

code) for a specific assembly language which offers specific 

structuring and communication capabilities. For the 

purposes of this dissertation, the most important aspects of 

the translation are the mappings between structure classes 

of the two languages and the mappings between communication 

classes of the two languages; it is not quite as important 

to understand the strategies that a compiler uses in 

optimizing the generated assembly code. Figure 3.38 

represents the general situation; the phrase "compilation 

strategy" has been applied to emphasize that compilation 

consists of lnore than just mapping between structure classes 

(as pictured) and communication classes. In the figure a 

rather generic hierarchy on the structure Language Plane for 

a high-level language is shown on the left; to the right is 

a hierarchy for a generic assembly language. For each class 

on the left there must be a general strategy for creating a 

functional equivalent in terms of the structuring 

capabilities of the language. Hypothetical examples of 

strategies are: 
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1. With regard to structure, function- .and procedure
like structures in the high-level language will be 
mapped to a procedure; in the case of functions a 
communication mapping will produce the achievement 
of a value return. 

2. If the high-level language is FORTRAN-77, then 
common blocks can be mapped into data segments; all 
references to a common block will refer the same 
segment and the size of the segment will be the 
largest size encountered in the FORTRAN-77 code. 

3. For most languages constants can be mapped to a data 
segment with initialized values (a compiler may 
alternatively optimize the code by including 
constants in data declarations within a procedure or 
including them literally in assembly language 
statements). 

4. If the high-level language is FORTRAN-77, then block 
data routines, which exist solely to provide an 
initialization mechanism for common blocks, can be 
mapped in a number of ways (e.g., by modifying the 
existing data segments corresponding to the common 
blocks to include initial values, by ~apping to 
procedures which move the constant values into the 
data segments corresponding to the common blocks, 
see 2.). 

What makes the topic of compilation strategies more 

interesting is that often compilers for more than one 

language exist for a specific assembly code (i.e., for a 

specific computer) and yet the structuring capabilities of 

vastly different languages are mapped onto the same set of 

structuring capabilities inherent in the target assembly 

code. 

compilers do not always act properly from the 

perspective of the programmer in that they can "miscompile" 

certain language features (e.g., there are compiler errors) 

or they can use compilation strategies inappropriate for all 

of the programs that a programmer may wish to compile. The 
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author has had personal experience with the latter; one 

vendor of a FORTRAN compiler for personal computers used the 

compilation strategy of mapping the constant section of the 

code it compiled into a specific data segment which might be 

called DSEG; the definition of DSEG indicated that all 

occurrences from all compiled routines should be joined 

together to form one large data segment at the time of 

object code linking. For the target computer segments could 

not be larger than 64 x 1024 bytes, which would not appear 

to be terribly limiting. However, the constant section of a 

routine contained all of the data from FORMAT statements in 

addition to the literal and symbolic constants encountered 

and because the program being developed was input/output 

intensive the total amount of FORMAT statement data soon 

exceeded the limit. The vendor has improved the quality of 

the compiler and now each routine can have its unique 

(uncombined) data segments for constants. The flexibility 

is implemented in terms of allowing the programmer to 

specify the so-called "memory model" he desires for the code 

being compiled which determines the mapping of the high

level language structures into the assembly language 

structures. 

A mapping between high-level language and assembly 

language occurs on the Communication Language Plane as well. 

Most assembly languages offer only in a macro form the 

notion of routine arguments; the passing of information 
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during a assembly language procedure call takes place either 

through the use of registers or, more commonly, through the 

storage of information on a stack. In either case, much 

discipline is normally required of an assembly code 

programmer to create code where the issuing and accepting 

protocols match; a compiler is of course quite capable of 

producing consistent results. The options for mapping 

arguments to assembly code may be influenced by traditions 

for the langauge under consideration. For example, due to 

the UNIX standard implementation of the C language, the call 

and return mechanism used by C is different from that 

traditionally used in languages like Pascal and FORTRAN-77. 

The difference arises from the manner in which a compiler 

creates assembly code for the invocation protocols; 

arguments are typically passed on a stack and in C it is 

traditionally left to the issuer (in terms of the produced 

assembly code) to clear the stack after the invocation has 

been completed, whereas Pascal and other languages 

traditionally leave it to the acceptor of the protocol to 

clear the stack. The reason for the C tradition is that the 

language has always allowed for functions which accept 

varying numbers of parameters (e.g., the input/output 

functions) and this method guarantees the first argument 

will always be in a certain location with regard to the 

stack. In general then, we can suspect that 
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ANSI-C-Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol will not be the same as 

l-Explicit-Evaluation-Protocol for most languages 1. 

Whether the communication protocols of two distinct 

languages are the same is an important issue for layered 

software systems because often the various previously 

written support routines which are available for information 

system development are written in a mixture of high-level 

and assembly language. For most systems there are a number 

of high-level languages available and compatibility with all 

of the available languages will be of paramount importance 

to the both the developer and user of the support software. 

One technique historically used to ensure 

compatibility with specific languages entails writing "front 

ends" appropriate to each desired language for a common set 

of functional code. In contrast to this method of the 

support software providing an interface appropriate to the 

communication protocol of a specific language, increasingly 

support libraries are written for only one language. This 

should not be viewed as an abandonment of responsibility on 

the part of the support software developer, rather, it is a 

recognition of the improvements in language facilities. 

Compiler developers often produce compilers for a number of 

languages. The communication protocols employed by the 

different languages are often still incompatible, but 

special metacommands are defined within the language which 

allow the programmer to either force his code to issue or 
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accept non-default communication protocols (the former can 

be achieved by writing interface descriptions which document 

the communication protocols accepted by a desired routine, 

see Microsoft 1987 for one example). 

The discussion so far has concentrated on the 

implementation of routine invocation and the passing 

mechanisms for arguments; other topics warrant mention 

because they can create incompatibilities or inconveniences 

with regard to communication protocols. Languages standards 

and especially language implementations differ with regard 

to case sensitivity and the number of significant characters 

associated with identifiers (e.g., FORTRAN-77 

implementations often ignore case and sometimes only use the 

first 6 characters of routine and common block names whereas 

ANSI-C implementations typically support 32 significant 

characters for identifiers and case is respected). 

Available data types vary with languages either in terms of 

availability or implementation. A common complaint about 

FORTRAN-77, which is supposed to be "fixed" in the next 

standard, is that it does not offer a record type. Although 

most languages do offer records, there can be differences in 

how the fields are mapped to storage (e.g., offsets can 

differ because of the introduction of padding bytes in order 

to achieve "good" access speed at the expense of increased 

space requirements). Another complaint about FOR'rRAN-77 is 

that it does not offer pointer variables nor "true" dynamic 
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allocation of space (e.g., the amount of space desired 

cannot be specified during execution), which makes it 

unattractive for many information system situations because 

the required or desired data structures are difficult if not 

impossible to implement. It should be noted that FORTRAN-77 

routines can be made to accept that values of pointer 

variables passed from routines of other languages, but the 

FORTRAN-77 code can not make much use of them. (For 

example, although the only standard method for ANSI-C code 

to pass an argument is call-by-value, call-by-reference is 

simulated by passing a pointer to the relevant object;· if 

the interface is defined properly, FORTRAN-77 code can 

interpret such a passed argument as being transmitted using 

call-by-reference and thus achieve communication.) The most 

famous example of implementation differences must be the 

mapping to storage of arrays. FORTRAN in all of its 

incarnations has used so-called column-major ordering for 

multidimensional arrays whereas almost all other languages 

feature row-major ordering. ANSI-C and older versions of 

FORTRAN force the use of a specific lower bound on array 

indexes (0 and 1 respectively), whereas FORTRAN-77, Pascal, 

and Modula-2 allow the user to use any (reasonable) set of 

bounds. (Although the array-related differences do not lead 

to any difference in the amount of storage required to 

represent the array and the former can be overcome easily 



with a change of the roles of indexes, the differences do 

cause major documentation problems.) 
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It is from this perspective that the topic of so

called module interconnection languages becomes important 

(see, for example, Freeman 1983). Such languages primarily 

serve as a documentation source for programmers, although 

the information can be integrated into an information system 

development scheme which leads to automated generation of 

appropriate communication protocols (e.g., definition of 

interfaces or insertion of appropriate metacommands). The 

metamodels defined within this dissertation would appear to 

be ideally suited for defining the constructs required of a 

module interconnection language. Further, because the 

analysis methodology developed within this dissertation can 

be automated, the analysis required for module 

interconnection documentation could be produced easily. 



Figure 3.38. Compilation strategy As A Mapping On The 
structure Language Plane 
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section 3.8. A Framework For Modeling Behavior 

The topic of this section is modeling the behavior 

of information systems. After introducing behavioral 

modeling, the metamodels defined within this dissertation 

will be shown to serve as a framework for the creation of 

simulation model representations of behavior. 

Modeling the behavior of an information system 

entails showing how the architectural elements of interest 

interact through time. A model which represents behavior 

must allow for the expression of dynamic interactions and as 

such is essentially a simulation model. It should be noted 

that in this section the term simulation can be applied with 

equal validity in the sense introduced in section 2.1 or in 

the sense of Monte Carlo simulation (see Law and Kelton 

1982, for example); that is, the time sequence of 

interaction is always important but the amount of time 

between interactions may not be. The relevance of the 

amount of time between interactions is determined by the 

purposes for creating the simulation. All programmers face 

tradeoffs in terms of time and space efficiency and both 

types of simulation can be of use in assessing these 

characteristics for a set of code. Consider, for example, a 

simple information system run on a single, dedicated 

processor. Time amounts would be irrelevant if the 

simulation was created in order to determine the system's 
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memory requirements (this is not a trivial problem for 

software written in languages employing dynamic allocation 

of space and/or dynamic variable sections). On the other 

hand, time amounts would be essential if the purpose for the 

simulation was to determine the system's worst-case (time) 

response to user input. 

From either simulation perspective, the entities 

which must be modeled are the structural components of 

interest and their interactions correspond to the mechanisms 

by which the components communicate. The metamodels of 

structure and communication introduced in this dissertation 

uniquely determine the full set of entities and interactions 

which might be considered for a specific set of application 

software (this remark is amplified in the next paragraph). 

There are, of course, other entities and interactions 

deserving attention. These can be derived by considering 

the relevant hardware, human personnel, operating system, 

and other layered support software using the metamodel 

approach, either manually or, when source code is available, 

automatically. The choices as to which entities and which 

interactions should be included in a simulation model depend 

upon the desired level(s) of detail, and the desired 

level(s) of detail, in turn, depends upon the purpose(s) for 

the modeling exercise. (With regard to simulation of 

general systems, more detail is typically prescribed for the 

subset of entities which are intrinsically of most interest 



and/or are thought to influence Illost the overall system 

behavior. ) 
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The manner in which the metamodels are applied can 

greatly impact upon the level of detail possible within a 

simulation model. As was indicated in the previous section, 

we can choose to view source code in terms of the structure 

and communication features implicit in the structure and 

Communication Language Plane hierarchies for the source 

(assumed high-level) language, or in terms of the set 

implicit in the hierarchies for the target assembly 

language; each choice leads to a different set of entities 

and means of interaction. If we represent each structure 

(communication mechanism) produced by the metamodel analysis 

methodology with a corresponding simUlation model entity 

(interaction means), we will have different available 

details, if not greater detail, when the assembly language 

world view is chosen. In either case the level of detail 

can be decreased by aggregating entities, as will be 

addressed below. 

As discussed in section 3.2, regardless of the 

language world view chosen, a structure can be interpreted 

as being a virtual machine. The process of developing a 

time-based simUlation model can therefore be viewed as 

mapping between the qescription of virtual machines and 

simUlation constructs. A mapping process shall be discussed 

after first considering the behavior of a virtual machine 
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corresponding to a code section. (A code section was chosen 

as the example, because they are the primary initiators of 

sequences of communication.) 

In light of the operations attributed to virtual 

machines in section 3.2, a simple model of virtual machine 

behavior involves only three possible states, executing an 

instruction, issuing a communication, and awaiting a 

communication; a finite state machine representation is 

shown in Figure 3.39. The "processor" of the virtual 

machine can be taken to be idle only when awaiting a 

communication and can be taken to be busy otherwise. If we 

were to view the behavior of such a virtual machine through 

time (i.e., follow the transitions of the finite state 

machine), then we would note the follow the pattern: 

{ [ execution ] { issue I await }+ }+ 

where: 

1. EBNF notation is employed 

2. the issuance of communications could be taken to 
also involve time delays (e.g., issuance might not 
be viewed as being instantaneous) 

3. sequences of the executing instruction state have 
been combined to form one longer execution 

Note that this pattern adequately represents both an 

internal view of the virtual machine in terms of busy versus 

idle as well as an external view in terms of communications 

emanating from the virtual machine. The virtual machines 

corresponding to constant sections, variable sections, 

controlling procedures, etc., exhibit the same pattern of 
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behavior (we can take the execution behavior of a variable 

section, for example, to represent the time required to 

access its memory). 

A simulation model of a virtual machine should 

exhibit a simulation time-based behavior similar to that of 

the modeled virtual machine. This can be achieved by 

mapping virtual machine program execution to a simulation 

time primitive called delay (i.e., execution leads to a 

simulated time advance) and by mapping virtual machine 

communications directly into similar simulation language 

primitives, which will be called issue and await. If 

required, the simulation primitives issue and await can be 

preceded by delays if the time delays can be attributed to 

the virtual machine operation of issuing a communication or 

accepting a communication (e.g., time passes between the 

arrival of a communication and the next operation). This 

leads to a simulation model behavior pattern which follows 

the pattern: 

( [ delay] ( issue I await }+ }+ 

where the delay can be stochastic or deterministic. 

Simulation languages differ with regard to the primitives 

that they offer (e.g., not all offer the direct equivalent 

of await and issue) and the mechanisms for specifying 

behavior patterns~ there are distinct world views supported 

by simulation languages. The class of simulation languages 

whose associated world view best matches the underlying 



world view in the metamodels, and which provides the 

required primitives, is often described in the simulation 
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literature as "message-based" or "object-oriented" (see, for 

example, Bagrodia, Chandy, and Misra 1987, Bezivin 1987, or 

McArthur 1987). It should be noted that recent work (see 

Overstreet 1987, for example) indicates that the choice of 

world view is largely a choice of the parsimony of the 

resulting model, in that the common simulation world views 

are equivalent in their expressive power; simulation 

languages do, however, differ with regard to their support 

of the underlying world view, just as.database management 

systems differ with regard to their support of, say, the 

relational database model. We shall henceforth assume that 

an appropriate simulation language is used and thus the 

mapping described above is feasible. 

Should it be desired, the level of detail can be 

decreased through aggregation. Two approaches are 

immediately obvious, see Figure 3.40: 

1. Apply the mapping suggested above to a number of 
virtual machines, creating the same number of 
simulation model entities. Aggregate the simulation 
model entities. 

2. Aggregate the virtual machines into a larger virtual 
machine. Apply the mapping, creating a single 
simulation model entity. 

The second alternative appears not only to be simpler to 

achieve in light of the simplicity of the required process 

described below, but is probably better in terms of assuring 

the validity of the resulting simulation model. Consider, 
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for example, modeling the behavior of Pascal source code, 

taken to be viewed from the perspective of the Pascal 

structure and Communication Language Plane. We can 

aggregate code, constant, and variable sections with their 

controlling procedure representation in the following 

manner. We start ,'lith a description of the behavior of the 

code section. For each communication protocol issued to the 

controlling procedure which can be resolved internally, that 

is by the controlled constant or variable sections, we can 

remove the protocol and replace it with a representative 

time delay. For each communication protocol issued to the 

controlling procedure for forwarding, we can effectively 

remove the protocol between code section and controller, 

adding, if required, a time delay. similarly, the 

communication protocol related to execution orders for the 

code section can be replaced. In this manner, we are left 

with a new behavior pattern whose communication patterns 

represent the aggregate structure. Computer implementation 

of the metamodel analysis procedures described in this 

dissertation should include automation of such an 

aggregation step. 

The problem which has not yet been addressed is the 

attribution of appropriate simulation time delays to the 

actual time required by virtual machines to perform their 

operations. Two approaches which represent two distinct 

modeling philosophies will be briefly discussed; definitive 



methodology prescriptions are beyond the scope of this 

section. 
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The first approach involves measurement of the 

actual time required to perform the operation. For a 

computer running a single process corresponding to the 

sequential program under consideration, the time measured 

would be accurate; the operation time would be constant. 

For other computers, depending upon the measurement method, 

the time might reflect actions taken by the computer to 

perform unrelated tasks. If we were not separately modeling 

operating system actions and the times did reflect unrelated 

computer operations, then multiple measurements would be 

required as each would be an observation of a random 

variable which would require statistical modeling (see, for 

example, Law and Vincent 1987). This approach has the 

benefit that possible optimizatio:'I performed by a compiler 

of high-level language source code is not an issue which 

must be addressed (this will be an issue for the second 

approach, and is discussed below). However, because 

communication (e.g., memory access) is taken to be distinct 

from virtual machine operations (e.g., register arithmetic), 

even small code sections typically consist of a large number 

of alternating sections of communication protocols and 

operations. The total number of time observations could be 

excessive in light of the requirement for multiple 



measurements of the time to perform each individual 

operation. 
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The second approach is to start with the known 

instruction cycle times for each basic machine operation 

(these times are typically provided in assembly language 

documentation). In the case of higher-level languages, for 

each statement the assembly code produced by a compiler can 

be derived and the execution time for the statement can be 

taken to be the sum of the assembly language instruction 

cycle times. A database of cycle times for each possible 

statement could thus be created and consulted when modeling 

a particular set of source code. One benefit accrued from 

the separation of routines into, for example, code, 

variable, constant, and controlling routine components, is 

that the operation times for each component can be clearly 

defined. (Such would not be the case if communication 

mechanisms needed to be factored into code operations, 

because memory access times typically depend upon the method 

used to designate the memory location.) However, most 

compilers perform optimization on the generated assembly 

instructions; depending upon the level of detail desired it 

might be necessary to determine the actual set of assembly 

instructions produced for a particular set of high-level 

language code. This approach is well-suited for the 

situation where operating system components are modeled, or, 

alternatively, for the situation where only the time for 

. . 
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execution of the source code under consideration is 

relevant. 
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Figure 3.39. Finite state Machine Representation Of Virtual 
Machine Behavior 
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Figure 3.40. Approaches To Aggregating virtual Machines with 
Regard To Their Simulation Representation 
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CHAPTER 4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Section 4.1. Summary And contributions 

Two trends are affecting the process by which 

software systems are developed. First, layered 

architectures for software systems are increasingly being 

used, and such use forces software developers to interface 

their application code with prewritten support code. 

Second, software reuse is becoming an increasingly desirable 

practice for monetary reasons, and the monetary benefits of 

such reuse are possible only with adequate documentation of 

the existing application code. Both of these trends foster 

the need to have a methodology which guides the 

configuration and documentation of software systems. 

This dissertation developed an analysis methodology 

based on two interrelated three-dimensional metamodels which 

correspond to the two principal aspects of software system 

architecture, structure and communication. Each metamodel 

can be viewed as having three planes which represent 

increasing abstractions away from actual source code. For 

example, with regard to the structure metamodel, the lowest 

plane corresponds to actual source code structures written 

in a specific computer language, the middle plane represents 

the general form of the structures available in that 
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language, and the top plane represents the general form of 

structures available in any language. 

The metamodels were developed using existing theory 

and practice from the fields of systems theory, simulation 

modeling, computer language design, and software 

engineering. specifically, an object-oriented viewpoint was 

adopted in order to allow the expression of the 

relationships between entities found on a single plane of a 

metamodel, as well as the expression of the relationships 

between entities found on different planes. 

The entities on the top plane of each metamodel were 

defined; because of the design of the metamodels, these are 

susceptible to user extension or modification. structures 

which might be found on the middle plane were characterized 

using the notion of a virtual machine, which facilitates not 

only the derivation of the middle plane structures for a 

specific language, but also the modeling of behavior (how 

structures interact through time using communication 

mechanisms). A thorough analysis was made of the 

structuring and communication mechanisms available in a 

reference language (Pascal) and how they were related to the 

general structuring and communication mechanisms found on 

the top plane. The mechanisms of the reference language 

were also contrasted with the structuring and communication 

mechanisms found through partial analyses of other computer 

languages, both to highlight the range of mechanisms 
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available as well as to demonstrate the representational 

ability of the metamodels. The object-oriented viewpoint 

and a standard computer language notation were then used to 

show the relationships between the structuring and 

communication mechanisms for a specific language found on 

the middle plane with source code objects written in that 

language found on the bottom plane. The relationships 

between the middle and bottom plane entities were completely 

developed for the reference language. Further, techniques 

for associating source code found on the bottom plane with 

the structuring and communication mechanisms found on the 

middle plane were detailed. These techniques were 

specifically chosen because they can easily be implemented 

in a software form using existing techniques, which would 

allow for automated analysis of the structures and 

communication mechanisms employed in actual source code. 

The relationship between computer language 

compilation and the developed analysis methodology was 

explained in order to further explain the structure of the 

metamodels as well as to demonstrate how the analysis 

methodology could be applied to the problem of integrating 

software developed using different computer languages. 

simulation of software system behavior can assist 

the software development effort in terms of configuring the 

system &nd assessing its performance. The metamodel 

analysis methodology facilitates the development of 
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behavioral models in two ways. First, it identifies the 

structures which must be modeled and the manners in which 

they interact. Second, all structures are defined in terms 

of a virtual machine representation and the behavior of the 

virtual machines is itself easily represented in a 

simulation language form (assuming a reasonable simulation 

language). However, because the purposes for creating a 

simulation model directly impact on the level of detail 

(which in turn manifests in a number of ways as shown in 

section 3.8), definitive general rules for creating 

simulation models are not easily derived. However, a 

ge.neral mapping between the virtual machine representations 

of structures and simulation model entities was derived and 

further, a procedure for decreasing the level of detail 

through aggregation was outlined. Issues facing developers 

of information system simUlation models were also outlined. 

The major general contribution of this dissertation 

is the development of the two three-dimensional metamodels, 

which provide a framework and methodology for discerning the 

structure and communication mechanisms employed in software 

source code as well as a framework from within which 

behavioral models can be developed. It is the author's 

opinion that the metamodel representation also facilitates 

understanding of the semantics of computer languages because 

of the virtual machine representation of structures and how 

they interact through communication (e.g., it helps to 



explain what a procedure invocation in Pascal really 

intends). 
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The most immediately useful specific application of 

the methodology is documentation of the structure of 

software source code, be it prewritten application code, 

application code under development, or existing support 

code. This application can be easily automated. Should the 

original source code for support software not be available 

(e.g., it may be proprietary), the methodology can still be 

(manually) applied in a limited fashion using information 

gathered from existing documentation and object code library 

listings (a reverse assembly tool might also be applied if 

this is not prohibited by the software licensing 

arrangement). The result of such an application will be a 

general description of the structure of the support code, 

lacking much of the description of the code's internal 

workings. 

The second most immediately useful application of 

the methodology is the documentation of the communication 

protocols accepted by software. The ability to define the 

protocol components in a structured manner for all relevant 

computer languages allows development of rules dictating the 

compatability of source code routines written in distinct 

languages. This information can guide software developers 

in coding the proper interface for two software components 

as well as in identifying the need for intermediate 



-, 
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(assembly code) interfaces where incompatabilities can not 

be overcome in the desired high-level language. 
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section 4.2. Limitations And Extensions 

The primary limit?tion of the research presented in 

this dissertation is demonstrating that, as asserted, the 

analysis methodologies developed can be automated using 

existing standard software tools. Moreover, this should be 

done within the context of a software system develpment 

enviorment which supports the entire system life cycle. An 

obvious extension of this research is to accomplish these 

tasks. 

Another limitation which could be resolved through 

future research is incorporating information concerning data 

types into the structure and communication description 

facilities. This is relevant in the application of the 

methodology to the problem of interfacing software created 

with different computer languages, because not all data 

types are defined in the same manner, if at all, even in 

compilers provided by the same vendor. with the current 

protocol desc.ription capability it is possible to deem the 

issuing and accepting sides of a protocol as compatible 

whereas data type problems may render such a protocol 

incompatible. However, a tentative solution to this problem 

which only requires changes to the user-definable middle 

layer of the model seems promising. 
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